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Abstract

Hypothesis: By simulating the acoustic field throughout the entire vocal

tract the evolution of speech sounds within the tract can be directly and

quantitatively related to physical variations in the tract geometry. This

insight into speech production could then be applied to a variety of fields where

the ability to alter or investigate speech characteristics in a targeted way could be

useful for example in the teaching of speech science, in speech coaching, or as part of

the planning of medical procedures. In this research, a bespoke acoustic simulation

package has been produced using a continuous 3-dimensional Digital Waveguide

Mesh (DWM) which can produce acoustic output throughout the entire simulation

domain containing the tract at every time step. This package has been shown to

reproduce formant frequencies for a variety of vocal tract shapes with an average

mean absolute error of 10.12 % at the lips, which is comparable to other research.

These results have been investigated by comparing simulation output to recorded

output from physical models. This simulation package has also been used to perform

studies into the shifting of formant frequencies during speech sound production along

the length of the tract, and into the effect on formant frequencies of the removal

of geometric features of the tract such as the piriform fossae. These studies have

been compared to physical internal measurements of vocal tract models from living

subjects, showing preliminary agreement with further development required. A large

emphasis has been placed on the accessibility of this research, with the production

of several tools for visualisation of the data contained within, and with decisions

made during the production of the simulation package itself.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Hypothesis and Motivation

The human voice is the framework within which people have interacted with the

world around them since the beginning of human society. In a modern society, the

voice is still central to the way people experience the world and convey information.

The mechanisms of speech production are well understood from a biological and

phonetic standpoint, however this information is difficult to access without deep

technical knowledge. These mechanisms are also most commonly described by con-

sidering the vocal tract as an object which transforms a source signal into an output

speech sound which varies based on the articulation of the tract for that sound. This

is a valid approach, but does not preserve any direct links between the individual

aspects of the articulation of the tract and the output it produces

The hypothesis of this work states that by simulating the acoustic field

throughout the entire vocal tract the evolution of speech sounds within

the tract can be directly and quantitatively related to physical variations

in the tract geometry. Through exposing the process of speech production within

the tract in terms of visual and intuitive concepts like the shape of the tract and

its side passages and constrictions, an audience which lacks a strong background in

speech science and acoustics can begin to make informed choices in fields surrounding

the voice. There is often a need for professional singers to adjust individual formant
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frequencies during speech production to access different ranges of the human voice

[12]. By using vocal tract simulations, it would be possible to identify multiple ways

of creating a frequency shift in specific parts of the speech spectrum that would be

directly suitable to an individual’s tract geometry.

People who feel disconnected from the way their voice sounds, for reasons of

gender dysphoria or otherwise, frequently undergo speech therapy with the goal of

training them to naturally articulate their vocal tract in such a way as to raise

the pitch of their voice or attempt to align individual speech formants with target

values [13, 14]. Using work built on this research, a person could be given a more

targetted plan for making these changes in a way that would require the least change

to their specific natural articulation. Further still, it is not uncommon that an

individual must resort to surgical reconstruction due to issues mentioned above,

prior medical procedures which left the voice permanently changed or inoperable, or

even traumatic incidents which led to damage to the tract [15, 16]. Future work in

this field could directly inform the surgical plan by providing guidance as to which

parts of the reconstruction would lead to the intended speech sound either based on

prior recordings of the individuals speech or based on desired speech characteristics.

Much previous research has largely been concerned with the study of acoustic

propagation within the vocal tract for the purpose of speech synthesis, which is an

important and ever expanding field in a modern digital world driven by human-

computer interfacing. Inherently speech synthesis research is often focussed on

speech intelligibility and accuracy rather than reproduction of the underlying bi-

ological mechanisms. The field of vocal tract acoustic modelling however takes the

intuitive approach that accurately modelling speech production would ideally lead

to truly accurate speech output which is indistinguishable from that which a human

would produce.

This so-called ‘physical modelling’ approach to speech synthesis is itself a broad

field, encompassing electrical analogues with manually tunable parameters to fully

programmatic simulations of the flow of acoustic pressure through a simulation
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domain by approximately solving the acoustic wave equations [17, 18]. This is a

field of compromises. Models based on physical analogues usually operate in real

time and are relatively simple to adjust but typically suffer in output accuracy due

to the required simplifications in the implementation. Acoustic simulations can

theoretically produce exact solutions to the acoustic propagation in the tract, but

their accuracy is typically directly proportional to their complexity and the amount

of time taken to perform the simulation which limits their use in dynamic real world

applications.

While this research is not directly interested in physical modelling for speech

synthesis, many of the advancements made in that field make this work possible.

This work will present a bespoke modelling package based on a 3-dimensional Digital

Waveguide Mesh (DWM) which produces the acoustic response of the human vocal

tract continuously throughout the entire simulation domain. The package is designed

to be useable without large amounts of technical knowledge by accepting arbitrary

geometries and performing all pre-processing and analysis steps automatically, while

still producing the raw data for more thorough exploration. This package has been

used to investigate the shifting resonant frequencies in the tract along its length

to provide an insight into how the geometrical properties of the tract affect sound

production continuously. It has also been used to investigate the effect of removing

parts of the vocal tract, for example the piriform fossae, on the production of speech

while relating the acoustic output back to the geometry.

This research represents an avenue for improved understanding of speech produc-

tion for a less technical audience by relating acoustic output back to geometry using

simple physical concepts. A focus on this approachability is present throughout the

whole work, both in the design of the modelling package and in the presentation of

the data through visualisations in virtual spaces. It is clear that a further developed

version of this research would have practical applications in all the ways previously

described. This work is still only a first step on this path to approachable and

intuitive understanding and interrogation of speech production, but the potential
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applications should label this field as a research priority.

1.2 Layout

Chapter 2 of this thesis provides a theoretical introduction to physical acoustics in

the vocal tract and how speech in produced. Once this basis of knowledge has been

laid out, a series of methods for simulating the physical acoustics in real environ-

ments are presented, with discussion of their particular formulations, advantages,

and disadvantages. This chapter also discusses some advances in modern acous-

tic modelling techniques such as parallelisation and real-time acoustic simulations

which have come about due to the rise in popularity of Virtual Reality (VR).

Chapter 3 contains a review of explorations of pre-existing modelling packages

that could have been used to perform the acoustic simulations required for this work,

discussing their advantages and disadvantages relating to this project.

Having determined that none of the packages explored in this work were suitable

for the requirements of this research, Chapter 4 focuses on the creation and valida-

tion of a functional acoustic propagation algorithm based on the Digital Waveguide

Mesh (DWM) algorithm within the Python language. Explorations of 3D modelling

and voxelisation, as well as of an Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method

which was briefly considered as the algorithm of choice for this work. This chapter

also includes validation of the acoustic propagation algorithm against both formant

values stated in literature and against physical recordings of fabricated 3D versions

of the simulated vocal tracts, the breadth of which is a novelty of this research.

Chapter 5 presents the complete vocal tract simulation package produced from

this work. Details are included of additional development required on top of the

previously discussed propagation algorithm. This chapter also includes a presen-

tation of some usages of VTSim to interrogate the acoustic response of the vocal

tract, specifically in resonant frequency analysis along the tract and in investigation

of how those resonant frequencies shift when the tract geometry is edited.

While the accuracy of outputs within the tract was asserted based on accuracy
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of outputs taken at the lips, Chapter 6 features an experimental validation of

internal simulation against measurements made within a 3D printed vocal tract.

The method and outcomes of this measurement are described thoroughly within

and form another novelty of this work.

Chapter 7 shows some examples of data visualisations designed to provide

an intuitive understanding of speech production using simulation data and clear

examples. Information on how these visualisations were made is available in this

chapter for future works.

Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of the work contained within this thesis,

the novel contributions of this work, an analysis of the success of this work in

answering its hypothesis, and a discussion of potential future works in this field.
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Chapter 2

Acoustics and Computational

Modelling

To model the human voice in a way which is physically accurate requires knowledge

of both the fundamental physics which governs acoustic propagation and the ways

in which those physics can be approximated, simplified, and solved. Sections 2.1

and 2.2 will provide an overview of the minimum rigour required to understand the

processes that modern acoustics simulations are built upon, and a basic method of

speech synthesis which is commonly used in this field. These sections are largely

based on Kinsler’s et al. ‘Fundamentals of Acoustics’ [19], which contains a much

more thorough treatment of the concepts than is required here.

The wave equations and their solutions only provide an accurate solution to the

acoustic propagation in free space. Environmental acoustics in real spaces with even

simple boundary geometries requires significant adjustments and additions to these

equations. For models which will be applied to real situations the solutions must

take into account the behaviour of the sound field and how it interacts with itself

and the surrounding environment, across a large frequency range.

The latter part of this chapter contains a review of a wide variety of acoustic mod-

elling techniques that are or have been used to approximate these complex acoustic

environments for computational modelling. Section 2.3 covers modelling techniques
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based on the assumptions commonly found in geometrical optics of treating acoustic

propagation as a process driven by elastic collisions and reflections of point-, ray-, or

volume-like acoustic fronts. Section 2.4 shows a more accurate approach of encom-

passing the wave-based behaviours of acoustic fields by solving the wave equation in

some way. Finally, Section 2.5 contains an overview of some modern advancements

in acoustic modelling, including the usage of more sophisticated hardware and ad-

vances spurred on by the advent of Virtual Reality (VR) and the need for real-time

immersive audio.

2.1 Acoustics of Speech Production

Sound is the result of a pressure wave that travels through a medium. The resultant

pressure at a point due to the variation caused by a travelling wave, the acoustic

pressure p, can be defined as

p(x, y, z) = P (x, y, z) − P0(x, y, z), (2.1)

where P is the instantaneous pressure and P0 the ambient pressure in the fluid

at that point. As the waves travel over the point, a waveform p(x, y, z) is produced

which varies with time. Energy loss in the system comes from the characteristic

acoustic impedance z which is a measure of the resistance of the medium to the

variation in pressure. The form on the acoustic impedance varies depending on

conditions and dimensionality. For a planar wave z is defined as

z = ρc, (2.2)

where ρ is the density of the medium and c is the speed of sound within the

medium. This is related to the acoustic impedance at a given acoustic surface, Z,

via

Z = z/S =
p

v
, (2.3)
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where S is the area of the surface, p is the acoustic pressure, and v is the

velocity of particles in the acoustic medium. It should be noted that this is strongly

reminiscent of Ohm’s law within electronics, with p acting as the energy differential

which encourages flow and v as the flow of the acoustic ‘current’.

Acoustic waves are also described by the wave equations, a set of partial differ-

ential equations that govern wave propagation. The simplest wave equation, the 1D

case, is as follows:

∂2p

∂t2
= c2

∂2p

∂x2
, (2.4)

where p is a function of the position x and the time t and c is the speed of

propagation, in this case the speed of sound. The standard solution to these equa-

tions, as discovered by d’Alembert in 1746, is to use a travelling wave solution which

treats p as a linear combination of two wave components travelling in opposite di-

rections. These functions are well-behaved in differentiation and describe p through

their summation at any point in the space. The wave equation can be described for

an arbitrary number of dimensions using the Laplace operator:

∂2p

∂t2
= c2∇2p

∇2 =
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+ ...

(2.5)

While these equations fully describe propagation in unbounded free space, for the

purposes of considering the acoustics of the human vocal tract, the propagation of

sound can instead be considered through a simple bounded environment like a tube.

For frequencies less than flim < c/1.71d where c is the speed of sound and d is the

tube diameter, the vocal tract can be said to have planar wave propagation, meaning

that the wavefront propagates with the same velocity at all points on a given cross-

section perpendicular to the axis along the tube [20]. Taking an upper bound on

the diameter of the tract, the propagation within the vocal tract can be modelled

with Equation 2.4 for frequencies below 4 kHz [21]. The simplification of the vocal

tract to be a tube of constant diameter is far too simplistic to produce a realistic
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output. A better approach is to model the vocal tract as a series of volumes with

different characteristic acoustic impedances. As in Equation 2.3, these impedances

are dependent on only the density of the air within the tract, the speed of sound

in the air, and the cross-sectional area of the volume segment. For a tube which is

open at one end, air density and speed of sound should be approximately constant

and so the tract can be simplified into a series of connected tubes with different

cross-sectional areas.

To finalise this model, only the boundary conditions between volume segments

and at the walls of each volume segment need to be accounted for. If these vol-

ume segments are considered to be fully bounded in that there is no ‘cross-over’

area where the impedance is a combination of two regions, then there will be a dis-

continuity in the characteristic acoustic impedance at the boundary between them.

Conservation laws force that the pressure at each side of the boundary is continu-

ous. For Equation 2.3 to hold true, there must be a negative contribution to the

velocity term at the interface between two regions. A diagram of this pressure wave

scattering at the impedance boundary can be found in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Diagram of scattering at an impedance discontinuity. An incident pres-
sure wave p+1 on the boundary between Z1 and Z2 scatters to create a pressure wave
p+2 moving through Z2 and a reflected pressure wave p−1 moving back through Z1

[3].

The positive and negative moving components of the pressure wave in the first

region, p+1 and p−1 respectively, must sum to the magnitude of the pressure wave in

the second region, p+2 . This creates the reflection relation
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p+2 = (1 −R1,2)p
+
1

where p−1 = R1,2p
+
1 .

(2.6)

R1,2 is the reflection coefficient at the boundary between volume elements 1 and

2 and is based only on the characteristic acoustic impedances of the two volumes as

R1,2 =
Z2 − Z1

Z1 + Z2

. (2.7)

The resultant pressure through an arbitrary number of volume elements due to

an initial pressure wave is as follows:

p+n = p+1

n−1∏
i=1

(1 −Ri,i+1) . (2.8)

Finally, the condition of the end of the vocal tract must be taken into account.

The opening at the end of the vocal tract (the lips) may be open or closed. Note

that here the other side of the tube (the glottis) is taken to be closed in terms of

flow of the acoustic medium. When the lips are closed, assuming the tract walls

are fully reflective, the pressure wave is fully reflected back. When open, most of

the pressure wave is reflected back but a portion of the pressure wave is allowed to

propagate out of the mouth. These conditions affect the types of standing waves

that may be formed in the tract. The allowed standing waves have wavelength λn

and resonant frequency fn

λn =
4L

2n− 1

fn =
(2n− 1)c

4L
,

(2.9)

where L is the total tract length, c is the speed of sound, and n is the order

of the standing wave [22]. These resonances act to filter the input signal, leading

to local maxima in the power spectral envelope of the output signal. The peaks in

the power spectral envelope, both caused by resonances in the tract and by other

factors such as the properties of the acoustic environment which sounds the tract,
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are the formants of human speech [23].

Combining all of the above considerations, the vocal tract can be thought of as a

device that takes an input signal uin produced by a volume velocity and transforms

it into an output pressure wave pout. This can be described by a Vocal Tract Transfer

Function,

H(ω) =
Pout(ω)

Uin(ω)
(2.10)

with P and U as the Fourier transforms of the time domain p and u respectively

[24]. This transfer function view of the effect of the vocal tract on the input source

is only valid if the vocal tract is a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system [25]. The

system is linear if the output can be mapped directly to the input meaning that

it follows the scaling property and the additive property. The scaling property

states that a scaling factor applied to the input is preserved at the output, explicitly

A · Uin(t) → A · Pout(t). The additive property requires that the summation of two

input signals would result in the summation of their two respective output signals

U1(t)+U2(t) → P1(t)+P2(t). The system is time-invariant if the output of an input

signal shifted by an amount of time is the same as the original output shifted by that

same amount, or if Uin(t) goes to Uin(t + ∆T ) then Pout(t) goes to Pout(t + ∆T ). It

is not immediately obvious from inspection whether the vocal tract is indeed an LTI

system, but insight can be gained by considering a simple analogy for the process

of speech production.

2.2 Speech Synthesis

The production of the human voice can be thought of as a filter acting upon a source

[26]. The glottis produces two types of source sound relevant to speech: phonation

and noise. Phonation is produced by the oscillation of the vocal folds and their

repeated collision, forming a periodic wideband waveform known as the glottal flow

waveform. This waveform is dependent on the area of the opening of the glottis.
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Phonation can be produced artificially by either measuring the opening of the glottis

during phonation and playing that signal back, or using one of a variety of source

waveform models including the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model and the Rosenberg

model [27, 28].

Figure 2.2: Closing of the glottis as a function of time, produced by measuring
the conductance of the vocal folds. The average electrical conduction between the
probes has been shifted to zero. Higher conduction indicates that the folds are closed
[4].

The rest of the vocal tract itself acts as the filter for this system of voice pro-

duction. The tract filters the input source based on the variation of resonances that

form in the tract based on its articulation. In normal speech, the vocal tract is

a time-variant system, which moves between different articulations to produce dif-

ferent speech sounds. These articulations cause parts of the tract to change shape

with the consequent acoustic filtering being due to the tract shape and size. The

coupling of side passages like the nasal cavity also varies, producing anti-resonances

when open. Sometimes sounds are produced further up the tract, which would re-

quire the resultant source signal to be varied based on the sound being produced.

The walls of the vocal tract are also not fully acoustically reflective, impacting for-

mant frequencies and bandwidths. These factors may also suggest that the tract is

a non-linear system.

While the source-filter theory in its simplest form would imply that the vocal

tract is an LTI system, this theory is an approximation as it is very unlikely that

there would be no interactions between the source and the filter itself resulting in

a non-linearity [26]. Despite this, the source-filter model is widely used to good

effect for reproducing speech and reproduction of the VTTF is a commonly used
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comparison point across speech science [29]. As such, despite its inaccuracy to this

system, the VTTF will also form the basis for validation for this work, at least

during initial studies.

Most research into the creation of systems that can accurately reproduce human

speech sounds has a goal of integration within some kind of text-to-speech system.

There is a large variety of different text-to-speech implementation methods, varying

from applying a filter to a broad input signal based on the required sound [30],

creating speech by concatenating different pre-recorded components [31], to using

deep neural networks to morph an input signal into the desired output [32]. While

these methods can produce convincing artificial speech, it is generally agreed that

systems based on modelling the human vocal system fully offer the greatest potential

for a natural sounding speech synthesis [33]. Creating these models either requires

analogies to the behaviour of the tract [34], or computational modelling methods

based on recreating the geometry of the environment to be modelled.

2.3 Geometrical Acoustic Simulation

Geometrical acoustics has roots in geometric optics and is closely related to most

modern approaches to graphical rendering [35, 36]. Geometrical acoustic simula-

tions treat the sound waves in the domain as beams or rays and then model the

interactions of those objects with the surfaces present in the domain as simple spec-

ular collision. These methods typically have the advantage of being computationally

fast due to advances made in graphical rendering, very general due to their strictly

geometry-based definition, and very simple to implement.

There are three main approaches towards geometrical modelling methods: the

image source method, the ray tracing method, and the beam tracing method. A

variety of reviews on geometrical methods are available and will be summarised and

expanded upon here [37, 38, 39].
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2.3.1 Image Source

The image source method involves algorithmically finding all the specular reflection

paths between the source and the receiver [40]. A ray from the source that reflects

on a boundary before reaching the receiver will create a virtual reflected source, or

image source, on a line perpendicular to the surface and at the same distance from

it as the original source. An example of an image source can be seen in Figure 2.3,

with the source Sc created when rays from source S collide with wall c. The new

image source creates a perfect reflection path, as the distance along the straight line

between the image source and the receiver is the same distance as between the real

source and the receiver. As all reflections are treated as specular, the strength of the

signal at the receiver that followed this ray can be calculated using the inverse square

law. By algorithmically finding all such rays and their resultant image sources, the

respective signals from each source can be summed to calculate the total signal at

the receiver for all 1st order reflections. Higher order reflections can also be found

by creating secondary image sources from primary ones, and so on [41, 42].

For environments with more complicated geometries than cuboid rooms, it must

also be ensured that the image sources are both visible and valid [43]. A source S

reflected in a surface A would form image source SA. If the path between the receiver

and SA cannot intersect with surface A then source SA is not valid. If an otherwise

valid image source cannot draw an uninterrupted path between it and the receiver

due to the geometry of the environment, then it is not visible. As all of these image

sources are generated algorithmically, it is not always trivial to know if a source is

valid and visible, requiring additional computations to be made to check the ray

paths for collisions. An example of both valid and invalid image sources can be seen

in Figure 2.3. This method is also reported to exhibit errors in environments with

corners that have an opening angle that is a non-integer fraction of π [43]. These

environments produce solutions in which the total field is not equal to the sum of

the direct signal from the source and the signals produced by the image sources.

This is due to diffraction effects that must also be accounted for.
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Figure 2.3: An example of the image source method. Here Sb, Sc, and Sd are all
valid and visible as they are formed from surfaces that are intersected when tracing
a path from the receiver to the source and are not blocked by any other surfaces. Sa

is an image source that is not formed by a surface that is intersected when tracing
a path to the receiver, so it is not valid [5].

The image source method is simple and very accurate if used in an environment

which does not produce any of the errors or complexities previously described, ca-

pable of providing an exact solution to the wave equation [44]. However, the issues

of visibility, validity, and diffraction that arise in most realistic geometries begin to

greatly increase the computational overhead of this technique.

2.3.2 Ray Tracing

The technique of ray tracing is used widely in graphical rendering to accurately

model the behaviour of light in a scene. By taking advantage of the similarities

between light waves and sound waves, a similar approach can be used for acoustic

modelling. In ray tracing, the output energy of a sound source is divided into a set of

discrete rays that radiate outwards from the source based on its directionality. These

rays propagate at the speed of sound and obey the laws of geometrical acoustics

which are essentially the same laws of refraction and reflection as in geometrical

optics. Each ray is traced until its energy has dropped below some threshold set

at run-time. Interactions with the propagation medium and reflections at medium

boundaries are modelled as decays on the power of each ray [45]. By placing a finite-
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sized observer within the environment and measuring the properties of incoming

rays, a resultant sound can be calculated. An example can be found in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: An example of ray tracing between a source and a receiver, showing
both direct sound and reflections [6].

Ray tracing for sound is fast, efficient, and easy to implement today. It also

has an advantage in being completely general with respect to the complexity of the

surface geometry of the boundary. However, modelling sound as a ray described

only by its power causes a loss of any frequency dependent effects like diffraction,

interference, and scattering. Ray tracing is generally also implemented in a stochas-

tic manner, generating a uniform distribution of ray directions across the directivity

of the source. If the sample rate is not sufficient then some important ray direc-

tions and reflections may be missed from the final solution. In real-time interactive

applications, this random distribution is generated on the fly, leading to a varying

solution on successive runs.

Ray tracing based methods are still the most commonly implemented ones in

virtual reality applications, largely due to a publicly available plug-in developed by

Google with support for head orientation, early and late reflections, occlusion, and

directivity [6]. Examples of use of ray tracing for sound modelling in literature are

available in Kim et al. and Miga-Zio lko [46, 47].
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2.3.3 Beam Tracing

Beam tracing is an extension of ray tracing that also originates from the graphical

rendering field [48]. In beam tracing methods a set of pyramidal beams are created at

the source that occupy all directions emanating from the source, for example a cube

made of square-based pyramids with the source at the centre. Each of these beams is

extended outwards and objects in the environment are checked for intersection with

each beam, starting closest to the source. When an object is found to intersect with

a beam, that beam is clipped to remove any volume occluded by the object. Image

sources can be formed along with beams representing reflection from an object, and

the beam can be cut at the object and extended past it for the case of transmission,

as in Figure 2.5 [5, 49, 50]. This set of beams is pre-calculated and then stored for

run-time.

Figure 2.5: Example of a single beam originating at the source becoming occluded
by scene objects [5].

Figure 2.6: Diagram of beam reflection at a surface [5].

As an improvement to the ray tracing method, the number of computations to

obtain a resultant signal are drastically reduced as all points within a beam share

the same properties. This means the sound at a point can be easily calculated during
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run-time by checking which beams the listener is within and summing the contribu-

tions of each to the resultant sound. As such, beam tracing also solves the problem

of finite sampling inherent to ray tracing methods: As long as all beam paths are

found and calculated, any object within a beam is inherently accounted for without

needing a potentially arbitrarily large number of ray casts. The pre-calculation does

however need to be re-done whenever the geometry of the environment changes or

the source moves. This method also shows improvements over the image source

model in that it greatly simplifies the amount of image sources that need to be

generated for higher orders of reflections. As in Figure 2.6, if a beam incident on

surface a creates beam Ra and image source Sa then the only surfaces that need to

be considered for subsequent reflections from Sa are those that the beam collides

with, namely c and d.

The initial computation of these beam paths can be complicated in complex

environments with many reflective and transmissive surfaces, and in environments

with curved surfaces. In the years since its inception, many of these issues have been

largely rectified to allow for accurate modelling in a reasonable time frame [51, 52].

2.4 Wave-Based Acoustic Simulation

To maintain their computational simplicity, all geometrical methods at least par-

tially neglect the wave-based phenomena of sound including diffraction and inter-

ference. When the wavelength of sound is small compared to the geometry of the

environment, this is a useful simplification that does not affect the accuracy of the

simulation too greatly.

The Schroeder frequency is that below which the acoustic response to an impulse

becomes dominated by the low frequency contributions, with clearly distinct sepa-

rate modes which are governed by wave-based phenomena. The Schroeder frequency

is given as

FS ≈ 2000
√

(T/V ), (2.11)
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where T is a measure of the time a sound impulse takes to decay by 60 dB in

the environment and V is the volume of the environment [41]. As the size of the

environment decreases the Schroeder frequency increases, meaning that a majority

of the frequencies modelled in the resultant acoustic response will be below FS, and

the geometrical approach will break down.

In wave-based methods, the wave equations are solved numerically. This means

that no reductions of the physics of the environment are required, and the only

inaccuracies come from shortcomings of the method used to solve the equations.

Many methods of solving these equations exist, including the Finite-Difference Time-

Domain (FDTD) method, the Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) method, the Pseu-

dospectral Time-Domain (PSTD) method, the Boundary Element Method (BEM),

the Finite Element Method (FEM), and the Finite Volume Method (FVM) [37].

Numerical solutions to complex wave equations generally involve breaking the envi-

ronment down into smaller cells and then applying a variety of boundary conditions

to each of those cells to simplify the solution. Wave-based methods are much more

computationally demanding that geometric methods, limiting their usage in real-

time applications.

2.4.1 Finite-Difference Time-Domain

Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulation steps through a staggered Carte-

sian grid to calculate the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at every grid position

[53]. The grid is staggered as the particle velocity components of the field are off-

set from the pressure components by a half integer step. This keeps the difference

operators that replace the differentials in the propagation equations centred on the

points on the grid which maintains second order accuracy of the finite difference

approximation. The method begins with a determination of the acoustic pressure at

a point (iδx, jδy, kδz) at time t = lδt where i, j, k represent the spatial co-ordinates,

δx, δy, δz are the size of the spatial discretization steps, l is the time co-ordinate,

and δt is the size of the time discretization. Similarly, the particle velocity must
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also be determined at the following positions:

vx

((
i± 1

2

)
δx, jδy, kδz

)
,

vy

(
iδx,

(
j ± 1

2

)
δy, kδz

)
,

vz

(
iδx, jδy,

(
k ± 1

2

)
δz

)
.

(2.12)

Acoustic pressure and particle velocities at l = 0 allow us to find acoustic pressure

at l = 1 which allows a calculation of the particle velocities at l = 1 and so on,

following the equations 2.13 and 2.14 where ρ0 is the local air density, c is the local

speed of sound, and δx, δy, δz, andδt are the respective discretization step sizes [53].

By choosing an appropriate value for the time step, these equations provide a full

solution of the pressure field at any given point in the grid.

vx
[l+0.5]

(
i +

1

2
, j, k

)
= vx

[l−0.5]

(
i +

1

2
, j, k

)
− δt

ρ0δx
×
[
p[l] (i + 1, j, k) − p[l] (i, j, k)

]
,

vy
[l+0.5]

(
i, j +

1

2
, k

)
= vy

[l−0.5]

(
i, j +

1

2
, k

)
− δt

ρ0δy
×
[
p[l] (i, j + 1, k) − p[l] (i, j, k)

]
,

vz
[l+0.5]

(
i, j, k +

1

2

)
= vz

[l−0.5]

(
i, j, k +

1

2

)
− δt

ρ0δz
×
[
p[l] (i, j, k + 1) − p[l] (i, j, k)

]
,

(2.13)

p[l+1](i, j, k) = p[l](i, j, k)−ρ0c
2δt

δx

[
vx

[l+0.5](i +
1

2
, j, k) − vx

[l+0.5](i− 1

2
, j, k)

]
−ρ0c

2δt

δy

[
vy

[l+0.5](i, j +
1

2
, k) − vy

[l+0.5](i, j − 1

2
, k)

]
−ρ0c

2δt

δz

[
vz

[l+0.5](i, j, k +
1

2
) − vz

[l+0.5](i, j, k − 1

2
)

]
,

(2.14)

As a solution produced in the time-domain, careful consideration of how to han-

dle the frequency-domain boundary conditions that are common in acoustics is re-

quired to prevent a need to transform between domains for every time and space

step. The particular formulation covered here is also not sufficient for any geome-

tries not well described in a Cartesian system, needing additional formulation and

computation time.

Despite these weaknesses, FDTD methods have gained popularity due to being
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very simple to implement and parallelise. With a shift in modern work towards per-

forming complex calculations on the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), one of the

primary concerns of methods like this move from the computational time to dealing

with inaccuracies that arise from the method itself. Numerical dispersion effects,

phenomena present in discretised numerical simulations of the solution tending fur-

ther and further away from the accurate value over time, are common in FDTD

methods. These effects limit the bandwidth that an FDTD simulation is accurate

for, limiting its usefulness. By greatly increasing the resolution of the grid on which

FDTD is applied, these effects can be almost eliminated, however this also greatly

increases the computational time. As such there is ongoing research into improv-

ing the robustness against dispersion effects while keeping computational time low.

Van Mourik-Murphy [54] explores the use of a variety of schemes providing orders

of accuracy (the difference between the exact solution and the simulated one goes as

tn where n is the order of accuracy) up to 16th order accurate and compares them

to a state-of-the-art Interpolated Wideband scheme, showing a fourth order scheme

which loses 40 % accuracy but runs 8 times faster than that scheme. Hamilton-

Bilbao [55] shows sixth order accurate schemes with much higher order rates of

convergence in their dispersion relations and lower computational costs.

2.4.2 Digital Waveguide Mesh

The Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) method is based directly on physical modelling

techniques, which make use of electronic transmission lines with a carefully chosen

circuit layout to model acoustic propagation, dissipation, and reflection [34]. The

DWM method takes the concept of scattering junctions connected through trans-

mission lines and extends it into multiple dimensions by instead connecting the

scattering junctions with multiple unit-length waveguides, four in a 2D Cartesian

grid or six in a 3D Cartesian grid, often referred to as standard rectilinear. Instead of

modelling the behaviour of the scattering junctions through electrical components,

the DWM method uses a multi-stage update equation very similar to that used in
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FDTD [56]. This begins with a calculation of the junction pressure

pJ(n) =
2
∑N

i=1 YJ,Jnei
p+J,Jnei

(n)∑N
i=1 YJ,Jnei

, (2.15)

where pJ(n) is the pressure in the junction at time step n, YJ,Jnei
is the acoustic

admittance of the waveguide between junction J and its neighbouring junction Jnei,

p+J,Jnei
(n) is the incident pressure along the waveguide connecting junction J to

junction Jnei, and N is the number of neighbouring junctions. The junction pressure

is then used to calculate the outgoing pressure to each adjacent junction p−J,Jnei
(n)

using

p−J,Jnei
(n) = pJ(n) − p+J,Jnei(n). (2.16)

Finally, all incoming pressures for the next time step are set equal to the outgoing

pressures of the current time step with

p+J,Jnei
(n + 1) = p−Jnei,J

(n), (2.17)

where p−Jnei,J
(n) is the outgoing pressure from the neighbouring junction to the

current junction.

The DWM method has been shown to be completely equivalent to FDTD meth-

ods in terms of solution space and so the only differences between the two arise

in their implementation, specifically in their treatment of boundaries within the

simulation media [57].

2.4.3 Pseudospectral Time-Domain

Pseudospectral Time-Domain (PSTD) aims to be a faster and simpler version of

FDTD methods without sacrificing too much accuracy. This method starts with

finding numerical solutions to the linearised Euler equations
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∂u

∂t
= − (u0 · ∇)u− (u · ∇)u0 −

1

ρ0
∇p,

∂p

∂t
= −u0 · ∇p− ρ0c

2∇ · u− sδ(x|xs),

(2.18)

with c the speed of sound, ρ0 the mean density, u0 the wind velocity vector,

u the acoustic velocity, p the acoustic pressure, δ(x|xs) the Dirac delta function

at the spatial vector x = [x, y, z] and the source position vector xs, and s(t) the

source strength. The components of velocity u are denoted [u, v, w]T [58]. This

solution treats Equation 2.18 as a system of first order equations in t and evaluates

the spatial differentials using a numerical method before then solving the first order

system using some numerical iterative method, for example Runge-Kutta [59]. It

should be noted that some FDTD methods have also made use of the linearised

Euler equations [60, 61, 62].

The method used to solve these equations that varies from FDTD is the use of a

pseudospectral method that estimates the spatial derivatives by Fourier transform-

ing in and out of a different basis, using the equation

∂

∂x



u(x, y, z, t)

v(x, y, z, t)

w(x, y, z, t)

p(x, y, z, t)


=

1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
jkejk(x−x′) ×



u(x′, y, z, t)

v(x′, y, z, t)

w(x′, y, z, t)

p(x′, y, z, t)


dx′dk (2.19)

for x and similar for the y and z derivatives. This method allows for a large

reduction in required resolution compared to FDTD, from approximately 10 points

per wavelength to a few as 2, and allows for the use of fast and efficient algorithms like

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to do the majority of the computational work. This

particular formulation suffers in situations with discontinuities or boundaries due to

their poor treatment within Fourier transforms, however this too can be resolved by

instead relying on an eigenfunction expansion expressed as a linear combination of

Fourier transforms. For example, propagation over a rigid ground surface may be
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solved with

∂

∂z



u(x, y, z, t)

v(x, y, z, t)

w(x, y, z, t)

p(x, y, z, t)


=

2

π

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0



k cos(kz) cos(kz′)u(x, y, z′, t)

k cos(kz) cos(kz′)v(x, y, z′, t)

−k sin(kz) sin(kz′)w(x, y, z′, t)

k cos(kz) cos(kz′)p(x, y, z′, t)


dz′dk (2.20)

for derivatives with respect to z. Once these spatial solutions are found, an

iterative method is then used to split the time domain into discrete time steps and

then iterate the spatial solutions through that time step using equations derived

from Equation 2.18. An example of this is the set of equations

q(x, t0) = q(x, t),

q(x, ti) ≈ q(x, t0) − γi∆t(Wq(x, ti−1) + s(ti−1)δ(x|xs)),

for i = 1, .., 6,

q(x, t + ∆t) ≈ q(x, t6),

(2.21)

where q(x, t) is the vector consisting of the spatial solutions of the acoustic

volume and velocity, s is the source vector [0, 0, 0, s]T , i is the iteration stage, and

W =
[
−jR−1

j L + V
]

with operators R, L, and V such that Equation 2.18 can

be written as ∂q
∂t

=
[
−jR−1

j L + V
]
q − s(t)δ(x|xs). Computational complexity

calculations discussed in Hornikx et al. [58] state that their particular PSTD method

was between 4D and 8D times as time efficient as a similar FDTD method, where

D is the dimensionality of the problem. This method does however still have all the

weaknesses of being a time-domain method in translation of frequency dependant

boundary conditions, and also struggles with the treatment of multiple propagation

media and also of non-reflective boundaries at high frequencies. More information

can be found in Hornikx et al. [63], including details of an implementation.
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2.4.4 Boundary Element Method

Instead of splitting the volume of the space into Cartesian unit cells and solving wave

equations for each cell, the Boundary Element Method (BEM) instead approximates

the surface of the volume, including objects within it, as a series of flat surface

segments and solves some analogue of the wave equation, which is taken as constant

on each of the surface segments, across them [64]. An illustration of the partitioning

of the surface can be found in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: A surface split into flat surface segments for the purpose of performing
boundary element modelling.

The general method is to replace the partial differential equations that govern

the solution in the domain with one that concerns the boundary alone. For example,

the Laplace equation ∇2φ(p) = 0 can be replaced with

∫
S

∂G(p,q)

∂nq

φ(q)dSq +
1

2
φ(q) =

∫
S

G(p,q)
∂φ

∂nq

dSq, (2.22)

where φ is the velocity potential, q is a point on the boundary, G(p,q) is the

Green’s function for the Laplace equation representing the effect observed at point p

of a unit source at point q, and δ
δnq

is the partial derivative with respect to the unit

outward normal at point q [65]. This formulation completely removes all references

to φ at points within the volume and solely relates φ to its derivative along the
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boundary.

This set of equations can be greatly simplified by treating the integral equations

as integral operators on the boundary functions. In general, if a function ζ is defined

on the surface S then applying the following integral on ζ for all points p on S yields

a function ν(p):

∫
S

G(p,q)ζ(q)dSq = ν(p). (2.23)

Rewriting this integral as an operator gives

{Lζ}S(p) = ν(p), (2.24)

where L is the integral operator and S is the surface domain of the integration.

Writing Equation 2.22 in this operator notation gives

{(M +
1

2
I)φ}S(p) = {Lν}(p), (2.25)

where M is the integral operator corresponding to the left side and I is the

identity operator. By viewing these integral operators as matrices and the boundary

functions as vectors, this operator equation can be written as the linear equation

(M +
1

2
I)φ = Lν, (2.26)

where the components of the vectors φ and ν approximate to the values of φ(p)

and δφ(p)
δnq

at a set of points on the boundary. As such, if given some combination

of these values as initial conditions, a system of linear equations can be constructed

and solved to obtain these values across all the surface elements. Finally, once the

boundary values are all known, the velocity potential at any point p within the

volume can be computed using

φ(p) = {Lφ}S − {Mν}S (2.27)
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with all the same notation described above, and then used to calculate the par-

ticle velocity and pressure.

With properly defined surface segments and some initial boundary values, the

system of linear equations can be solved fairly efficiently using the appropriate al-

gorithms. However, as the complexity of the environment grows, so too does the

computational complexity. The number of linear equations also depends on the

frequency being modelled, with high frequencies requiring far more equations [43].

While the method described here is general and usually applied to the frequency

domain, it can be reformulated into a time domain, iterative process which is theo-

retically faster but can suffer from numerical instabilities [66].

2.4.5 Finite Element Method

BEM can be thought of as a more specific version of the Finite Element Method

(FEM). Both are numerical methods of solving partial differential equations over

some volume. Whereas BEM reformulates the partial differential equations such

that they only concern the boundary of the volume, FEM instead deals with solving

the equations across the volume itself. FEM splits the volume into finite cells defined

by a series of nodes, as in Figure 2.8, at which the wave equations are constrained

to a finite number of degrees of freedom. Interactions between these volumes is only

permitted at these nodes and continuity is required. The requirement for continuity

enforces an equality of the free parameters at each node, forming a system of linear

equations that can be solved for each node. The variation of the parameters within

each finite cell may then be obtained by considering the value at each of the nodes

defining the volume [18, 67, 68].
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Figure 2.8: Top down view of a 2D cavity divided into cells defined by three nodes
at the corners of each cell.

This method is more general than BEM in that it does not require a reformulation

of the partial differential equations governing the behaviour of the system, which is

not always possible. FEM also easily allows for non-homogenous conditions within

the volume by varying the properties within the equations at each node. On the

other hand, FEM generally requires a much larger system of linear equations due to

the number of mesh nodes generally being significantly larger than the number of

surface segments in a BEM simulation of the same volume.

2.4.6 Finite Volume Method

While FEM allows for the defining of cells such that they best suit the environment

that is to be modelled this can lead to awkwardness in applying the wave equations

at the nodes of each cell. This is common when many cells meet at a node or if a node

lies at the boundary of the environment itself. The Finite Volume Method (FVM)

is an attempt to combine the geometric flexibility of the finite element method with

the flexibility of defining conditions of discreet variables and parameters at various

points throughout the environment found in finite-difference based methods [69, 7].

As in FEM, the environment is split into cells defined by a set of nodes. These

cells cover the entire volume, leave no gaps, and represent singular definitions of
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the space with no overlaps. These cells can be designated such that they form a

convenient interpolation structure wherein each node can be interrogated with ease,

granting the ability to algorithmically step through the cells by iterating through

co-ordinate values. The departure from FEM then comes in the choice of volumes

on which the conservation laws are applied. Importantly, these control volumes need

not coincide with the cells at all and may even overlap each other if it is deemed

useful. The only requirement of the layout of the volumes is that any kind of flux

leaving a volume must enter another. Some examples are available in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Examples of the mismatch of cell definition and volume definition avail-
able in the finite volume method. Figures a and d show volumes that are offset, or
staggered, with respect to their cell structure. Figures b and c show volumes that
overlap other volumes [7].

This method, in being a combination of finite-difference methods and FEM, has

the advantages of both but also some inherent weaknesses of both. While finite-

difference is very powerful when the environment is well described in an orthogonal,

equally spaced basis, it becomes very complicated to properly define the partial

differential equations that are to be solved when the geometry is less neat. FEM has
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the advantage of being able to tightly constrain the degrees of freedom of the wave

equations due to the continuity requirements within cells and between them, but as

the conservation laws are applied onto the volumes in FVM which are less tightly

defined by continuity, it is often not possible to apply these simplifications. The

lack of simplification options means that FVM are best suited for simple problems

that mainly concern primitive variables, for example those where viscous terms are

not dominant. Borrowing from both schemes of geometry definition also enforces a

weakness in that FVM struggle with curved surfaces, meaning that FVM cells and

volumes are usually constructed from straight lines, limiting the accurate treatment

of complex environments.

FVM have also found use as attempts to massage the weaknesses in these two

methods where necessary, for example in Bilbao [70].

2.5 Modern Advancements in Acoustic Modelling

Two main approaches to speeding up acoustic modelling are prevalent in recent

research: Parallelisation across multiple Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), and

hybrid acoustic modelling.

Parallelisation involves splitting up the computational tasks and running them

simultaneously on different computing units. The GPU is purpose built for paral-

lelised tasks and so is used to perform parallelised numerical calculations in these

methods. As FDTD methods are fully iterative, first iterating over all the grid

points to compute initial conditions and then iterating each of those grid points in

time, they are very suitable to parallelisation tasks. As such, most of this research

uses FDTD simulations. Savioja [71] discusses the implementation of room acous-

tics models on GPUs, running an FDTD model in real-time for a moderately sized

room with a 7 kHz sampling rate, and up to 1.5 kHz for a dispersion error limit of

10 %. Lopez [72] shows the usage of a newer and more powerful Compute Unified

Device Architecture (CUDA) to perform FDTD simulations on 134 million node

environments over 800 time steps, and 16 million node environments at 44.1 kHz.
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Due to the release dates of these papers, they operated on what is now very out-

dated hardware. As such, modern GPUs would likely to be able to run similar

simulations orders of magnitude faster, with the newest consumer GPUs having 4

times the number of CUDA cores and 4 times the memory. This doesn’t take into

account new advancements in GPU hardware such as tensor cores and new memory

architectures.

Even with large performance increases, wave-based simulations on large rooms

such as concert venues can be realistically impossible with current restraints on

memory and computation time. By limiting the usage of wave-based methods to

the low frequencies, where the effects they model are most prominent, and switching

to geometrical methods for the high frequency regions, which wave-based models

are generally not suited for, it is possible to create a full high performance acoustic

model without sacrificing too much accuracy. These hybrid acoustic models have

proven effective with a wide variety of numerical modelling methods and geometrical

methods, including FEM and FDTD simulation, ray tracing, beam tracing, and

image source simulation [73, 74]. While hybrid methods are obviously a powerful

combination of the strengths of both methods, they do incur the complexity of both

in defining adequate boundary conditions and other important parameters for the

numerical models, and in taking into account directivity, material properties, and

performing the collision checks required for geometric models.

2.5.1 Acoustics in Virtual Reality

Modern Virtual Reality (VR) makes use of a head-mounted display and often a con-

troller or pair of controllers, all of which are able to move around the real space with

those movements mapped into the virtual one. A large proportion of early and even

current work in VR is focussed around improving visual fidelity in the way of higher

resolution screens, wider field of view, higher refresh rates, and so on. However,

even in work that predates the advent of modern VR systems, the importance of a

realistic recreation of the audio environment was understood, sometimes even said
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to be more so than the visual stimuli [75, 76, 77]. While accurate sound is invaluable

to a truly immersive virtual environment, it is a task which adds a large amount of

processing time to an already complicated field.

As the user’s vision is fully immersed within the virtual environment, anything

that leads to behaviour of the visual system in a way that isn’t realistic can imme-

diately lead to a break-down of immersion, or even the onset of nausea. The main

example of this is long computation steps during run-time leading to the inability

to run the virtual environment at a consistent frame rate, causing stutters in both

visual and audio production. Not only do VR applications have to perform some

kind of accurate model of sound within the environment, but they must also do

this in real-time while allowing for the position of the head and the direction it is

facing to change during the simulation. The solutions to this challenge fall into two

categories: pre-calculated and real-time approaches.

Pre-Calculated Audio

In these systems, the vast majority of the computation of the acoustic environment is

done in a pre-calculation phase, with the pre-calculation only needing to be adapted

during run-time to account for the users position and orientation within the envi-

ronment. As this method only requires relatively simple calculations be done each

frame, it lends itself to more accurate wave-based methods.

One sensible way of constructing this system is by calculating the room impulse

response in a grid of receiver locations across the entire environment and using it

to generate a resultant sound field at each point prior to run-time. As a user moves

around the virtual environment, the sound field at the point they are closest to

could then be played back to them, spatialised correctly to their orientation. For

this method to be viable, the solutions generated during the pre-calculation phase

must be stored in a manner that contains spatial information. This can be done by

mapping the solution onto a set of spherical harmonic basis functions to provide a

functional form for the sound at any given point [78]. To perform the spatialisation,
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the calculated response from the model needs to be rotated into the same frame

of reference as the users head. This can be done using a Head-Related Transfer

Function (HRTF) that modifies incoming sound for the directivity of the head, and

for the effects created by the scattering of sound off the body [79]. By using an HRTF

that is given in the form of coefficients of the spherical harmonics, this becomes a

relatively simple task [80, 81].

This method is intuitive and effective, allowing for wave-based acoustic modelling

techniques to be used to produce real time spatialised audio. Unfortunately, as the

room impulse responses are calculated before run-time, each unique source location

or directivity would need to have a full set of room impulse responses generated,

which greatly increases the memory requirement to store them and makes fully

dynamic sources impractical

By reformulating the problem, having both dynamic sources and dynamic re-

ceivers are possible. The Equivalent Source Method (ESM) considers the fact that

the way an object interacts with the acoustic environment is fixed regardless of the

exact properties of the sound field. ESM calculates a per-object and inter-object

transfer function for each object that describes its interactions with the acoustic

environment [82]. The per-object transfer function describes the effects of the ob-

ject on incoming sound, encapsulating behaviours like reflection, scattering, and

diffraction. This function then maps an incoming sound onto an outgoing one. The

inter-object transfer function captures the effects of the outgoing sound field from

one object on another, mapping the outgoing sound field into the incoming one of

another object. For each object, the per-object transfer function is represented by

the scattering matrix T, the inter-object transfer function to be represented by in-

teraction matrix G, the sound field emitted by an arbitrary source to be vector S,

and then solve

(I−TG)C = TS, (2.28)

where I is the identity matrix, as a linear system of equations for C, the strength
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vector of the propagated sound field for the entire scene. As long as the objects and

their properties remain static, T and G are constant for each object. By noting the

principal of acoustic reciprocity, which states that one can reverse the source and

receiver in a scene without changing the acoustic response, it can be seen that only

S varies for dynamic sources and receivers. By reformulating Equation 2.28 as

C = (I−TG)−1TS = DS, (2.29)

where D = (I − TG)−1T, Equation 2.28 is simplified to an operator acting

on a source/receiver. This operator can be pre-calculated and then applied to S

during run-time. This method is more computationally demanding, requiring the

propagation equation be solved during run-time, but fully allows for dynamic sources

and receivers.

Other methods are also under active research, including an image source method

that allows for dynamic receiver locations based on pre-calculated image sources [83],

which will not be fully discussed here.

Real-Time Audio

Real-time approaches attempt to fully simulate the audio of the environment dur-

ing run-time. This method doesn’t impose any restrictions on source or receiver

positions, and doesn’t require the positions of either to be fixed or limited. Due

to the requirement within real-time schemes to perform the audio simulation with

a reasonable update rate, wave-based methods are largely ruled out in favour of

geometrical approaches like ray tracing.

One of the most computationally difficult tasks in most geometric approaches is

performing intersection tests in real-time to determine which faces a ray or beam

collides with. These tests need to be performed whenever the source or receiver

moves or changes its properties so that the acoustic environment stays up to date.

These tests become more complicated with the number of surfaces in the environ-

ment, so a common simplification is to reduce the number of surfaces by combining
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similar faces [38]. A further simplification can be made by accounting for the sen-

sitivity of the human ear to the different reflection depths, updating direct sound

and low order reflections with a rate of 25 Hz to 100 Hz and updating high order

reflections with a rate of 1 Hz to 5 Hz [38, 84]. This is due to direct sound and low

order reflections changing more significantly with small changes in positions than

high order ones.

The incoming orientation of sound is well known due to the ray structure, so

spatialisation of the sound to the user using a HRTF is quite simple, if still compu-

tationally taxing. The convolution can be made more efficient by using an HRTF

that is described in spherical harmonic basis functions as mentioned in Section 2.5.1.

This has been shown to have a minimal negative impact on simulation accuracy with

a reduction on compute time [85].

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented a theoretical grounding from which to approach the

acoustics of speech production throughout this work. A simple approach to vocal

tract acoustics, from conservation arguments and the wave equation to the concept

of the transfer function and its application as a method of speech synthesis. While

there is a great deal of detail and rigour which could be added to this description,

it is sufficient to understand speech to the level which is required for this work.

In addition, contained within this chapter is a broad review of acoustic mod-

elling techniques including both techniques based on geometric acoustic principles

and techniques which aim to directly solve the acoustic wave equation. The models

are presented in full and with sufficient mathematical rigour to perform a basic im-

plementation of their respective processes. The advantages and disadvantages of the

methods have been discussed, comparing between the two schema of acoustic mod-

els. For maximised accuracy and alignment to the true physical regime within the

tract, wave-based methods have been deemed as the ideal way to simulate acoustic

propagation in this work.
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A brief introduction to some of the modern advancements in these methods is

presented at the end of the chapter, including the use of sophisticated and purpose-

targeted hardware for parallelisation, and the applications of acoustic simulation in

Virtual Reality (VR).
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Chapter 3

Pre-Existing Acoustic Modelling

Packages

Real world applications will place requirements on the accuracy simulated acoustic

propagation data based on their usage. To ensure that accuracy of simulated data

is high, the propagation in the tract must be modelled with high physical accuracy

with minimal simplifications and compromises, and must contain all of the important

features of the acoustic field. As discussed in Chapter 2, both geometrical and wave-

based acoustic modelling packages are capable of producing accurate results when

applied to problems they are well suited for. Equation 2.11 presented the concept

of the Schroeder Frequency: the frequency below which the acoustic response of

the space is dominated by wave-based phenomena like resonances and diffraction.

The Schroeder frequency is dependent on both the measure of the time taken for a

pressure impulse in the space to decay by 60 dB, and on the inverse of the space’s

volume. Taking only the relationship of the Schroeder frequency and the volume

into account, for large spaces Fs will be very small and the vast majority of the

frequency range which is relevant to the human ear will be governed by geometric

behaviour. For small spaces the inverse is true.

The Schroeder frequency was originally conceived for room acoustics applications

though. In small highly reverberant spaces will likely always produce a overestima-
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tion of the cut-off point for the transition between the dominance of wave-based

phenomena, the modal region, and the dominance of more geometrical behaviour,

the statistical region. The tract is more likely to behave based on the Schroeder

frequency for a duct, which is given as

frect ≈ 0.2721
EDTc20

S
andfcirc ≈ 0.6511

EDTc20
S

, (3.1)

where EDT is the “early decay time”, c0 is the speed of sound in the medium,

and S is the surface area of the end of the duct [86]. The EDT is the time taken for

initial quasi-linear acoustic energy decay after an excitation to transition into the

slower non-linear late decay. This is a more accurate description of the cut-off for

the transition between the modal and statistical regions but is still based on much

larger geometries than the vocal tract and does not account for the high levels of

damping in the vocal tract.

Measurements performed using 3D modelling tools on models that will be used

for simulation in this research place the volume of the vocal tract during certain

articulations to be less than 100 cm3. While the decay time will likely also be very

short many sources of damping, the acoustic field inside the tract is likely well within

the modal region

Human vocalisations generate acoustic frequencies with relevance to speech per-

ception up to approximately 22 kHz, with the frequencies up to 5 kHz being often

stated as those that are most important for speech intelligibility [87]. As such to

accurately model this ‘low frequency’ acoustic propagation, some treatment of the

wave-based properties of sound will be required.

In this chapter, a variety of modelling packages have been tested and explored for

potential use as the acoustic propagation solver in this work. Their advantages and

disadvantages within the scope of this work are also discussed. Vocal tract models

used during these studies are from the same corpus produced by Speed et al. [88]

and will be discussed further in Chapter 4.
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3.1 Resonance Audio

Despite the issues discussed with the Schroeder frequency of the vocal tract, the

field of geometric modelling of acoustics in real time 3D applications is much more

senior than wave-based modelling in those same applications, so one popular package

will be explored for posterity. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, Google’s Resonance

Audio plug-in is a very popular method of simulating sound in 3D spaces due to

its implementation within both of the commonly used 3D game engines Unity and

Unreal [6].

Resonance audio uses a geometric-based simulation method, with special care

paid to effects that would negatively impact immersion for a user, including source

directivity, occlusion, and reflections. The plug-in allows you to pre-calculate the

acoustic properties of a space using probes that can be placed around the environ-

ment. Before run-time, resonance audio will fire rays from these probes and calculate

beam paths and room properties which are then used during run-time to modify and

filter sounds the user is hearing.

A vocal tract model was imported into the Unity game engine and a series of

resonance audio probes were placed inside the tract at points where the sound field

was deemed to vary greatly from the position of the last probe. As the probes store

the acoustic properties of the space, the closest probe to the user is the one that

will govern the way they hear the sound. Placing probes at acoustically varying

locations, for example at constrictions and the opening of side passages, will best

capture the variation of sound throughout the tract. After placing the probes, the

pre-calculation of acoustic properties was performed before running the program

which allowed a user to move through the vocal tract in 3D space and hear how a

sound, produced by a source placed at the glottis, changes throughout the tract.

During run-time, an issue with the implementation of resonance audio was en-

countered. To ensure that the acoustic properties of the space are properly applied,

resonance audio probes will only apply their modifications to sound sources within

their sphere of influence. As such, acoustic effects were only being applied to the
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sound source when in the region of the probe closest to it. To attempt to deal

with this limitation, a single large probe was placed halfway down the tract such

that the entire tract was within its sphere of influence. In this set up though, the

resultant sound was mostly constant when moving around the space implying that

this method is not suitable.

In both layouts, the effect on the sound was largely dominated by ballistic re-

flections of the sound off of the walls of the tract, leading to an unrealistically

reverberant sound. This is likely due to incorrect material properties for the walls

of the tract, causing them to be too acoustically hard. However, even when an

acoustically soft preset material, in this case curtains, was chosen for every surface

of the model it was still very reverberant. As a geometric model, instead of the vocal

tract being a space with small constrictions and diffraction effects, resonance audio

interprets it closer to a large enclosed conference hall. Geometric methods have al-

ways been expected to be unsuitable for this task, and this method was investigated

purely for posterity and as a contrast to the wave-based methods also discussed in

this chapter.

3.2 openPSTD

openPSTD uses the pseudospectral time-domain method described in Section 2.4.3

to compute sound propagation in built environments [63]. While this software suite

is designed specifically for architectural acoustics, it is a general PSTD simulation

and as such would be a suitable simulation method. openPSTD is available as a

plug-in for the 3D modelling software Blender which is capable of running plug-ins

written in Python directly inside the software. This allows for complex geometries

to be made very easily using the pre-existing tools available in Blender. An example

of acoustic propagation produced by openPSTD can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Sound propagation through homogenous domain with semi-absorbing
boundary conditions at increasing time steps. Simulation results from openPSTD.
More luminous colours represent a greater magnitude of acoustic pressure.

openPSTD also produces impulse responses based on receivers placed in the

geometry, making it very useful for storing the acoustic propagation for future play-

back. While openPSTD is an effective modelling package that has been used in

many publications and applications, it is currently limited to 2D geometries com-

prised solely of rectangular elements. 3D simulation is required in this work to

corroborate the assertion that its outputs are truly accurate to the real behaviour

of sound in the vocal tract. While 3D geometries can be converted into structures

comprised of cuboids, the effects of non-physical boundaries on the accuracy of the

output of a theoretical 3D version of openPSTD would need careful consideration.

Still, the implementation of absorbing boundary layers in this package would make

it an appealing method if it was upgraded at some point in the future.
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3.3 k-Wave

k-Wave is an acoustic toolbox for MATLAB which makes use of a frequency domain

pseudospectral method with accommodations for general geometry and varying me-

dia [89]. It supports domains up to 3D however the 2D scheme will be focussed on

here as importing geometry in 3D was not trivial. In 2D, geometry can be imported

very simply as an image file, where the brightness of pixels determines the acoustic

allowance of that region. White pixels are interpreted as free space and black ones

are interpreted as walls. After providing the geometry and specifying the source and

receiver locations, running the simulation is simple.

(a) Pressure propagation

through 2D vocal tract after

approx. 20µs.

(b) Plot of pressure against time in

µs at the receiver placed at lips.

Figure 3.2: k-Wave simulation output both as a 2D plot and a pressure against time
graph. In the left plot, the colour scale goes white-yellow-red-black with darker
colours representing a higher pressure. Note that for simulation speed, the vocal
tract was imported at roughly 1/10th scale.

k-Wave is capable of producing animations of pressure flow through the simula-

tion medium, the raw data for the acoustic pressure at the receiver location, impulse

responses, and much more. Figure 3.2b shows simulation data produced by k-Wave
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with a receiver placed at the black pixel in the top right of the Figure 3.2a. The

left figure shows acoustic pressure at an instant shortly after the simulation begins,

with darker colours showing higher pressures. The right figure shows the pressure

at the listener node increasing over the course of the simulation as the acoustic field

propagates. In this simulation, the speed of sound in the walls of the tract and the

density of the tract are defined based on those same properties in air scaled by a

fixed value. This produced a speed of sound in the medium of 6860 m s−2 and a

density of 24.5 kg m−3. These values were purely for testing and do not represent

accuracy of those two variables, instead having been chosen to minimally change

the example simulation routine provided by k-Wave. Figure 3.2b shows the effect

of these variables in the appearance of heavily attenuated acoustic pressure around

5 µs at the receiver, which is appropriate for transmission through the solid walls,

before the much higher amplitude pressure flow through the tract around 50µs.

While this behaviour is accurate to the provided vocal tract model, creating a

version of this simulation which is accurate to the human vocal tract would require

accurate modelling of the geometry of the head around the tract and of the varying

materials which make up the walls of the vocal tract, the throat, and the head. This

process would technically be required for any accurate simulation of pressure flow

in the vocal tract. Importing all of this data into k-Wave to perform the situation

would be cumbersome in 2D, and become significantly complex in 3D. k-Wave is

clearly a very sophisticated acoustic simulation toolbox which given enough effort

would be suitable for the simulations required in this work, however as discussed

before a core goal of this research is for the acoustic simulation process that is

ultimately chosen to be accessible and useable by individuals with limited technical

knowledge and resources. k-Wave is a package built on top of MATLAB which does

not offer an unlimited free licence at this time. As such k-Wave will not be used in

this work.
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3.4 COMSOL

COMSOL is a commercial modelling suite that can be used to model a wide variety of

physical systems, including coupling between different fields of physics, for example

acoustic pressure flow and fluid dynamics. COMSOL provides a variety of mod-

ules that include more powerful tools for interrogating different physical systems.

The acoustic module includes FEM solvers, BEM solvers, a time-explicit discon-

tinuous Galerkin method solver, and ray-based methods. COMSOL also features

full support for 3D modelling within the software, vastly simplifying the process of

making a model ‘computer readable’ discussed in Section 4.1.2. All of these features

and properties make COMSOL a very attractive option for performing the acoustic

modelling required for this project.

3.4.1 Boundary Element Method in COMSOL

The first method that was explored was the frequency-domain boundary element

solver. This method was chosen as it is theoretically very compatible with the input

model. As will be discussed thoroughly in Chapter 4, these models are generated

from Magnetic Resonance Imaging scans by performing a flood fill on the empty

space inside the vocal tract and then drawing boundary faces around the point

cloud produced during that fill. This gives us an STL model comprised of N-sided

polygonal faces. These faces should be able to be interpreted by the software as the

boundary elements of our simulation medium: the air within the tract. COMSOL

is also capable of setting complex boundary conditions on a face-by-face basis that

can include frequency dependent damping effects.

COMSOL requires that models imported for simulation will be capable of pro-

ducing an adequate result. This is most noticeable in a minimum face size. In most

wave-based modelling schemes, the simulation medium needs to be split into some

kind of mesh that the algorithmic solver can operate on to produce a result. If

the faces of the imported model are too small, then the subroutine that creates the

mesh will not be able to accurately form the mesh around that face without clipping
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through parts of the model or other sections of the mesh. The models created from

the MRI scans are extremely complex and have many artefacts that have not previ-

ously been relevant in their usage. However, these artefacts make it very difficult to

import these models into COMSOL. Given enough time, the models could likely be

manually prepared for COMSOL usage, but it would require some non-predictable

reduction in the accuracy of the geometry of the vocal tract in the removal of very

tight constrictions. To ensure reproducibility, a programmatic method of preparing

these models would be preferred. One such programmatic method of simplifying

3D geometry is that of voxelisation, to be discussed thoroughly in Section 4.1.2.

While one of the draws of using COMSOL was the ability to directly use vocal tract

models, it is still a very sophisticated modelling package that may produce more

accurate results than a hand-made simulation.

Figure 3.3: Plot of total sound pressure level throughout vocal tract at the default
frequency of 50 Hz over a period of 7.5 ms. Data produced using frequency domain
BEM solver in COMSOL. Due to unphysical import parameters, sound pressure
level is not correctly scaled.

Figure 3.3 shows the sound pressure level throughout the tract. In this particular

simulation, there was no absorbing boundary condition at the lips (top right) or at
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the glottis (bottom left). The tract therefore acts as a closed tube with acoustic

pressure build up at the end opposite the source. Adding an absorbing boundary

condition at the lips was possible, but was not explored due to time restrictions.

3.4.2 Time-Explicit Simulations in COMSOL

To be more comparable to the simulation methods being explored simultaneously

to this work in COMSOL, the Time-Explicit Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) solver

was more thoroughly explored. The DG method is another system for solving the

differential wave equations. It is a finite element method, operating on a mesh

of discrete regions, which uses fully discontinuous basis equations such that each

element only communicates with its immediate neighbours regardless of the order

of accuracy of the scheme. This provides a great deal of flexibility in the shape

and layout of the mesh, the ability to use a very localised data structure, and

consequently a very high efficiency in parallelisation. As a time explicit method, the

DG solver also produces a value of pressure at every mesh element in the model at

every time step which allows for a direct comparison with FDTD style methods in

terms of pressure at some pre-defined ‘listener’ location.

As before, the source is modelled with a vibrating surface at the glottis and the

visible region in the plots found in Figure 3.4 is the simulation medium, in this case

air. In both the closed and open systems, in addition to the regions of high and low

pressure moving through the tract, small-scale vibrations in the pressure can be seen

within the tract most clearly close to the glottis. These vibrations are unexpected,

and have a few probable causes arising from the properties of the simulation.

We observe that the vibrations die out approximately halfway through the tract

when there is an absorbing boundary condition at the lips. This implies that re-

flections likely play a large part in the source of these vibrations. The walls of the

simulation medium are either modelled as acoustically hard with some power loss

upon reflection, or as fully absorbing in the case of the lips. The hard surfaces are

likely not sufficiently accurate to the walls of the real vocal tract but without further
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measurement it remains to be seen if these vibrations are accurate to the real world

or meaningful to the output.

Another possible cause of error in this simulation is the use of a voxelised model.

In Section 2.4, the dominance of low frequency modes in the acoustic field below

the Schroeder frequency was discussed. Diffraction occurs when waves pass through

constrictions much smaller than their wavelength, or past impeding obstacles like

edges or corners. The voxelised version of the vocal tract model introduces many

non-physical edges and corners for waves to diffract off of, which would cause local

vibrations in pressure whenever it occurs. As the solver only generates a pressure in

a cell of a mesh based on its neighbours, the effect of these edges would be dependent

on the exact mesh generated by the software. Again further measurement would be

required to determine whether the proposed diffraction off of voxelised surfaces has

a noticeable impact in the output sound field.

(a) Acoustic pressure with no

absorbing boundary at the

lips.

(b) Acoustic pressure with a

fully absorbing boundary at

the lips.

Figure 3.4: Plots of acoustic pressure produced using the Time-Explicit Discontin-
uous Galerkin (DG) solver in COMSOL. Both plots shown 4 ms into simulation.
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3.4.3 Limitations of COMSOL

COMSOL is an industry standard in physics simulations for engineering applica-

tions. As a commercial tool, COMSOL does not offer a free access licence. All the

work in COMSOL as part of this research was done during a two-week trial period.

A simulation output time of 7.5 ms was chosen in this study as a starting point due

to the standard 10 ms length of an LF model pulse, to provide a reasonable view of

the response of the tract over a similar time period. Producing this data required

a simulation run time of approximately 60 h. This time may have been possible to

reduce given more familiarity with the tool, however that was not available within

this time frame.

While COMSOL does offer the ability to run simulations on dedicated cloud

servers with specific licences, this simulation length still completely rules out COM-

SOL for use as part of interactive applications which are a core aim of this research.

A much shorter simulation time can still be used to produce a transfer function that

represents the frequency response of the tract, however care needs to be taken to

ensure that the simulation time is long enough to see all the effects of the geometry

of the tract. Assuming linear time scaling, a 1 h COMSOL simulation of this tract

would still only produce 0.125 ms of pressure data which would not be sufficient to

model the behaviour of the tract. The simulation times for the DG solver are as long,

if not longer, than those for the frequency-domain methods included in COMSOL.

While COMSOL is an incredibly sophisticated physics simulation package, which

could produce extremely accurate outputs by taking into account other physical

regimes such as fluid dynamics into the simulation, its price and run time are not

suitable for the scope and aims of this project.

3.5 Chapter Summary

The simplest way to perform an accurate acoustic simulation in this work would

be to make use of one of the many available software packages that are designed
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with this purpose in mind. A small subset of the most promising and applicable

available packages for acoustic simulation are presented and explored throughout

this chapter.

Google’s Resonance Audio plug-in provides a simple-to-implement avenue for

creating realistic sound outputs in arbitrary acoustic environments, but as a geo-

metric method it breaks down quickly in tight confined spaces such as the vocal

tract. k-Wave and openPSTD are strong tools written in prominent scientific pro-

gramming languages with their own shortcomings that limit their use in this work.

k-Wave supports arbitrary geometries and acoustic transmission in the walls, but

geometry import especially in 3D is highly complex and the package is only available

in the licence based MATLAB language. openPSTD solves the wave equation in

the time domain and within 3D modelling software, but currently only supports 2D

simulations.

Finally, COMSOL was explored as a feature rich multi-physics modelling suite.

While COMSOL is certainly capable of producing exceptionally accurate acoustic

data with a variety of different simulation methods and measurement schemes, its

complexity is much higher than what is needed for this work which leads to sim-

ulation times far longer than are conveniently useable here. As a commercial paid

package, it is also highly inaccessible to non-commercial individuals that would need

to pay for licences.

The lack of a suitable modelling package enforces the need to produce a bespoke

acoustic modelling package that is designed directly for the needs of this work.
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Chapter 4

Acoustic Propagation Algorithms

in Python

Chapter 3 described a number of popular and powerful modelling packages, however

none of the packages which were explored were deemed as satisfying all the speci-

fications for this research. The two most important requirements for the acoustic

simulation used in this work are: the simulation must be reasonably accessible in

terms of not requiring much technical knowledge or software that is difficult to run

or expensive, and the simulation must be able to produce output continuously in

space and time throughout the tract to a level of accuracy that is at least compa-

rable with prior research. Guaranteeing that both of these requirements are met

is most simply accomplished by creating a bespoke acoustic propagation algorithm

which is designed to be easily useable and is written in an open source language.

Creating this simulation algorithm will require careful consideration and research

into how some existing tools solve some difficulties with this simulation process, like

translating 3D geometry into something computer readable, producing output from

the simulation in a way that can be used for a variety of applications, and how to

perform analysis on that data for comparison with previous research and general

validation of accuracy. As a goal of this work is to present this data in an intuitive

and understandable way, the requirements of the simulation in terms of visualisation
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may help drive some of the decisions made in the design of the simulation itself.

4.1 3D Visualisation and Modelling

Initial work on this project investigated both simulation techniques and visualisation

methods simultaneously. Two major challenges were quickly identified that were

greatly influenced by the proceeding research into visualisation methods: ensuring

that the human vocal tract is recreated within the simulation accurately enough to

produce accurate sound, and being able to present that sound throughout the vocal

tract in an accessible and intuitive way.

The first of these two challenges will require proper pre-processing treatment of

the available vocal tract models, and some effective method of digitising them for an

algorithmic simulation. The second challenge will require thought and experimen-

tation in the different ways of presenting the data, likely concluding in presenting

them in a 3D virtual space.

4.1.1 Pre-Processing of 3D Vocal Tract Models

The vocal tract models used in this research are a subset of the collection of STL

files produced from MRI scans as part of Speed et al. [88]. The MRI scan produces a

point cloud which represents areas of solid matter within the scanned region. ‘Seed

points’ are placed within the empty space left in the tract and those points are

then expanded out like balloons until they fill up the empty space and combine

into one solid object which has the same shape as the airway of the tract. These

solids are then exported and used to define the inner surface of the vocal tract. Two

STL files produced from these surfaces can be found in Figure 4.1. These models

were produced from imaging with a 2 mm resolution but were then oversampled to

a resolution of 0.75×0.75×1 mm. The validity of this oversampling is not known

here however as this research is based on model geometry from this data set, it will

be taken as accurate for these purposes. Models produced using these processes
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frequently have an extremely high vertex count of around 500 000 and also tend to

have a lot of anomalous geometry, like intersecting walls, and faces enclosed entirely

within solid objects.

Figure 4.1: Left: Vocal tract model of Nesyamun ‘True of Voice’ [8]. Right: vocal
tract model in the articulation of the vowel sound found in the word ‘Stern’.

Models with such high levels of detail are cumbersome to manipulate during

pre-processing, and would likely require a very high resolution simulation routine

which would require a large amount of memory and a simulation time on the order

of days if not longer depending on the machine. Simplification of these models is

required to be able to conveniently use them without requiring these large memory

allocations, rendering times in 3D modelling software, and simulation times. All

the 3D modelling work done during this project so far has been done using the

Blender software suite, which features many tools for simplifying and editing 3D

geometry. The main tools used here are of geometry clean-up and of individual

vertex manipulation.

The geometry clean-up tools in Blender can be used to reduce the number of

vertices in a model in a variety of ways including dissolving faces and edges below

a certain size, merging nearby vertices, and deleting loose and unphysical geometry.

An example of using these tools to simplify models can be found in Figure 4.2.

Using these tools, the models can be simplified in number of vertices by a factor of

100 without a complete loss of detail. The average displacement of the simplified
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surface compared to the original surface of the model is on the order of 0.1 mm

which is likely far below the eventual resolution of the simulation routine which

will be used. This is not to say that these simplifications do not have a noticeable

effect on acoustic output, and this may need to be investigated in the future. Figure

4.3 shows a zoomed in comparison between the original model and one which has

simplified using Blender’s geometry clean up tools. The model on the right has 136

times less vertices than the one on the right. While variation is clearly visible, the

general shape remains recognisable. A simplification to this extent is likely greater

than that which is needed for simulation, and is shown as a point of comparison.

Figure 4.2: Vocal tract model of Nesyamun ‘True of Voice’ with decreasing number
of vertices from 500 000 on the left to 3000 on the right.

Figure 4.3: Vocal tract model of Nesyamun ‘True of Voice’. The model on the right
has been reduced in vertex count by a factor of 136. Variation is clearly visible but
the general shape is preserved.

The automatic clean-up tools present in Blender are extremely powerful, but

often are not capable of resolving particular complex geometric errors. The ability

to edit models on an individual vertex basis allows for very precise adjustments to
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the model and for control over the geometry that may prove difficult using other

techniques. Figure 4.4 shows the ability to easily remove parts of the model to

investigate different acoustic systems within the vocal tract.

Figure 4.4: ‘Stern’ vocal tract model showing the ability to Select multiple vertices
using visual tools and cut off sections of the geometry by deleting vertices and re-
capping geometry. In the right image, the vertices highlighted in the left image have
been removed and the holes left have been capped. The model has been rotated to
more clearly show this.

Once a model has been simplified for ease of use, many new processes become

available for digitising and visualising vocal tract models. The most important of

these processes to the work on acoustic simulation is that of voxelisation.

4.1.2 Voxelisation

Voxelisation is the process of taking an arbitrary 3D model and then converting it

into a grid of regular voxels, or identical 3D shapes. In essence, the MRI scans used

to make the 3D models are also a voxelisation process: a 3D MRI scan is produced

by taking a number of 2D images of the subject separated by a fixed distance and

then using the colour of the pixels which comprise those images to define isometric

cubes of material. The method described for MRI scans is fundamentally the same

as the process used to voxelise any 3D model directly.
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To voxelise a 3D model, it is first partitioned into a number of horizontal slices

of unit thickness. A binary mask is then applied to each slice across a 2D Cartesian

grid which is overlaid. This binary mask is set to true whenever the cell in the grid

is considered occupied, usually dependent on how much of that cell is occupied by

material, and false in the opposite case. For simplicity, this process is applied to

each slice once they have been projected onto a 2D plane. Once the binary mask has

been calculated for each slice, the slices are then stacked back on top of each other

and wherever a 3D cell is bounded by two filled 2D cells it is filled with a voxel.

When using cubic voxels, this produces a 3D model like the one shown in Figure 4.5.

This approach of defining voxels is potentially error-prone, for example in a situation

where there was a gap in the model that is on the order of the height of one voxel,

the surface above and below that gap would cause that gap to be considered filled.

These errors are minimised by maximising voxel resolution, with the voxelised model

tending towards the original model as resolution tends to infinity.

Figure 4.5: The Stanford bunny test model and its corresponding voxelised coun-
terpart.

These voxelised models keep an approximation of the original geometry while

representing it as an L×M ×N array of 1s and 0s corresponding to the location of

the solid geometry, which is very simple for use in computational processes. While

the obvious application is in providing a 1:1 interpretation of any input geometry

into a Cartesian grid for an algorithmic acoustic simulation, there are also many
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emergent methods of converting this model into other mediums that are designed

to be composed of individual, or connected, voxels.

A greedy merging algorithm can be performed on the individual voxels, which

attempts to merge them into one of a subset of predefined multi-voxels, with a

focus on creating the maximum number of connections with vertical neighbours.

By setting the predefined larger components to be the same size as various Lego

bricks, a voxelised model can be converted into a valid Lego model [90]. Once the

algorithm finds no more voxels to merge into valid shapes, it searches for instances

of multiple connected components that are only supported by a single block. Blocks

in the area of the supporting block get split back into individual voxels and then

re-merged to improve the physical strength and connectivity of the Lego structure.

This technique was used on the Nesyamun vocal tract model to produce a Lego

recreation of the vocal tract of the 3000-year-old mummy, which can be seen in

Figure 4.6. This Lego model is very accessible to a mainstream audience due to the

familiar and recognisable medium, and has clear value in teaching and outreach.

Figure 4.6: Left: The voxelised model of the vocal tract of Nesyamun ‘True of Voice’
merged into valid Lego bricks. Right: The Lego model constructed from standard
Lego bricks.

Another familiar and recognisable medium to a mainstream audience is the video

game Minecraft. Objects in Minecraft are constructed using cubic voxels, and so a
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conversion between the voxel positions and a file readable by Minecraft is simple.

The vocal tract of Nesyamun ‘True of Voice’, and of a tract articulated to produce

the vowel sound in ‘Stern’, can be seen inside Minecraft in Figure 4.7. These models

are increased in scale by a factor of 500, allowing a user to fly inside the tract and

explore along its length. By editing game files, the sounds produced by both of

these tracts can also be toggled on and off with an in-game switch. While this

sound has no auralisation at all, it does still provide insight to a general audience

that the sound made by the tract is dependent of the differences they see between

the geometry of the two models.

Figure 4.7: Vocal tract models imported into the video game Minecraft. Left: The
vocal tract of Nesyamun ‘True of Voice’ Right: A vocal tract articulated to produce
the vowel sound in ‘Stern’.

While voxelisation presents an extremely convenient way to import 3D geome-

tries into simulation and software, the question of the effect of the inherent loss

of detail with finite resolutions is an important one. As previously discussed, the

acoustic frequencies with relevance to speech perception range from as low as a few

hundred Hz and as high as 22 kHz [87]. A sound waves in the extremes of this

range have wavelengths from 15 cm to 64 m. Measurements of the mid-sagittal axial

length in 3D modelling software of some of the vocal tracts used in this work give a
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length range of 0.235 m to 0.3 m. Preliminary investigations of appropriate voxeli-

sation resolutions for use with vocal tracts returns resolutions in the range of 1 mm

to 2 mm. Also as previously discussed, the size of the vocal tract means that acous-

tic propagation within it will be firmly with in the modal, or wave-based, regime.

Specifically, standing plane waves will form between the glottis and the lips with a

proportion of acoustic power radiating out of the tract at the lips. The treatment

of this system, described in Section 2.1, as a series of connected tubes with varying

radii as such should be valid.

The relevance of 3D geometry in this system then is in specifically defining the

size of these tubes and how they connect together in the case of side passages. The

relevance of voxelisation to this is that minor errors in wall position will change the

effective radius of that section, which will effect that section’s resonances. This minor

error could occur many times along the length of the tract and the sum of those

minor variations could lead to a large error in the output. Characterising the effect

of these minor changes is complicated and could be done by adding and removing

individual voxels along the tract between simulations. However, the nature of the

voxelisation approximation can present an argument for these errors being nullified

across the entire tract. As voxelisation as a procedure is unbiased as to whether it

marks a position as filled or empty, the probability of and effect of over-estimations

should be equal to that of under-estimations. These contributions, as such, should

cancel out however in practice this will not always be exact. Still, the un-cancelled

error should still be small.

4.2 Acoustic Simulation Development

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, it has been deemed necessary to create

a bespoke simulation package that was ideally suited for the needs of this research.

To restate those needs, the simulation needs to produce accurate output throughout

the tract and the simulation needs to be useable without the requirement for a

great deal of technical knowledge in the field of acoustic simulation. There are
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several secondary needs, like run times on the order of hours not days and ease of

visualisation and analysis, but these are not as relevant to preliminary development.

The Python programming language has many desirable characteristics for the

purpose of initial design. While a compiled language would produce an executable

file which is generally understood by an average user, it would greatly slow down

the development and prototyping process, and would also prevent knowledgable

users from easily making changes to the functionality of the program. Python is

also very frequently used in the scientific world due to its open-source nature and its

large and accessible library of community created modules. An interpreted language

such as Python does create two main issues for the final version of this package: a

user would need to install the correct version of Python themselves and then run a

script that will fetch any required dependencies, and interpreted languages require

significantly more work to perform with comparable speeds to compiled languages, if

even possible for some procedures. The final version of this simulation routine could

be translated into a faster language if deemed valuable, but at this time Python is

the language of choice.

The first step to producing a simulation of acoustic propagation in the vocal tract

is deciding which method will be used for computing the acoustic propagation. The

two algorithms tested here are the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) and

Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) methods. These methods were chosen initially

due to their simplicity of implementation in the 3D Cartesian space provided by a

voxelised 3D model. Other wave-based methods are more sophisticated and may

produce more accurate results however, as this research is more focussed on the

application of the simulation, their use was not deemed necessary.

4.2.1 Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method in Python

The foundational theory of this method has been discussed in Section 2.4.1. In

this section some details of the implementation itself, as well as some additions to

improve accuracy, will be discussed. The implementation here is largely based on
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information from previous works, but the fundamentals underpinning the method

are the same for all applications [91, 9, 92, 93].

The update Equations 2.13 and 2.14 are at this point fairly outdated. Newer

formulations such as in Kowalczyk and Van Walstijn [91, 9] remove the need to

update both particle velocity and acoustic pressure. By approximating the time

and space derivatives present in the acoustic wave equation,

δ2p

δt2
= c2∇2p, (4.1)

with finite difference operators, equations for the time and spatial derivatives

can be derived. The derived equation for the time derivative is given as

δ2p

δt2
=

pn+1
l,m,n − 2pnl,m,n + pn−1

l,m,n

T 2
+ O(T 2), (4.2)

with T as the time step and pnl,m,n as the acoustic pressure, and for the spatial

derivative as

δ2p

δi2
=

pni+1 − 2pni + pni−1

I2
+ O(I2), (4.3)

where i is the spatial dimension x, y, or z, pni is the acoustic pressure holding

the indices of dimensions not corresponding to i constant, and I is the grid spacing

in the current dimension. Assuming that grid spacing and time step are constant,

the acoustic wave equation becomes

pn+1
l,m,n =λ2(pnl+1,m,n + pnl−1,m,n + pnl,m+1,n + pnl,m−1,n + pnl,m,n+1 + pnl,m,n−1)

+ 2(1 − 2λ2)pnl,m,n − pn−1
l,m,n,

(4.4)

where λ, the Courant number, equals cT/I. This can be more simply stated as

pn+1
l,m,n = λ2

[∑
adjs

pnadj

]
+ 2(1 − 2λ2)pnl,m,n − pn−1

l,m,n, (4.5)
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where pnadj represents the acoustic pressure at an adjacent point within all adja-

cent points, labelled ‘adjs’. This equation can be used at any point in free space

to calculate pressure at the next time step. Most of the work required in writing

this simulation came from properly handling boundaries in the simulation. If only

the free space equations are used and elements too close to the edge of the simula-

tion domain are not included in the algorithm, then the edges act as fully reflective

acoustic surfaces which is likely non-physical in this circumstance.

The method for accounting for surfaces in the simulation domain here is that of

Locally Reacting Surfaces, where the normal component of the particle velocity at

the point on the surface of the boundary depends only on the pressure at the point in

front of the boundary and not the pressure at the points in front of the neighbouring

boundary points [91, 9]. When formulating the LRS, its update equation has a term

proportional to the value of pressure at the point past the surface in the boundary of

the simulation media. These points are referred to in the literature as ‘ghost points’,

as they are outside of the simulation domain and don’t exist from the perspective

of the acoustic propagation, and provide a useful way of thinking about an efficient

approach to simplifying the FDTD algorithm at boundaries.

It can be shown that in a standard rectilinear Cartesian grid, each point is

either within the domain or on one of three types of domain boundaries: walls,

outer corners, and inner corners. To define these domain boundary types, it is most

convenient to consider the number of ghost points adjacent to the point on the

domain boundary in the 2D case of the FDTD algorithm and then simply expand

them into the 3D case.
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Figure 4.8: 2D standard rectilinear grid around domain boundaries. The grey region
and black points represent the simulation domain and points within it respectively.
The white region and white points represent the areas outside the domain and the
ghost points respectively. The three domain boundary types shown are (a) a wall,
(b) an outer corner, and (c) an inner corner [9].

Figure 4.8 shows the three types of boundary in a 2D standard rectilinear grid.

For a point on a wall type boundary in 2D, two of its adjacent points will also be

on the wall and one point will be opposite the wall. All three of these points are

within the simulation domain, and the final adjacent point is outside the domain

and is thus a ghost point. An outer corner has one adjacent point in each direction

on domain boundaries and in the simulation domain, with the points opposite those

outside of the domain. Finally, an inner corner has no adjacent points that are

outside the domain, so no ghost points. Thus, any point in the simulation medium

that is on a domain boundary either has one adjacent ghost point and is a wall, has

two adjacent ghost points and is an outer corner, or has no adjacent ghost points

and is an inner corner. As there is no ghost points in the inner corner case and

there is no actual interaction with the boundary and only parallel to it, inner corner

nodes can be updated as if they were in free space. In 3D, a wall still has one

adjacent ghost point and inner corners still have no adjacent ghost points. There is

however two types of outer corner when moving to 3D, the ‘enclosed’ outer corner

with three adjacent ghost points and the ‘open’ outer corner with only two. A visual

representation of these four boundary types can be seen in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: 3D standard rectilinear grid around domain boundaries. Grey regions
show the simulation domain, with black points being on a domain boundary and
grey points being fully within the domain. The white regions and white points
represent the areas outside the domain and the ghost points respectively. The four
domain boundary types shown are a) an inner corner, b) a wall, c) an ‘open’ outer
corner, and d) an ‘enclosed’ outer corner. In the case of the inner corner the hashed
area shows the are outside the domain with the rest of the region being within the
simulation domain, for visual clarity.

The formulation of the boundary update equations begins with approximating

the time and space derivatives present in the boundary condition equation, derived

from the conservation of momentum

δp

δt
= −cξw

δp

δx
, (4.6)

where ξw = Zw/ρc is the specific acoustic impedance of the boundary. As in

Equations 4.2 and 4.3, the centred finite difference operators are used for this ap-

proximation. Following the same procedure as earlier produces an update equation

for the pressure at the ghost point:
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pnl+1,m,n = pnl−1,m,n +
1

λξw

(
pn−1
l,m,n − pn+1

l,m,n

)
. (4.7)

For points adjacent to ghost points, the ghost point update equation is substi-

tuted in to cancel out the ghost point. For a wall (ghost point in the +x direction)

the update equation becomes

pn+1
l,m,n =

[
λ2
(
2pnl−1,m,n + pnl,m+1,n + pnl,m−1,n + pnl,m,n+1 + pnl,m,n−1

)
+ 2

(
1 − 2λ2

)
pnl,m,n +

(
λ

ξx
− 1

)
pn−1
l,m,n

]/(
1 +

λ

ξx

) (4.8)

and the update equation for an ‘enclosed’ outer corner becomes

pn+1
l,m,n =

[
2λ2

(
pnl−1,m,n + pnl,m−1,n + pnl,m,n−1

)
+ 2

(
1 − 2λ2

)
pnl,m,n

+

(
λ

ξx
+

λ

ξy
+

λ

ξz
− 1

)
pn−1
l,m,n

]/(
1 +

λ

ξx
+

λ

ξy
+

λ

ξz

)
.

(4.9)

These update equations, again presented by Kowalczyk and Van Walstijn [91, 9],

have been reformulated in this work into a single general form of the boundary

update equation for any boundary:

pn+1
l,m,n =

[
λ2

(∑
real

pnreal +
∑
ghost

pnreal

)
+ 2(1 − 2λ2)pnl,m,n

+

(∑
ghost

λ

ξi
− 1

)
pn−1
l,m,n

]/(
1 +

∑
ghost

λ

ξi

)
,

(4.10)

where the sum over ghost points adds the point on the opposite side of the

current point, and ξi is the specific acoustic impedance. Equations 4.5 and 4.10 as

such provide a full description of the update equation for an FDTD scheme, notably

not including frequency dependent effects. The form of equation 4.10, which is a

general form for the boundary equations, has not been found to have been derived

from the specific boundary equations in any previous works during this research.

While this form is entirely equivalent to the other forms in terms of robustness and

stability, it may allow for some conditional statements to be removed which would

slightly reduce algorithmic complexity.
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FDTD has a simple implementation from a memory allocation standpoint, re-

quiring only a 3×L×M ×N array to store the values of pressure at each node for

the previous, current, and future time step, and a L×M ×N array to store the ge-

ometry in terms of whether each point is in free space or not. Running through the

algorithm then only requires iterating over all the points in the domain boundary,

checking if they are adjacent to any ghost points, and then applying the relevant

update equation. Once every point in the domain has been updated, the algorithm

steps forward in time and starts again.

All of the above was implemented in Python and used to perform acoustic simu-

lations of propagation in the vocal tract. This method unfortunately had consistent

issues in both implementation and output. While implementation of the algorithm

itself was simple as expected, the implementation of LRS frequently led to pressure

increasing at nodes within tightly confined space and never allowing that pressure

to dissipate despite there being no barrier to that dissipation. In terms of outputs

a series of errors were experienced in the form of inaccuracies caused by the lack of

absorbing boundary conditions, and as pressures tending to infinity due to improper

implementation of the pressure source. While both of these issues could likely be

resolved with further development and sophistication in the simulation algorithm,

it was instead decided that switching to the similar DWM method would be more

sensible due to the advantages of the method.

4.2.2 Digital Waveguide Mesh Method in Python

The Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) method, previously discussed in Section 2.4.2,

is described by the update equations 2.15, 2.16, and 2.17 [56]. Despite being equiva-

lent to FDTD, DWM was chosen as a method to further explore due to its treatment

of boundaries within the simulation domain. DWM adds a parameter that de-

scribes the impedance to the acoustic propagation through the simulation domain:

the Acoustic Admittance, Y . This parameter describes the geometry of the input

model fully without needing to treat the edges of the airway as domain boundaries,
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instead allowing for acoustic propagation within the walls of the tract with a lower

admittance. As such, no LRS formulation is required except for at the edges of the

simulation domain which should prevent any erroneous behaviour of the propaga-

tion caused by tight constrictions and their interactions with the update algorithm.

To make use of this only requires the storage of admittance in every waveguide,

irrespective of flow direction.

On the subject of storage and memory usage, the implementation of this algo-

rithm is significantly more complicated than that of the FDTD method. The scheme

requires the storage of pressure in each scattering junction, incoming and outgoing

pressures to and from each junction into all six of their surrounding waveguides, and

values of the acoustic admittance in every waveguide. The junction pressure is still

stored as a 3 × L × M × N array containing the values of pressure at each node

for the previous, current, and future time step. Each node in the simulation has

six admittances associated with it, stored in another 3 × L×M ×N array. In this

array, the three components represent the admittances in the L, M , and N direction

separately with the index [l,m, n] representing the waveguide between the current

node and the previous node in that direction, and the index [l+1,m, n] representing

the waveguide between the current node and the next node in that direction. This

method of ‘forward-backward’ indexing is also used in the arrays storing the waveg-

uide pressure flow, which is the most complicated of the three memory allocations.

The guide pressures are stored in three 2×L×M ×N × 2 arrays for x-axis, y-axis,

and z-axis waveguides respectively. The first two components store the pressure in

each guide at the current time step and the next time step. The forward-backward

indexing is used to index the different waveguides as in the admittance matrix, but

with the addition of each waveguide storing two values for pressure: the pressure

flowing in the negative direction to the previous junction, and the pressure flowing

in the positive direction to the next junction. As an example, pressure flowing from

the previous junction in the L direction to the current junction at the current time

step would be indexed as [1, l,m, n, 1].
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With admittance dealing with boundaries internal to the domain, the only re-

maining boundaries to deal with are those at the edges of the domain. As DWM

is equivalent to FDTD, a similar formulation to that of the FDTD boundary con-

ditions can be used and applied only to the edges of the simulation. The general

form of this boundary update equation, based on the same combination of equations

which produced Equation 4.10, is

pn+1
l,m,n = λ2

(∑
real

pnreal +
∑
ghost

pnreal

)
+

(
Gsum −

√
3

Gsum +
√

3

)
pn−1
l,m,n, (4.11)

where pnl,m,n is the acoustic pressure at junction [l,m, n] and time step n, pnreal

is the acoustic pressure at any real adjacent junction, and λ2 =
√

3/3(
√

3 + Gsum)

in terms of the Gsum =
∑

ghost Gghost or the sum of the normalised admittances G

between the current node and adjacent ghost points. Gghost represents the acoustic

admittance from the simulation region to the ‘far field’ and is initially set to 1

in these simulations in an attempt to minimise reflection back into the simulation

region. Notably, this DWM version of the general LRS update equation is missing

the term dependent on pnl,m,n. This general form is a combination of the LRS update

equations derived specifically for DWM, which all lack the pnl,m,n term, and will be

used going forward. This general form of the LRS update equation is a unique

output of this research, but is equivalent to the explicit equations, only providing

benefit in simplicity and potential algorithmic complexity improvements based on

implementation.

Having fully described the simulation procedure through the acoustic admit-

tance, the ‘free space’ update equation, and the simulation boundary update equa-

tion, this algorithm is now general to any simulation domain. At each time step,

simply check how many adjacent nodes are ghost points, and then apply the corre-

sponding update equation.

Notably, the implementation described here is not the only possible implemen-

tation of a digital waveguide mesh. Two major options for DWM simulation exist:

Wave Based-Digital Waveguide Mesh (W-DWM), and Kirchoff Type-Digital Waveg-
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uide Mesh (K-DWM) [57]. The simulation method described in this thesis so far is

the W-DWM scheme. From first principles, the formulation of the DWM update

equations described here are based on the d‘Alembert solution of left and right-

travelling wave components that sum to the whole waveform. This produces the

need to track incoming and outgoing pressure at each waveguide. The K-DWM is

directly equivalent to FDTD modelling in that instead of applying a specific solu-

tion to the wave equation, it instead approximates the partial derivatives with a

centred difference in time and space. Note that FDTD, K-DWM, and W-DWM

are all equivalent but with implementation differences, and the consideration of the

differences between implementations of K-DWM and W-DWM is here used as a

convenient comparison between the advantages and disadvantages of both methods.

The main advantage of W-DWM over K-DWM is that the solution is, in theory,

exact due to its foundation on the d‘Alembert solution. K-DWM is only approximate

and so can not always produce truly accurate results. K-DWM also encounters

numerical instability at high frequencies. In reality, careful consideration needs to

be made to exploit the exactness of W-DWM. For example, if W-DWM simulations

are not run on fixed-point values and instead use floating-point arithmetic then

instability is introduced due to limitations on binary representations of decimal

numbers. On the other hand, K-DWM requires significantly less memory than W-

DWM. FDTD, which is closely related to K-DWM, required a total of 4×L×M×N

memory positions in the implementation described in Section 2.4.1, whereas W-

DWM requires 10 × L×M ×N memory positions in this implementation. Despite

this memory requirement, W-DWM will be chosen as the main simulation method

for this research due to its inherent accuracy and its more prevalent use in similar

research.
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4.3 Simulating Acoustic Propagation in the Vocal

Tract Using W-DWM

Having written and implemented a DWM algorithm for solving the acoustic propa-

gation in any general domain, this method was then applied to the vocal tract. The

first step of performing this simulation is to voxelise the input model. Voxelisation

here is achieved using a publicly available online tool [94]. A custom script was

written that takes a file containing the positions of every voxel from the voxelised

model of the vocal tract and uses those positions to populate the acoustic admit-

tance arrays. The acoustic admittances are defined as the inverse of the acoustic

impedance, Z, which is itself defined as the product of the density of the medium,

ρ, and the speed of sound in the medium, c. For propagation through air, a den-

sity of 1.14 kg m−3 and a sound speed of 350 m s−1 were chosen based on works by

Arnela et al. [24, 95] for ease of comparison, however these values are estimates

and may not be truly accurate to the real physics, which produces an acoustic

impedance of 399 Pa s m−1. For propagation through tissue an acoustic impedance

of 83 666 Pa s m−1 was selected based on S̆vancara and Horác̆ek [96] for ease of com-

parison. This value is specifically for the impedance through flesh, with Wang et

al. [97] presenting a value of 1.5 MPa s m−1 as a resultant acoustic impedance of the

head when also including bone and other materials. If the simulation domain here

included more of the head that surrounds the tract then the higher impedance value

is likely more accurate, however the simulation region here is small and will include

much less bone and other materials, so a value for impedance closer to that of just

flesh is likely optimal. The admittance array only needs to be calculated and saved

once per geometry.

To determine the other parameters of the simulation, a careful consideration of

the stability of the simulation is required. A 3D FDTD simulation is considered

stable for values of the Courant number λ = cair∆T/∆X less than or equal to

1/
√

3. This is the Courant convergence condition and is a standard result in the
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numerical analysis of partial differential equation solvers. ∆X is set by the size of

the grid that the vocal tract geometry is voxelised into. For initial investigations, a

grid spacing of 2 mm was used to keep simulation times reasonable without losing

too much detail of the tract or causing it to become closed or cut off, and to remain

accurate to the scan resolution of the input models. Rearranging for the time step

∆T gives a value of approximately 3.36µs, or a sample frequency of approximately

298 kHz. Using a larger grid spacing would allow for a longer time step and as such

a lower simulation time, however would result in a loss of geometrical accuracy.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show an example of a simulation output of the junction

pressure at nodes along the direction of pressure flow through the vocal tract cor-

responding to the English phoneme /3/. The first plot shows the first 3.3 ms of

pressure data, and the second plot shows the full 33 ms of data. In the first set of

plots the initial pressure pulse takes less than 0.65 ms to travel through the tract,

the amplitude of the pressure variation decreases through the tract, and the pres-

sure variation reduces in magnitude with increasing time, all of which are expected

behaviour and lend some credibility to the simulation accuracy. The second set of

plots reveals an inaccuracy that can be seen in 3D animations of the pressure in the

domain. At long times, the pressure variation dissipates and gives rise to a smooth

parabolic upward trend in pressure. This is believed to be due either to numerical

errors caused by imprecise floating-point arithmetic or the result of a phenomenon

known as solution growth which is caused by the implementation of the volume

velocity source, which adds acoustic pressure to the system, as a ‘soft source’.

There are two simple methods for implementing a source excitation within the

model: the hard source and the soft source [40]. The hard source will set the pressure

value at a chosen input node or set of nodes to a fixed value at every time step based

on a given excitation equation. This method is trivial to implement but causes

scattering of any incident pressure on that node. This will lead to unphysical effects

that may have an effect on the simulation output, especially for any nodes near to

the input node. The soft source instead adds the pressure value produced by the
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excitation equation to the chosen source node at every time step. This means that

the source node will properly obey the update equations and not cause scattering.

However, if there is any constant offset in the input signal, which could be caused

by a calculation inaccuracy, solution growth will occur leading to an exponential

growth in background pressure level for the entire course of the simulation. The

addition of the offset to the source node at every time step effectively acts as an

input signal with infinite length that constantly provides a volume velocity to the

system. This is technically not an inaccuracy in the model, but instead represents

a completely unphysical situation. This offset is difficult to remove and leads to an

increased loss of precision in floating-point calculations as the small and physical

pressure variations are dominated by the growth of the offset. Through care and

sophisticated treatment of the source implementation, typically through using a

source equation designed to counteract the effects that lead to solution growth, soft

sources can still be used in DWM simulations. As the source node will be close to

the edge of the domain, it was deemed that any additional scattering at that node

will have a similar effect to the scattering at the domain edge and so will likely not

have a large effect on simulation output. This is an avenue for future work however.
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Figure 4.10: Plots of junction pressure from 0 < Tstep < 3.3 ms. Y-axis scale is
in arbitrary pressure units and x-axis scale is in time steps ∆t ≈ 3.36 µs. Plots
arranged in order of flow through tract (top plot at source junction, bottom plot at
lips).

Figure 4.11: Plots of junction pressure from 0 < Tstep < 33 ms. Y-axis scale is
in arbitrary pressure units and x-axis scale is in time steps ∆t ≈ 3.36 µs. Plots
arranged in order of flow through tract (top plot at source junction, bottom plot at
lips).

Testing validity of the simulation against real values can be achieved using the

peaks in the Vocal Tract Transfer Function (VTTF) produced at a listener location

as in Equation 2.10. The sound output produced by the articulation of a particular

vowel is driven by the filtering of an input source due to the resonances produced

in the vocal tract. These resonances are called formants and can be seen in the
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VTTF as peaks in amplitude. Comparing the frequencies of these peaks to formant

frequencies from recorded speech can give a measure of simulation accuracy. Fig-

ures 4.12 and 4.13 show the VTTF for the previous 3.3 ms and 33 ms of pressure

data respectively alongside the accepted formant values of this vowel sound from

literature. While the 3.3 ms VTTF has a very low resolution, the values for the first

three formants obtained from the first three peaks in the VTTF are slightly closer

to the accepted values than those from the 33 ms data, likely due to not including

the long time step errors discussed earlier. Many details not visible in the first plot

can be seen in the second, especially above 4 kHz. The sampling frequency used

for these simulations is 298 kHz due to the spatial resolution of the model. When

a continuous signal is converted into a discrete one in time, that signal can expe-

rience aliasing effects at frequencies above half of the sample frequency, known as

the Nyquist frequency. While the Nyquist frequency in these simulations would be

149 kHz which is far greater than the first five formant frequencies, prior research

into the stability of various FDTD grid layouts puts the cut-off frequency for ac-

curacy of the outputs of the Standard Rectilinear (SRL) grid used here as low as

0.196 times the sample frequency [98]. While this cut-off of approximately 58 kHz

is still an order of magnitude larger than the highest formant frequencies this work

is concerned with, there could still be other effects in the high frequency range that

have an effect on this VTTF data. The significance of the errors in the formant

frequencies in both VTTFs will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.12: Vocal Tract Transfer Function (VTTF) produced using equation 2.10
for 3.3 ms of pressure data for ‘Stern’ model. Only the first 10 kHz is included for
visual clarity. Spectral magnitude is on the vertical axis with arbitrary units and
frequency is on the horizontal access in Hz. Frequency doubling of accepted formant
values will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.

Figure 4.13: Vocal Tract Transfer Function (VTTF) produced using equation 2.10
for 33 ms of pressure data for ‘Stern’ model. Only the first 10 kHz is included for
visual clarity. Spectral magnitude is on the vertical axis with arbitrary units and
frequency is on the horizontal access in Hz. Frequency doubling of accepted formant
values will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.
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By employing a source-filter model as described in Section 2.2, the VTTFs pro-

duced here may be used for speech synthesis. By applying a VTTF as a filter to

a source signal that encapsulates the voiced and unvoiced excitations at the base

of the tract, a speech signal can be produced. Applying one dataset as a filter for

the other simply requires multiplying them together as long as both data sets are

in the frequency domain, which does add some computational complexity and some

uncertainty from performing Fourier transformations. The source signal used to

produce speech in this work so far is the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model, which is a

good approximation of the glottal waveform in the vocal tract [27]. Once filtered,

the resulting dataset is transformed back in to the time domain and saved as the

amplitude at each time step of an audio file format such as Waveform Audio File

Format (WAV). Both the VTTF and WAV files can then be used in further analysis

to extract formant values and investigate qualitative properties of the simulation

output.

Having fully described the entire simulation process from STL pre-processing to

formant measurement and speech sound production, this method can now be used

on real vocal tract models and compared with recordings or prior research to assess

accuracy.

4.3.1 Simulation Accuracy

Three vocal tract models have been used in the initial testing of this simulation.

The first model is that of an adult male producing the sound /3:/ as in ‘Stern’.

The second model belongs to the 3000-year-old Egyptian mummy Nesyamun, True

of Voice in the articulation that the body was recovered in. Finally, another vocal

tract of an adult male, this time producing the sound /O:/ as in ‘Port’.

‘Stern’ Model

Section 4.3 presented initial simulation data produced from the ‘Stern’ vocal tract

model. As briefly discussed in that section, the peaks in this VTTF correspond to
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the formants, or resonant frequencies, of the produced speech sound. As this model

is producing a known vowel sound, the formants extracted from this plot can be

compared to known formants to gauge the accuracy of the simulation. While this

particular speaker’s speech formants may vary from the literature, it is an appropri-

ate initial test to ensure that the simulation produces outputs in an approximately

correct range. Formants are often shortened for ease of discussion in literature, for

example the first formant is usually abbreviated to F1, and that same format will

be used here.

Table 4.1: Formant values for ‘Stern’ vocal tract model and simulation. Accepted
formant values taken from Peterson and Barney [10].

Data set F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz)

Accepted formant frequencies 490 1350 1690

Accepted formant frequencies (doubled) 980 2700 3380

VTTF peaks (first 3.3 ms) 909 2727 4247

VTTF peaks (33 ms) 909 2606 4151

By measuring the value of each formant as the frequency at which each peak is

at its maximum, the formant values found in Table 4.1 are obtained. The accepted

frequencies are significantly different to the values measured from the VTTF. If

the accepted values are doubled, representing a shift by one octave upwards, the

agreement between measured and given values is much better. For the full 33 ms of

data, F1 would have an absolute error of 7.81 %, F2 an absolute error of 3.61 %, and

F3 an absolute error of 18.57 %.

Notably, in speech, the first three formants are the most important for clarity

of the vowel sound, with higher formant values governing the naturalness of the

sound [10]. The relative frequency of the formants also plays a large part in vowel

identification, not just the absolute frequencies. In the accepted values, F2 is 2.755

times larger than F1 and F3 is 1.252 times larger than F2. In the 33 ms VTTF data,

F2 is 2.867 times larger than F1 and F3 is 1.593 times larger than F2. There is no
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definition for how similar the relative frequencies must be to still be recognisable as

the correct sound, but these relative frequencies are at least similar to the accepted

ones.

While the source of this required doubling is unknown at this point and will be

explored further in Section 4.3.2, if it is assumed that it is a result of simulation

parameters and take it as truth, the simulation is observed to produce a reasonable

estimation of F1 and F2 with higher frequency formants losing accuracy. This is

expected to be caused by one of two possible effects.

The first would be the long timescale solution growth shown in Figure 4.11 caus-

ing errors over a range of frequencies. By only considering the first 3.3 ms of pressure

data in an attempt to minimise the effect of these errors as in Figure 4.12, an in-

crease in accuracy on F2 by 2.62 % and a decrease in accuracy on F3 by 1.84 % is

observed. This is inconclusive and implies that if solution growth is a cause of these

errors then removing the late time step data in this way is not a valid solution to

it. The second possible cause of high frequency errors is in the geometry of the

simulation itself. The method of LRS for treating domain boundaries, at least in

the current implementation, does not allow the domain boundaries to act as a truly

absorbing boundary, instead reflecting some pressure back in to the system. These

unphysical reflections likely lead to similarly unphysical behaviour in the VTTF and

are complex to remove, potentially requiring a more sophisticated boundary formu-

lation. In Gully [4], a comparison can be found between three DWM simulations:

a 2D W-DWM simulation, a 3D K-DWM simulation, and a 3D dynamic W-DWM

simulation based on the same principles as this research. Values given in that paper

are in terms of the mean percentage error on formant frequencies across six English

monophthongs for formants up to the fifth. These values are much more robust and

accurate than the values presented here for an initial simulation on a single vowel,

but are used to provide a point of comparison. The average error on F1-F3 for the

‘Stern’ model in this work is 10.08 %. The work by Gully [4] presents a mean abso-

lute error across F1-F5 of 14.01 %, but much of the observed accuracy comes from
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a well reproduced F4 and F5. When only considering F1-F3, the mean absolute

error increases to 20.28 % or 10 % less accurate than this work. This is promising,

however the importance of F4 and F5, which this work so far poorly reproduces,

should not be ignored.

By looking at spectrograms of the sound file produced by the simulation for this

vocal tract with the spectrogram of another adult male English speaker producing

the same vowel in Figure 4.14, it is observed that the produced frequency spectrum

has much more obvious formants, which present as darker horizontal regions, all the

way to 5 kHz whereas the simulation output only shows clear frequency variation

up to approximately 1 kHz. This is suspected to arise during the filtering with the

source signal and is discussed further in Section 4.3.2.

Figure 4.14: Spectrograms of a recorded /3:/ vowel production from Left: a male
subject and Right: the output of the ‘Stern’ vocal tract model. Frequency on the
vertical axis is in Hz, increasing in increments of 500 Hz from 0 Hz to 5000 Hz. Time
in the sample file in on the horizontal axis in seconds, increasing in increments of
0.1 s from 0 s to 1 s.

Nesyamun, ‘True of Voice’ Model

A simulation was performed using vocal tract model geometry of the 3000-year-old

mummy Nesyamun, ‘True of Voice’ as a point of interest due to previous works by

this group [8]. The vocal tract of this subject is highly dessicated, lacking a tongue

and not given in any particular articulation. This tract was however used to produce

sound output using a physical vocal tract model and speaker, which could be used

as a point of comparison with simulation results. Formant values were extracted
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from a recording of the sound output from this physical model, using the formant

estimation algorithm available in Praat which will be discussed further in Section

4.3.2, and are available in Table 4.2 [99].

Table 4.2: Formant values approximated from a recording of sound output from the
physical vocal tract model of Nesyamun, ‘True of Voice’.

Data set F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz)

Recorded audio 612 2074 2747 4034

The VTTF produced from this simulation can be found in Figure 4.15. By

this point, the implementation of the volume velocity source in the simulation has

been converted to a hard source and as such solution growth on the timescale of

this simulation has been negated. The VTTF produced here looks very unusual

compared to VTTFs obtained from living subjects. While this may be due to

simulation errors, it may also be due to the preservation of the tract obscuring the

formants. Frequency scaling as seen in the plot of the ‘Stern’ model has not been

performed here.
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Figure 4.15: VTTF produced from DWM simulation of the Nesyamun vocal tract.
Only the first 10 kHz is included for visual clarity.

‘Port’ Model

Figure 4.16 shows the VTTF produced for a model of an adult male vocal tract

producing the vowel /O:/ as in ‘Port’. The given formant frequencies, obtained in

the same manner as for the ‘Stern’ model, are shown on the plot however F3 falls

off the scale of the graph. While F1 and F2 look to show good agreement, as with

the frequency scaling required for the ‘Stern’ data, the frequencies for this data

have been scaled by a factor of five. This frequency scaling has been applied to

the data set itself rather than the accepted formant frequencies, hence the small

range of the plot. The apparent agreement of F1 and F2 also ignores the small peak

at approximately 200 Hz and ignores the presence of numerous peaks between F2

and the expected value of F3. The multiplicative factor differing between this data

and the ‘Stern’ data raises concern over the source of this factor, and whether it is

actually a result of simulation parameters or if it instead is purely a coincidence.
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Figure 4.16: VTTF for ‘port’ vocal tract model. The first two formant values taken
from Peterson and Barney [10] are plotted as vertical lines. The frequencies of the
data set are scaled down by a factor of 5. Only the first 2 kHz is included for visual
clarity. The dotted line showing F3 is as such not in the plotted range of this figure.

4.3.2 Improving Simulation Accuracy

The repeated issues arising from the use of the VTTF to investigate the accuracy of

the simulation routine call the accuracy of the simulation into question. At this point

to produce formant frequencies in an appropriate frequency range, the ‘Stern’ VTTF

required the frequency values to be scaled down by 2, the ‘Port’ VTTF required the

frequency values to be scaled down by 5, and the Nesyamun VTTF did not clearly

produce any comparable values with a range of divisors, which will be discussed

further in Section 4.4.4. The requirement of different dividing factors eliminates

any simple solution which could be attributed to a spurious scaling factor in the

code. Prior research which makes use of the VTTF has not mentioned experiencing

this same issue.

One potential cause of this error is an inaccuracy in the routine used to perform
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the Fourier transformation of the pressure data into the frequency domain. This

work uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine implemented as part of the

Scipy package, which is itself an implementation of the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm

[100]. This FFT algorithm is an exact computation of the discrete Fourier transform

and theoretically has no errors. In real applications, floating-point arithmetic errors

can lead to small errors in FFT outputs with an upper bound of O(ϵlogN) where

N is the number of data points, and ϵ is the relative precision of the floating-point

arithmetic in use on the local machine [101]. This upper bound is likely quite small

compared to the values outputted by the FFT, but it is in theory possible that FFT

errors could lead to frequency scaling. A more likely source of error could be that

speech production in the vocal tract cannot be well described as a Linear Time-

Invariant (LTI) system. This Fourier transform implementation produces complex

exponential functions which are only valid eigenfunctions for LTI systems. As the

geometry of the simulation is explicitly static, the system should be necessarily time

invariant. The glottis, here the source signal, is coupled to the vocal tract which can

lead to non-linear behaviour in the output. Existing literature states that models

such as this one should be adequately LTI, but it is possible that this particular

vocal tract model fails on that front.

The fields of feedback systems and power systems frequently make use of the

transfer function as a means of characterising the behaviour of a linear system.

The mathematical rigour which is more common in those fields can potentially shed

some light on the issues faced here with the multiplication of the frequency values.

A given linear system may be described by the following equation

a0ÿ(t) + a1ẏ(t) + a2y(t) = b0ẍ(t) + b1ẋ(t) + b2x(t), (4.12)

where an and bn are the coefficients of the equation and y and x are the output

and input respectively. Taking the Laplace transform of this equation produces the

complex frequency domain equation for the system of
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a0s
2y(s) + a1sy(s) + a2y(s) = b0s

2x(s) + b1sx(s) + b0x(s), (4.13)

where s is the complex frequency. Taking the input and output variables out as

factors on either side produces

(
a0s

2 + a1s + a2
)
y(s) =

(
b0s

2 + b1s + b0
)
x(s) or

a(s) · y(s) = b(s) · x(s),

(4.14)

where a(s) and b(s) are the characteristic polynomials of the ordinary differential

equations. Finally, the transfer function, H(s), is redefined as the ratio of the output

and the input:

H(s) =
y(s)

x(s)
=

b(s)

a(s)
=

b2s
2 + b1s + b0

a0s2 + a1s + a2
. (4.15)

Equation 4.15, adapted from Åström and Murray [102], allows for greater insight

into the way the transfer function acts as a filter. The roots of the polynomial b(s)

are the complex frequencies at which the transfer function has a value of zero which

will completely nullify the output in an ideal case. The roots of the polynomial

a(s) conversely are the poles of the transfer function, at which the output will

have infinite spectral magnitude in the ideal case. It should be noted that, in real

applications, impedance prevents either of these cases from reaching their unphysical

ideals. The poles of the transfer function are the eigenvalues of the system itself,

and as such the eigenvectors of the system can be scaled by any amount and still

be valid. What this may mean in the context of the VTTF is that the VTTF

could be scaled in frequency by any real scalar value and still be a valid solution to

the eigenvalue equation Av⃗ = λv⃗ if the state variable of the system only concerns

the frequency. This final point is key as the eigenvalue theory presented here is

only strictly accurate if the state variable of the system does not include any other

contributors, for example the spectral magnitude of the system. An investigation

into this eigenvalue problem formulation of the vocal tract would be required to
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confidently assert any of the above discussion, which is beyond the scope of this

thesis. If it is indeed accurate, then this knowledge may still not lead to the easy

removal of this scaling error.

When dealing with eigendecomposition, eigenvectors are typically normalised to

avoid arbitrary scalar multiplications. If the above is correct, then the only way to

remove the need for comparison between output data and recorded data would be

to determine some algorithmic method of reducing the frequency domain back down

to its ‘unit-length’, which would at least require knowledge of the expected formant

frequencies. Again assuming the validity of the approach above, it is still troubling

that no prior research has encountered this issue. This could either be due to the

method other research uses to produce its VTTFs or an issue with implementation

here. While other research reportedly uses the same method of generating VTTFs

as described in Equation 2.10, it may be possible that the workflow they use which

is frequently used within speech science doesn’t do this explicitly. For example, if

the Praat software package, commonly used in speech science, is already performing

much of the data analysis then a function within Praat may produce the VTTFs

and perform some pre-processing to de-scale the frequency domain.

What is potentially more likely is that the implementation of the simulation

routine here doesn’t prevent the appearance of this scaling in frequency. This simu-

lation package has been largely developed in a way which is agnostic to its intended

purpose. It may be that the more specifically designed simulation routines could set

some limitations on the calculation of the VTTF that prevent this scaling. These

limitations, if they exist, are not discussed in any prior research known of at this

time.

Performing simulations to test these theories, optimise the simulation routine,

and explore unexpected behaviours is currently quite difficult due to the complexity

of the simulation domain. Simulations are being performed on real vocal tract mod-

els during this testing and so it is not always clear what effect any small change has

had on the output and why, especially when familiarity with this simulation routine
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is still low. Switching between models to test consistency of observed behaviours is

also nearly impossible without much more knowledge on the quirks of the routine,

with varying domain sizes, source locations, and geometry. To investigate more

quantitatively the optimisation of each variable of the simulation, maximisation of

the simplicity of the input, while also having a direct physical comparison to the

real expected output, will be required.

Arai [11] proposed and produced a set of cylindrical models which have the

same radius as the vocal tract along its length and are internally smooth which give

accurate representations of five Japanese vowels, based on the work by Chiba and

Kajiyama [103]. The 3D model files are available digitally for all five cylinders, and

access to the physical set is also available. As such, audio recordings of the sound

output from the physical models can be directly compared with simulation output to

simplify the improvement of the simulation. The five cylinders can be seen in Figure

4.17. The VTTF produced from pressure data at the end of the tube corresponding

to the Arai /a/ model is shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.17: The five Arai vowel sound cylinders (from left: /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, and
/W/) [11].
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Figure 4.18: VTTF calculated from Arai /a/ model. Only the first 5 kHz are shown
for clarity.

At this point there are two clear methods of producing values for formants. The

first method has been described previously and involves finding the frequency of the

first n peaks corresponding to the first n formants. The second method involves first

producing a sound file from the VTTF by using it to filter a source signal as described

in Section 4.3. This sound file can then be loaded into the Praat software package

which features an algorithm for estimating formant frequencies from sound [104].

The formant calculation algorithm first resamples and then amplifies the spectral

slope, which described the loss of amplitude at high frequencies, above a given

frequency to further filter out high frequencies. Then the algorithm splits the dataset

into a number of windows within which it applies the Linear Predictive Coding

(LPC) coefficient calculation algorithm described by Burg [105] and explicitly laid

out by Andersen [106].

LPC assumes that the resulting sound is produced by the filtering of an initial

excitation of a buzzer with some infrequent additional sound components, and ef-
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fectively attempts to solve Equation 4.15 for the roots of a(s) [107]. The filter is

considered to be of nth order, which corresponds to the order of the polynomial

a(s) from Equation 4.15 and as such is the number of poles, and has no zeros which

would fully attenuate particular frequencies, meaning that the polynomial b(s) has

no roots. The resulting signal at each time step can be written as an auto-regression

of the effect of the signal at the previous time step modulated by the coefficients

related to each pole of the filter summed with the input signal at the current time

step. The coefficients of these poles, or resonances, are defined by the set of linear

equations that describe the output signal at each time step. If these coefficients are

found for every pole, then inverse filtering the resultant signal with the calculated

filter will produce the original input signal, which should either be a set of impulses

at a fixed frequency, random noise, or a mixture of both. When the calculated co-

efficients are not accurate, the input signal will contain some of the resonance that

was actually produced by the poles, and will not be spectrally flat. If the number

of time steps is significantly larger than the number of poles, which is generally the

case, the coefficients become significantly overdetermined. This means that there is

no exact solution to the values of the LPC coefficients. Maximising the accuracy of

the coefficients requires minimising the errors observed in the inverse filtered signal,

usually by minimising its power through a least squares method. Once the coeffi-

cients are determined to a reasonable degree of accuracy, the roots of a(s) can be

calculated to obtain the frequencies at which the poles appear. The major limitation

of LPC is that the system is modelled with an all-pole filter with no anti-resonances,

which is likely unphysical due to the presence of side branches in the vocal tract.

The formant calculation process described above is somewhat self-defined: taking

the pressure output of the simulation, using it to calculate the VTTF, producing

a speech signal by using the VTTF to filter an input signal, and then running the

LPC algorithm on that speech to effectively recalculate the VTTF. Still some prior

research works and literature perform this same process, particularly the works by

Gully [4] which provide much of the basis for this research, and it is hoped that the
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error power minimisation process of the LPC will help to eliminate any issues of

linear scaling in frequency described prior.

Using these two analysis methods, the data in Table 4.3 was produced. The

graph of formant frequency against time produced by Praat for the recorded audio

sample can be seen in Figure 4.19, and the corresponding spectrogram in Figure

4.20, as an example. Both analysis methods produce a low frequency peak, labelled

0th in the table, which lies significantly below the frequency of the first formant

from the recorded audio sample. Both methods generally overestimate the formant

frequencies, apart from the second formant which both underestimate. If the 0th

peak in both data sets is taken as spurious, the average absolute error on a formant

is 29.11 % for the VTTF peaks and 15.92 % for the Praat analysis. If the 0th peak

is taken as true and the peaks from the recorded audio are shifted back to match,

the average absolute error becomes 33.70 % and 29.80 % respectively. The large

difference in accuracy is mainly dependent on the values for the 1st formant, which

the VTTF peaks do not reproduce well.

Table 4.3: Table of possible formant values for Arai /a/ model. The first column of
data, labelled 0th, shows the first peak from both data sets which may need to be
excluded from the proceeding calculations. The 4th peak from the VTTF data is
not visible in Figure 4.18 but was measured in the same way.

Data set 0th (Hz) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz)

Recorded audio - 1103 2818 3135 4565

VTTF peaks 273 1789 2697 4151 5365

Praat formant analysis 744 1241 2528 4048 5101
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Figure 4.19: Formant frequencies in Hz against time in s produced using the Praat
formant analysis algorithm on the recorded audio sample of the Arai /a/ model.
Each point on the plot represents the formant frequency that the algorithm produced
at a given time step. The spread of points shows that the LPC coefficients calculated
in different time windows varied wildly, implying that the recorded sound either
varied during the recording, or that some other sound was being picked up in the
recording and combined into the LPC calculation. Four clear formants can still be
picked out across the whole dataset however.
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Figure 4.20: The spectrogram corresponding to the data shown in Figure 4.19.
Formant frequencies in Hz extracted using the Praat formant analysis algorithm are
shown as horizontal lines at their respective frequencies. Horizontal axis is time in
s.

This same analysis was performed for the Arai /i/ model, as seen in Figure 4.21

and Table 4.4. Notably, the recorded values produce very high frequency formants,

which is unusual and may imply some error in the recording but will be taken as

truth here. Both analysis methods still produce a low frequency peak. In this model,

both methods underestimate F1 and F2, then overestimate F3 and F4. Average ab-

solute error on formant frequencies is 26.54 % and 19.07 % for VTTF peaks and

Praat analysis respectively. This shows the same relationship as in the /a/ model,

of the VTTF peaks producing less accurate formant values. As discussed above,

the implementation of LPC here is expected to produce additional uncertainty in

the output from Praat, but instead seems to improve the accuracy of the produced

formant values. This may be due to an inaccurate filtering of the LF pulse with the

VTTF in Python, or it may be due to the sophisticated and speech-targetted Praat
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formant calculation algorithm itself. It has been continuously observed though that

VTTFs produced from simulations so far are frequently laden with unexplained

errors and scaling factors on the frequency, which are both avoided when only con-

sidering the Praat LPC analysis. This is still troubling, as the Praat LPC analysis

is based on these VTTFs, but is likely illuminating an unknown mistake made in

the production of these VTTFs that may only impact their visual presentation.

Figure 4.21: VTTF calculated from Arai /i/ model. Only the first 5 kHz are shown
for clarity.

Table 4.4: Table of possible formant values for Arai /i/ model. The first column of
data, labelled 0th, shows the first peak from both data sets which may need to be
excluded from the proceeding calculations. The 4th peak from the VTTF data is
not visible in Figure 4.21 but was measured in the same way.

Data set 0th (Hz) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz)

Recorded audio - 2085 2769 3142 4056

VTTF peaks 439 1439 2621 4322 5365

Praat formant analysis 917 1490 2498 3785 4765
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The ease and control provided by this switch to much simpler models provides a

starting point from which to attempt to improve the simulation routine by making

controlled changes to the procedure and then comparing the new absolute error on

calculated formants with the initial ones.

4.4 Calibration of Acoustic Simulation Algorithm

Using Recorded Sound

To properly optimise the simulation routine, its outputs should be compared to

physical measurements of the same tract geometry. Accuracy of this optimisation

depends on the strength of the alignment between the simulation and the experi-

mental conditions of the measurement. Using simplified linear vocal tract models,

proposed by Arai as discussed in 4.3.2, should maximally align simulation outputs

to real world measurements and allow for direct comparisons in accuracy while ad-

justing simulation parameters to maximise accuracy across a wide range of vocal

tract models.

Before performing any thorough studies on the variation of parameters, there are

a few potential changes the simulation procedure itself which can be explored. The

first potential change is in accounting for the effect of reflections from the domain

boundaries on the pressure within the simulation. Figure 4.22 shows pressure data

in the empty space outside the lips at intervals of 0.2 cm for the first 3.3 ms after

the initial volume velocity input. The scaling of the pressure amplitude has been

allowed to vary for each plot and the data has also been trimmed at the start to sync

up each data set to the point in time that it first received pressure from the initial

pulse. In homogenous space that is at a sufficient distance from any other reflective

features like the lips, the only effect that should be visible on a pressure wave in

this simulation over distance should be power loss due to the inverse square law.

This would appear as a scaling factor applied to the entire pressure node. While

the earlier nodes may be too close to the lips to properly obey this, this behaviour
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should become more visible the further from the lips that the samples are taken. It

can be clearly seen that the shape of the pressure trace does change at each node,

which implies that reflections from the domain boundaries are having a measurable

effect on the simulation output. The effect of this on the output of formants has not

yet been explored, but it is expected to result in a noticeable difference in VTTF

produced at successive nodes.

Figure 4.22: Pressure data for the first 3.3 ms for nodes in empty space outside
the lips, at intervals of 0.2 cm. The start of each data set has been trimmed to
approximately sync each data set to the point in time that the initial pressure pulse
reached the node. The scaling of the pressure amplitude has been allowed to vary
on each plot to better illustrate the shape of each plot. Nodes towards the bottom
of the plot are further in to empty space.

During research into other methods of accounting for pressure loss at the bound-

aries, a possible error was discovered in the DWM update equation that was cur-

rently in use for propagation within the model. The FDTD update equation for free

space contains a term proportional to the pressure at the current node at the current

time step: 2(1−2λ2)pnl,m,n where λ is the Courant number. There is no similar term

in the DWM formulation described in previous literature and so it was proposed that,

as DWM and FDTD are technically equivalent methods, a term dependent on the

current pressure could be needed. By inspection, this term was added in to the DWM

update equation with a suitable scaling factor as +2(1−2
[√

3/3(
√

3 + Gsum)
]
)pnl,m,n.
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Simulations including this missing term exhibited rapid solution growth which

destroyed the ability to resolve the ‘real’ variations in pressure caused by the ge-

ometry of the model. In the DWM formulation of the simulation domain the scat-

tering junctions themselves are not necessarily considered as containing an amount

of acoustic pressure, and instead they act as an interaction point between the con-

nected waveguides that hold an instantaneous pressure used for calculating propa-

gation into the waveguides for the next time step. As such, including the pressure in

the scattering junction in the calculation of the pressure in the junction for the next

time step effectively leads to a double counting of the pressure which behaves like

a DC pressure offset at every scattering junction similar to that seen in soft-source

solution growth. The inclusion of this term in the pressure update equation is as

such incorrect and non-physical, and it will not be included in any future simulation

algorithm.

4.4.1 Variation of Physical Parameters

The simulation algorithm in its current implementation has only a few free param-

eters that can be varied before runtime. The most important of these free ‘param-

eters’ is the update equation itself. The Update Equations 2.15, 2.16, and 2.17, in

combination with the Domain Boundary Update Equation 4.11, are deemed here as

accurate based on their derivations. Within the update equations are a variety of

physical parameters including acoustic admittances between the walls of the tract

and the air within the tract, and the speed of sound in air which is approximated to

be the same as the speed of sound within the walls of the vocal tract. These values

are taken from other literature and are also considered as appropriate despite any

in-built assumptions and inaccuracies to the real system. Specifically, the speed of

sound through the vocal tract walls themselves would be significantly higher than in

air, meaning that propagation through the solid parts of the model is inaccurately

slow.

The first parameter that is considered valid to be varied is the resolution of
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the geometry of the vocal tract. The geometry of the model has a mathematical

impact on the simulation routine through the Courant convergence condition. The

Courant number is given as λ = cair∆T/∆X, in the form of the spatial step ∆X

and the temporal step ∆T . Numerical stability is maximised when the Courant

number is fixed at 1/
√
D where D is the dimensionality of the system, and so

variation of the spatial step sets the temporal step ∆T of the simulation. The

temporal step sets the sampling frequency of the simulation, with small temporal

steps requiring very high sampling frequencies. With a spatial step of 2 mm, the

temporal step is set at 3.36µs giving a sampling frequency of 297 912 Hz. This is

extremely high, but lowering this frequency while keeping the same model resolution

will violate the Courant convergence condition and introduce numerical instabilities

in the simulation routine. Increasing the resolution of imported geometry would

allow for the sampling frequency to be greatly reduced: Moving from 2 mm to 3 mm

resolution would reduce the sampling frequency required by approximately 100 kHz

but would also reduce the accuracy of the imported geometry.

The second major variable parameter is the normalised acoustic admittance be-

tween the simulation domain and the far-field, found in the equation for the bound-

ary updates. This parameter models the amount by which the flow of acoustic

pressure out of the simulation is impeded. Ideally, there would be no impedance at

the boundary and any pressure incident on the boundary would flow out of the model

without any reflection, corresponding to a normalised admittance of 1. With this

implementation however, it is impossible to reach this ideal situation as whenever

there is a discrete variation in acoustic admittance there will always be an amount

of scattering of that boundary. Improved formulations of discrete wave-based algo-

rithms here have successfully managed to minimise this scattering by making use

of a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) around the edge of the domain [108, 109]. To

accomplish this, the space co-ordinates within the PML undergo a transformation

into complex co-ordinates. Under this transformation, propagating waves become

exponentially decaying ones meaning that with a sufficiently long PML, the exact
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form of the pressure variation remains continuous and drops off to zero without any

discontinuity scattering.

Unfortunately this PML formulation is dependent upon the behaviour of mul-

tivariate vector fields, like the E and B field in Maxwell’s equations, under those

transformations. The DWM method used here only concerns the pressure field in

the domain and so the PML is not easily implemented here. As such, with the

current set of update equations, scattering off of the boundaries of the simulation

domain is inevitable. It may be that this scattering could present opportunities to

improve the accuracy of results when it is considered that they will be applied to real

environments. By carefully choosing a value for the normalised admittance at the

boundaries to the simulation domain, some phenomena or potential reflections that

would otherwise be ignored in the simulation could be accounted for. An example

of this may be found in modelling reflections off parts of the head which are outside

the boundary as reductions in the boundary admittance.

The majority of work improving the simulation in this section has concerned

producing a large breadth of simulation data on the various Arai vocal tract models

with varying resolutions and normalised acoustic admittance values. In the figures

referred to in this section, the data points represent the average difference between

each calculated formant value and its corresponding real world recorded value for

the first five formants.
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(b) Varying resolution, in mm.

Figure 4.23: Studies of Arai /a/ vowel model simulated while varying normalised
acoustic admittance and resolution.

Figure 4.23a shows the effects of sweeping the normalised acoustic admittance

G from 0.25 to 2. We observe a minimum absolute error in formant values at

G=0.5 here with any value from 0.5 to 1 resulting in a relatively low contribution

to the error. Values outside this range cause increasing error the further from this

range. Another set of simulations were performed whilst varying the input model

resolution, shown in Figure 4.23b. This plot shows the highest accuracy in the

produced format values at the lowest resolution, with error increasing with resolution

apart from at 2 mm which shows a slight dip in average percentage error. This

behaviour is surprising, as it was expected that low resolutions would lead to a

misrepresentation of the model geometry and that sufficiently high resolutions past

the actual resolution of the scans the model was obtained from would also lead to

the appearance of spurious additional scattering surfaces. As these studies were

not considered fully conclusive, the same process was undergone again on the Arai

/i/ model, with Figure 4.24 showing the combined results of the two models for

comparison.
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(b) Varying resolution, in mm.

Figure 4.24: Studies of Arai /a/ and /i/ vowel models simulated while varying nor-
malised acoustic admittance and resolution. The average error across both models
is shown in black.

Figure 4.24a shows the effect of varying the normalised acoustic admittance.

Both models follow the same overall trend of increasing normalised admittance lead-

ing to a greater error on formants, apart from at 0.25 G in the Arai /a/ model. While

this value may be spurious, the value at which the two data sets cross, G = 0.389,

was chosen as a compromise between the two models. Figure 4.24b continues to

show unexpected relationships between the resolution of the input model and the

formant accuracy. While the first model showed a general increase in accuracy as

resolution was decreased, the Arai /i/ model shows decreasing accuracy as resolution

is decreased. Assuming that this variance in behaviour is not due to an inaccuracy

of the simulation routine, this implies that formant accuracy may be very dependent

on the geometry of the input model itself and how that geometry falls on the grid

used to perform the voxelisation. The average of both datasets was minimised at

1.5 mm, but more investigation was deemed to be necessary before reaching a valid

conclusion.

Before applying these values for the normalised admittance and model resolution,

it is also valuable to consider the contribution to the overall error of varying these two

parameters. Across both models, the maximum range of error on formant values seen

when varying the normalised admittance is approximately 4 % and the value chosen
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for future simulations has an average percentage error across both models of 16 %.

Resolution on the other hand showed a maximum range in errors of 14 % with the

value selected having an average percentage error of 17 %. This much larger range

of error when varying resolution implies again that accuracy is largely dominated by

geometry in these simulations, and that setting an appropriate resolution is much

more impactful than the value of the normalised acoustic admittance.

Notably, both of these plots have been produced while considering the lowest

frequency formant outputted by LPC formant analysis to be a 0th ‘false formant’,

first mentioned in Section 4.3.2, which may be caused by the process of creating

the sound files that the formant analysis uses. When this formant is included and

the previous F5 is ignored, average percentage error increases by 12 %. While the

results obtained when including the false formant are much less accurate, they do

produce relationships between the free parameters and formant accuracy which are

much more intuitively shaped. For varying G values, a continuously increasing

amount of error in formant values with increasing G is observed, with no outliers.

For varying resolution, an overall downward trend on formant errors with increasing

model resolution is produced, with both simulations reaching their highest accuracy

at the highest simulated resolution of 1 mm. At this point, as the accuracy of all

outputs that ignore the false formant is higher than almost any of the data points

produced when including the false formant, the relationships shown in the false

formant included data will not be considered.

Having produced a suspected ideal value for the normalised acoustic admittance

and model resolution parameters using just two of the Arai models, these parameters

were applied to the remaining three models to test their efficacy without a worry

of over-fitting to the test cases. The three remaining models were simulated with

resolutions of 1.5 mm and 2 mm, and with G values of 1 and 0.389. No intermediate

values were simulated at this time. For all three of the remaining models the highest

accuracy in produced formants is seen with a resolution of 1.5 mm and a normalised

admittance of 0.389. This directly agrees with the findings of the studies on the
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Arai /a/ and /i/ models.

The final ‘free parameter’ to be explored within these simulations is that of

simulation duration. Simulations need to be long enough to include enough acoustic

propagation data to model the full behaviour of the tract. After a certain point

in time however, most of the remaining acoustic pressure variation is dominated

by non-physical pressure contributions such as that of reflections from the domain

boundaries and solution growth. Also, simulations over a long time period take an

increasingly large amount of memory, storage, and computation time. Minimising

the required simulation time to produce an accurate output is important both for

simulation accuracy and for usability.

A series of formant values were produced using a varying amount of simulation

data, ranging from the first 1 ms up to 20 ms. Both models showed the lowest error

on formant values with a simulation duration of 5 ms. This is six times fewer time

steps than most of the simulations performed throughout this work so far. This time

duration also seems physically appropriate. The length of the Arai vocal tracts range

between 0.156 m to 0.168 m based on measurement of the models. Unimpeded sound

would take approximately 0.45 ms to 0.49 ms to travel from the glottis to the lips.

As such, 5 ms would account for the first five full reflections of the acoustic pressure

between the glottis and the lips, which should include most if not all the relevant

acoustic propagation effects. With an initial impulse pressure of 1 in arbitrary

units of pressure, the maximum acoustic pressure in the simulation domain drops

by two orders of magnitude after 3 ms. Finally, the length of the LF pulse which

is commonly used for source-filter methods of speech synthesis is on the order of

10 ms meaning that any pressure data produced after that amount of time in the

simulation will not account for any interaction with the new incoming pressure field.

For real vocal tract models, the vocal tract’s mid-sagittal axial length is in the range

0.235 m to 0.3 m and unimpeded sound would take 0.68 ms to 0.87 ms to travel from

the glottis to the lips. As such a simulation length of 5 ms in these models would

contain roughly 3 full reflections between the glottis and the lips.
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4.4.2 Reanalysis of Arai Data with Corrected VTTF Calcu-

lation

During this study of simulation duration, an error in the analysis method was dis-

covered. The formula for the volume velocity source which is played from the source

node during the simulation is given as

u(n)in = e−((∆T ·n−T0)/0.29T0)2 , (4.16)

where n is the index of the current time step ranging from 0 to the number of

steps required to reach the desired simulation length, ∆T is the time step of the

simulation, and T0 = 0.646/f0 with f0 as the desired frequency range to produce

suitable excitations across, here set to 20 kHz. The labelling in this equation is

different to that given in the source material it is pulled from, which was mimicked

to provide more points of comparison [110]. In the interpretation of the original

labelling, an additional factor of T0 was mistakenly inserted into the exponent during

analysis which was not present during the simulation. This led to VTTF outputs

during the prior studies of optimal simulation parameters discussed in Section 4.4.1

that did not represent the simulation accurately.

Reanalysis of the data created using the linear Arai vocal tracts produced similar

results without some of the unexplained features. The corrected graphs of average

formant accuracy for varying G and model resolutions can be found in Figure 4.25.

There is no longer an overlap between the two data sets within the range of G values

explored in this study and the minima in formant error in the Arai /a/ data set is

significantly reduced in magnitude compared to its neighbouring points and shifted

in G. This new analysis shows that both models benefit from a low value of G, with

the Arai /a/ data set having a relatively constant formant error below G = 1.25.

For the variation of model resolution, the strange behaviour at a resolution of 2 mm

has now vanished in the Arai /i/ data set, giving a more linear relationship in the

data set between increased resolution and decreased error. Unfortunately the two
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models still show opposing relationships with a crossover point at 1.5 mm. We also

observe significantly larger ranges of absolute error percentage with the maximum

range of percentage error across normalised acoustic admittance values at 5 % and

the maximum range of percentage error across model resolutions at 20 %. Minimum

average percentage error does still occur at around 16.5 %.
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(b) Varying resolution, in mm.

Figure 4.25: Reanalysis of studies of Arai /a/ and /i/ vowel models simulated while
varying normalised acoustic admittance and resolution. The average error across
both models is shown in black.

A final analysis of all five of the Arai data sets was done, this time only concerning

the first 5 ms of pressure data as discussed earlier in this section, and can be found

in Figure 4.26. The aim of this analysis was to produce finalised optimal parameters

for acoustic simulation of real vocal tract models based on these simplified linear

models. For variation in normalised acoustic admittance a slight reduction in the

maximum range of percentage error shown across one model is seen, and it is also

observed that the percentage error distribution is a lot smoother across a large

range of G values. Figure 4.26b shows a minimal change in the analysis for the /a/

data, but a large error is introduced in the /i/ dataset above a resolution of 2 mm.

While this spike in percentage error is currently unexplained, the conclusion to be

drawn from these new analyses is that the long-time effects that were assumed to be

affecting simulation output were present as expected. Considering all five models,

for variation of both normalised admittance and model resolution, the lowest average
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percentage error is achieved with an admittance of anywhere in the range 0.25 to 1,

with 1 being chosen for future research due to its physical underpinning, and model

resolution in the range 1.5 mm to 2 mm with 2 mm being chosen due to resolution

of the input scans.
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Figure 4.26: Reanalysis of studies of Arai /a/, /i/, /e/, /o/, and /W/ vowel models
simulated while varying normalised acoustic admittance and resolution.

4.4.3 Optimised Simulation Parameters for Real Vocal Tracts

Acoustic simulations using the simulation routine previously described were per-

formed on two human vocal tract models produced using MRI scans of the subjects.

One model is that of a male speaker producing the /3:/ phoneme found in the word

‘Stern’, and the second model is that of the preserved vocal tract of the mummified

remains of Nesyamun, ‘True of Voice’. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the ‘Stern’

model was selected due to its availability and as a representation of an intact living

human tract, and the Nesyamun model was picked due to its availability and due to

interest based on previous works by this group [8]. For the first round of simulations

the voxel size used to prepare the model for the simulation was set to 2 mm, the

normalised acoustic admittance at the simulation domain boundary was set to 1,

and the simulation length was set to 5 ms.

The average percentage error on the four formants extracted from the simulation

of the ‘Stern’ model was 29.6 %. The error from the five formants extracted for the
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Nesyamun model was 23.9 %. These values are too large to ensure that the output

they represent is true to the real versions of these tracts. Also, a large majority

of this average error comes from a drastic overestimation of the first formant, with

the simulation output often showing double that of the recorded sound. It should

be noted that the recorded sounds being used to compare the simulation to the

original tracts is produced by fitting 3D printed recreations of those tracts onto

speakers which then play a glottal Liljencrants-Fant (LF) source, which is also used

as the target of the Vocal Tract Transfer Function (VTTF) filter produced by the

simulation. This tool, the Vocal Tract Organ, was developed by Howard [111] and is

made thorough use of in this research. As such there may be parameter differences

between the simulation and the prints, like wall thickness and materials, that affect

the output. It is believed at this point that these differences should have a relatively

small effect on sound production.

One of the original driving factors behind the use of linear vocal tract models for

simulation optimisation was in reducing the time needed to perform the simulation,

possibly by reducing resolution or simulation duration. As it has been determined

that drastically shorter simulation times still produce equivalent, if not better, for-

mant accuracy, running a battery of simulations to test parameters on real vocal

tract models is now deemed to be more viable. One benefit of using a high level

programming language like Python is that it strictly keeps the memory allocation

for different processes separate unless explicitly requested, which means that mul-

tiple instances of the simulation can be run at the same time on different models

with different parameters given enough computational power. Simulation speed was

observed to only be slowed by approximately 20 % when running up to four simu-

lations at once, with that slow down improving as the simulation routine received

additional development.

Initial explorations into several variations were investigated during these new

simulations, with more thorough studies presented in Subsection 4.4.4 below. Vary-

ing resolution between 1.5 mm to 2 mm showed significantly improved accuracy at
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higher resolutions with 1.5 mm resolutions gaining 13 % to 20 % accuracy over 2 mm

ones. Decreasing normalised acoustic admittance also led to gains in accuracy, with

the lowest tested value of 0.389 producing the highest accuracies. Finally, it was

noticed that additional space for propagation of the acoustic pressure after it ex-

its the lips was being added to the wrong axis, meaning that no space was being

added in the correct direction. This was corrected and then experimentation was

done with moving the point at which the formants were measured further away from

the lips. Both of these changes improved the accuracy of formant measurements.

The conclusions above represent approximately 25 full simulations, during which

small changes and improvements were made to the simulation routine itself. At the

conclusion of these simulations, the average percentage error for the ‘Stern’ model

was minimised at 12.18 % with a resolution of 1.5 mm and a normalised acoustic

admittance of 0.389. For the Nesyamun model, with a resolution of 1.5 mm and

a normalised acoustic admittance of 0.3, the error was minimised to 6.64 %. This

same average error parameter in previous similar work by Gully [4] was given as

14.01 % and deemed to be equivalent to if not an improvement on several existing

3D acoustic vocal tract simulations. The work by Gulley is more rigorous than this

work at this point, only having concerned two vocal tracts of which one is thoroughly

dessicated and does not strongly resemble the internal geometry of a living human

vocal tract, but the higher accuracy seen here is still very promising.

4.4.4 Quantitative Study of G and Model Resolution Vari-

ation

This subsection contains a thorough quantitative analysis of the data that led to the

conclusions presented in Section 4.4.3 above. Each data point in Figures 4.27 and

4.28 represents a 5 ms acoustic simulation with a different set of parameters.
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(a) Varying resolution at G=0.35.
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(b) Varying resolution at G=0.65.

Figure 4.27: Average relative error in formant values at varying resolutions in the
‘Stern’ and Nesyamun vocal tract models, at two values of the normalised acoustic
admittance.

Figure 4.27 shows the effect of granular changes in resolution on the output for-

mant accuracy. This effect was explored at two different values of the normalised

acoustic admittance as it was unclear at the time of simulation as to which value

may be more appropriate for simulation accuracy. The data in both cases shows

vastly different distributions, both between models at the same normalised admit-

tance value and the same model at different normalised admittance values. For the

former, it had already been proposed that simulation accuracy was highly depen-

dent on model geometry and these data sets seems to corroborate that conclusion,

with a change in resolution of 10 % producing a 50 % loss in average accuracy in

the most extreme cases. For varying of normalised admittance while holding reso-

lution constant however the approximate range of average error remains similar but

the distribution varies. Ignoring the real physical representation of the normalised

acoustic admittance at the domain boundary, from the perspective of the simulation

algorithm it may be the case that the optimised value of the normalised admittance

varies at different resolutions. This may imply the existence of some kind of com-

bined parameter that relates to the properties of the physical space the simulation

is occurring within. As such, the discontinuous peaks seen in some of these graphs

may actually be a consequence of only plotting a cross-section of the 3D surface of
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normalised admittance, resolution, and average percentage error.
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Figure 4.28: Average relative error in formant values at varying normalised acoustic
admittances. Model resolution is set to 1.5 mm.

Figure 4.28 shows the effect of the normalised acoustic admittance on the aver-

age percentage error of extracted formants for both vocal tract models at a model

resolution of 1.5 mm. The two models show two very different behaviours. For the

‘Stern’ model, a general decrease in error on formants is seen as the normalised

admittance is increased. At G = 0.65 there is a slight up-tick in error, but this

may not be characteristic of the behaviour if this graph was extended in G. For

the Nesyamun model the magnitude of the error initially decreases steadily with

increasing normalised admittance and then jumps upwards to almost 50 % before

beginning to steadily decline again. No obvious explanation, apart from the theory

suggested above about the combined effect of resolution and normalised admittance,

presents itself to explain this behaviour.

The lack of a strong conclusion from the simulations run thus far requires some

consideration at this point. Frequently, the ideal parameters from the ‘Stern’ model

have not fully agreed with the parameters that provide the best results for the

Nesyamun model. With the apparent effect of geometry on the accuracy of the

simulation, it is important to consider the key physical differences between these

two tracts. Figure 4.1 shows a side by side image of the two models. The ‘Stern’
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model is of a living speaker lying down inside an MRI machine whilst producing

the corresponding vowel sound. The Nesyamun model was produced using scans of

the vocal tract of the preserved body of the 3000-year-old Egyptian mummy. The

Nesyamun model is fully dessicated, has its tongue protruding from its mouth, and

is not in any particular vowel articulation. As can be seen in the images of the

tract, the Nesyamun model also has fully resolved teeth, whereas the teeth of the

‘Stern’ model are completely missing. Finally, the Nesyamun model likely also has

further muscle decay in addition to the lack of a tongue. These differences amount

to the air passage of the Nesyamun model being very open, in comparison to the

‘Stern’ model which is quite constricted. Some living vocal tract models are in fact

so constricted that the air passage can become fully occluded during the voxelisation

procedure. This could be prevented by increasing resolution of the voxelisation, but

the required resolution would be at least twice as small as the smallest constriction

in the model to guarantee that the constrictions are properly resolved. Determining

the size of the thinnest constriction is itself a complex problem. The use of DWM

as the algorithm for this simulation is a benefit here in that the implementation of

the acoustic admittance within the domain allows acoustic propagation even within

the walls of the model, which are not modelled as lossy materials. Some scattering

will arise at these occlusions however, as described in Section 2.1, this is physically

accurate.

In this research so far, the Nesyamun model has tended to produce less error

in its formant values when compared to the recorded sound produce by the 3D

printed model which has led to parameters that work well for it being favoured over

parameters that work better for the ‘Stern’ or Arai models. This preference for the

Nesyamun model may have led to an over-fitting to its particular geometry that may

make the simulation routine less appropriate for its intended goal of modelling the

voice output of living speakers. At this point it was decided that significantly less

weight would be placed on the outputs of the Nesyamun model and that a new set

of models would be acquired for further testing alongside the ‘Stern’ model.
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Vocal tracts producing the English phonemes for /i:/ as in ‘Neap’, /u:/ as in

‘Food’, and /A:/ as in ‘Hard’ have been acquired and implemented into the simu-

lation routine. Some tests were undertaken on the produced formant accuracy for

these models and the ‘Stern’ model at 1.5 mm, but it was quickly decided that, as in

the data from Figure 4.27, 1 mm provided better accuracy. It is possible that even

higher resolutions would give even higher accuracy, but the sampling frequency re-

quired to fully resolve a domain with a 1 mm resolution is already almost 600 kHz

and further increasing resolution would lead to ballooning simulation times and the

potential introduction of further high frequency errors.
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Figure 4.29: Average percentage error in formant values at varying normalised acous-
tic admittances for the ‘Neap’, ‘Food’, and ‘Hard’ vowel vocal tract models. Model
resolution is set to 1 mm.

Figure 4.29 shows the effect on the average percentage error of produced formants

of the ‘Neap’, ‘Food’, and ‘Hard’ models of varying normalised acoustic admittance.

All three models show no discontinuities, like those seen in the Nesyamun model,

as expected. The ‘Food’ and ‘Hard’ models show increasing accuracy with increas-

ing normalised admittance, while the ‘Hard’ model has a slightly higher accuracy

at low values of the normalised acoustic admittance but with a relatively flat dis-

tribution across the whole range. The different behaviour observed with changing

normalised admittance between the Arai models and these more realistic vocal tract
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models is likely due to the different shapes of their simulation domains. The Arai

/a/ model has an aspect ratio of 50:50:156 and the ‘Neap’ model has an aspect ratio

of 60:103:115. With a source placed at low x, y, and z co-ordinates, the Arai model

will have many reflections off the domain boundary in both x and y present in the

output, whereas the ‘Neap’ model will only have a similar number of reflection in the

x-axis. As the normalised admittance is the sole parameter controlling the behaviour

of reflections at the boundaries, the nature and frequency of those reflections would

likely have a large effect on the ideal value of the normalised admittance. These

aspect ratios are approximately the same for each model of the respective types.

Another potential factor affecting this relationship is in the materials that the phys-

ical models being used to validate these results are made from. The Arai models

are constructed by milling out regions of an appropriate diameter based on mea-

surements of the vocal tract from acrylic cylinders with a 50 mm diameter. The

maximum diameter of the milled out sections is stated as 38 mm [11]. As such, the

minimum wall thickness is 6 mm radially. The physical vocal tract models are 3D

printed from Polylactic Acid (PLA) and are given a thickness algorithmically within

the modelling program in use of approximately 2 mm. This added wall thickness, in

addition to the likely different acoustic impedance of these two materials, results in

different amounts of ‘through-wall’ transmission in these models, possibly requiring

different normalised admittance values to accurately model them.

For the remainder of this research, and indeed so far, finalised measures of ac-

curacy will generally be given in the form of the Mean Absolute Error (%) (MAE),

which is obtained by first finding the percentage error of each produced formant

when compared to its recorded counterpart, and then taking the average of the

absolute values of those percentage errors. When discussing the accuracy of the

simulation across multiple models however, there is more than one method of cal-

culating a final value. The two methods considered here are to take the average

of the MAEs of each tract model’s outputs, and to instead take the MAE of each

formant across all the models in question and then take the average of those MAEs.
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The first method is closer to a representation of the average accuracy of the whole

simulation output whereas the latter is more closely tied to the average accuracy

of the production of each formant. To remain consistent with the method used to

produce values given in other research, the latter method will be used.

At this point it was deemed that a resolution of 1 mm and a normalised acoustic

admittance, G, of 1 provided good accuracy across all 4 models. The average of

the MAE of each formant produced in simulations of the ‘Neap’, ‘Food’, and ‘Hard’

models is 12.77 %. It is proposed that, as no special care was given to the geometry

of these models in their simulations, this percentage error is similar to that which

one could expect for any vocal tract model simulation. This value is still similar to,

or less than, the values quoted by Gully [4, 112] and is low enough to corroborate

the validity of outputs from this simulation routine.

Finally, a brief investigation was undertaken on the values used for acoustic

impedance within the simulation routine. As discussed in Section 4.3, Wang et

al. [97] and Arnela et al. [24, 95] provide different values for the acoustic impedance

of air in the vocal tract and the walls of the vocal tract itself. The former uses an

air density of 1.17 kg m−3 and a speed of sound in air of 346.3 m s−1 which gives

an acoustic impedance of air, Zair, of 405.171 kg m−2 s−1 per unit volume, which is

more commonly given with equivalent units of 405.171 Pa s m−1. Wang et al. also

uses a vocal tract wall density of 1000 kg m−3 and a speed of sound within the vocal

tract wall of 1500 m s−1 which gives an acoustic impedance of the vocal tract wall,

Zwall, of 1.5 MPa s m−1. These values were obtained from measurements and likely

include bone conduction in the values pertaining to the walls. Arnela et al. provides

an air density of 1.14 kg m−3 and an air speed of 350 m s−1 which produces a Zair

of 399 Pa s m−1, and states a Zwall of 83 666 Pa s m−1 from prior research [96]. This

low value for the wall impedance is surprising as they imply that the speed of sound

in the wall of the vocal tract, or the density of human tissue, is not greater than

in air by more than two orders of magnitude. Both sets of values, when used in

simulation, provide very similar accuracies. Using the Wang et al. values produces
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an accuracy loss of 0.22 % compared to the Arnela et al. values. This difference is

much smaller than the magnitude of difference in accuracy produced by the other

changes discussed in this work and so is deemed to be not as important. The Arnela

et al. values will be used to minimise the size of any discontinuities in the domain

to alleviate any numerical errors.

4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents the large body of work done during this research in the creation

and development of an acoustic propagation algorithm in Python. Python was

chosen as the language of choice for this research due to its ease of use, its open

source nature, and its wide library of community modules.

Preliminary exploration into the methods of importing 3D geometry into a sim-

ulation domain led to the use of voxelisation not only for geometry imports, but also

as a visualisation tool. Voxelisation made the field of wave-based algorithms which

step across a Cartesian unit grid accessible, and so a Finite-Difference Time-Domain

(FDTD) method was explored for the acoustic simulation in this work. A series of

errors in the implementation and shortfalls of the method led to its abandonment,

replaced by a Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) method. This method solves the

wave equation directly while providing a powerful simplification in the definition of

the model geometry, allowing for acoustic simulation throughout the entire domain

without needing to apply special boundary updating procedures at the walls of the

vocal tract.

Once completed, the acoustic propagation simulation routine was validated against

a number of 3D printed physical vocal tract models extracted from Magnetic Reso-

nance Imaging (MRI) data of living subjects. The simulation routine showed some

agreement in its outputs with audio recordings from the physical tract models, but

with some unresolved scaling factors and other such errors. It is currently believed

that the source of this scaling errors is either in the failure of the Fast Fourier Trans-

form (FFT) procedure due to a breakdown of linearity in the model, in a lack of
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normalisation of the outputs, or in a lack of sophistication in the analysis routine.

Further investigation of these errors is only possible with a simulation routine

which is strongly aligned to the physical domain it is attempting to simulate. To

achieve this condition, a set of five linearised vocal tract models were obtained and

used as the basis for a round of optimisation studies of this acoustic simulation.

These studies considered a variety of implementation changes and parameter varia-

tion, notably in the normalised acoustic admittance at the boundary of the domain,

the resolution of the voxelised input model, and the required simulation time.

Optimised parameters were then used as the basis for a second round of opti-

misation studies on real living vocal tracts to improve alignment between the ideal

parameters and the intended use case of the simulation. These studies initially be-

gan on a vocal tract producing the /3:/ vowel sound and the vocal tract of the

3000-year-old mummy Nesyamun, ‘True of Voice’, as a point of interest within this

research group. It was quickly determined that optimising for the Nesyamun model

was drastically lowering the accuracy on real living tract models due to the specifics

of its preservation, and so it was abandoned for three other living tract models.

These studies concluded with a Mean Absolute Error (%) (MAE) across all

formants in all four models of 12.77 % with a simulation length of 5 ms, a voxel

size of 1 mm, and a normalised acoustic admittance at the domain boundary of 1.

These formant frequencies were extracted agnostic to the true values or the model

geometry that produced them, and as such it was deemed that an accuracy that

was similar to or less than prior research was adequate for this work.
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Chapter 5

VTSim: A Complete Vocal Tract

Simulation Package

With a satisfactory accuracy achieved across a variety of different models, attention

was turned to improving the useability of this simulation routine. One of the goals of

this research is that the work contained within will be accessible to a wide audience

without a great need for technical knowledge. More specifically, it is not expected

that the underlying physics and the specifics of the algorithmic update equations

will be immediately understandable to any user, but instead that an average user

that has a reason to want to simulate speech sounds from vocal tract models would

be able to use this tool without needing any other external input. At this point,

using the work shown here so far is a fairly involved process. For ease of development

and prototyping, each step of the process is a self-contained Python script, which

takes an input based on the previous step of the process and then outputs something

useable by the next step.

The first step in modelling the vocal tract in this method is the pre-preparation

of the model files into a format that the routine can use. The vocal tract model

files that have been provided for this work are in the form of STL files that were

designed for 3D printing of the tracts. These files are trimmed so that only the walls

of the tract and the air within them are included, from the glottis to the lips. This
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trimmed model is then contained inside a cube. The cube is placed such that the

lips are on one face and the airway is open to the outside. This produces a cube

which has had the airways of the vocal tract hollowed out of it. At this point, the

glottis is fully terminated within the cube. An example vocal tract model which

has been prepared in this way is shown in Figure 5.1 bisected for visual clarity,

although in this particular model the glottis is open to one face of the cube to be

discussed further later in this work. This model is then voxelised as discussed in

Section 4.3 using an external tool, setting an appropriate resolution by inputting the

desired height of the output model in voxels. For example, if the model was 10 cm

tall and a resolution of 1 mm was desired then the user would input a height of 100

voxels into the voxelisation tool such that it would produce voxels which have a side

length of 1 mm. The voxelisation process produces a file containing the Cartesian

co-ordinates of each filled voxel in the simulation domain. One consequence of using

STL files for this process is that the STL format optimises the storage of models

by only concerning itself with outwardly facing features which define filled volumes.

When this file is imported into the next Python script, the voxel grid first needs

be ‘filled’ in the cavity between the vocal tract and the outer surface of the cube.

This now filled grid is used to calculate the acoustic admittance values for each grid

location in each of the cardinal directions.
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Figure 5.1: ‘Stern’ vocal tract model prepared from acoustic simulation by having
its airway enclosed in a cube. This model has been bisected so that the internal
airway can be clearly seen.

The array of voxels, representing either tract wall or air, and acoustic admittances

between them is then passed into the main body of the routine. This script uses the

simulation algorithm discussed in Section 4.2, on a standard rectilinear grid with a

generalised boundary update equation based on the locally reacting surfaces model.

The simulation inserts a volume velocity source as in Equation 4.16 at a node near

the closed glottis and takes a snapshot of the pressure distribution across the entire

simulation domain at every time step for the duration of the simulation. These

snapshots are loaded into another script that then generates a Vocal Tract Transfer

Function (VTTF) using Equation 2.10 at a number of user defined nodes. These

VTTF are used to filter a Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model pulse to produce a short

speech signal. This speech signal is fed into an Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)

algorithm in Praat which produces formant values from the data.

For this research to be easily available to individuals that may be interested
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in using it, this process must be made significantly simpler, with as little human

intervention required as possible. A prospective user would ideally be able to provide

the vocal tract model and then receive formant values after some time, or possibly

even synthesised speech sound, throughout the model. As the user would already

need access to a vocal tract model it is deemed that requiring them to do some

pre-processing, for example in enclosing the tract in a box as described previously,

would be acceptable. The simplest way to achieve this is to write another script

that deals with running the previously created and discussed ones, and passing

information between them. This script would also act as the only user facing part of

the simulation, and so should provide good instruction and feedback throughout the

process. Figure 5.2 shows all of the current steps required to perform an acoustic

simulation using the work in this thesis, with the dashed outline encapsulating the

steps that this supervisor script would perform automatically. Creating this script is

simple for any of the tasks that are already implemented in Python, but will require

more work for any parts of the simulation routine that were previously completely

manual. There are three major steps in the simulation process that are entirely

manual: the voxelisation of the input model, the choice of nodes at which to input

the source signal and measure the pressure, and the calculation of formants using

LPC.
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Figure 5.2: All of the steps required to perform the acoustic simulation described
throughout this work so far, starting from the top left. The steps encapsulated
by the dashed line will be performed automatically by a supervisor script with no
human intervention required.

5.1 Automating Manual Processes in Vocal Tract

Modelling Routine

There are several pre-existing open source libraries that are capable of voxelisa-

tion of STL files in Python. The library implemented here is the Trimesh library

maintained by Michael Dawson-Haggerty [113]. Trimesh is a library for loading tri-

angular meshes into Python, with a robust set of built-in features for manipulation

and analysis. Trimesh has an emphasis on maintaining watertight surfaces, which

was deemed very useful for this simulation to prevent the appearance of any breaks

in the walls of the model. After loading an STL into Python using Trimesh, the

mesh can be voxelised to the desired resolution using the ‘voxelised’ command. An

approximate comparison of the voxelised model’s air volume and the real model’s

air volume gives a difference of approximately 12.5 % which will vary between vocal

tract models. This value is only calculated for one model, and it is expected that

the process can also under-estimate the volume by a similar extent. This mesh is

then easily converted into a format that matches the other parts of the simulation

using another built in command.
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Automating the choice of input node and measurement nodes is a much more

involved process that will require consideration of what constitutes good choices

of nodes in the manual process and how to reverse engineer that decision-making

process into some kind of algorithm. The source node was previously selected by

choosing the co-ordinate at the centre of the airway at one voxel layer above the

lowest layer which contains any portion of the airway. This was to avoid any strange

behaviour of input pressure directly next to any vocal tract walls, or from the added

glottis termination. This node can be found fairly simply by searching through the

voxel grid for that co-ordinate in the same way described. The termination at the

glottis within the simulation domain was a simplification made during simulation

development and was at this point deemed to be no longer needed. Models would

now be open at the surface of the cube, both at the location of the lips and at

the glottis. The only empty space surrounding the cube is on the side of the cube

where the lips are, so this change will not lead to any erroneous pressure flowing in

an unphysical way around the tract rather than through it. With the glottis open

against the edge of the simulation domain, it may be that a different normalised

acoustic admittance at the surface of the glottis will be required, and so this must

be an accepted variable in the simulation routine. The only effect this has on the

algorithm described for finding the source node is that that node will now always

be on the lowest voxel layer of the domain.

Choice of measurement nodes was done previously by finding the co-ordinate

in the centre of the airway at equidistant points along the tract. This required an

approximate calculation of the tract length and selection of a total number of points

to find. A node was also forced to be just outside the lips, at the edge of the original

model bounds before additional propagation space was added in front of the lips.

This final node was used as the ‘true’ output to compare against sound recordings.

The geometry of the tract presents significant barriers in the translation of this

method into an algorithmic process. Determining the depth of any individual point

along the tract is not trivial due to the presence of branches which are occluded
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from the direct ‘line of sight’ of the source node, and the turn made by the tract as

it moves into the mouth. By simply taking the length of the vector position of each

co-ordinate within the airway, it is likely that some co-ordinates will appear to be

closer to the source node than they actually are if only travelling along the airway

itself. One method of more accurately measuring this distance would be to perform

a flood fill of the airway, storing the co-ordinates that the fill has reached for the

first time at each time step. Each point reached for the first time at a given time

step would then be at the same distance from the source node as every other point

from that same time step. These sets of equidistant points could then have a point

selected from them at regular distances to produce the measurement nodes. Some

post-processing would still be required however, to ensure that the chosen points are

spread linearly along the tract, not directly next to the walls of the tract, and not

too close to each other. None of these conditions are strictly necessary for accuracy,

but for general use they would make the behaviour of the simulation routine more

predictable and comparable across different models.

A similar, but overall faster and more efficient, method was instead implemented

for selecting node locations. Beginning from the source node, every co-ordinate in

the domain that is within the airway and a user-defined euclidean distance from the

source node is found. We can then select a node from this shell and create a new shell

around that point to find the next point. This marching spheres algorithm makes

use of functions built in to the NumPy array management library in Python, which

are heavily optimised when compared to a basic flood fill. Picking the next point

from the points within the shell requires some additional logic though, as randomly

choosing a point is as likely to move back down the tract as it is to continue along

it. Before selecting a point from the shell, all points on that shell that are within a

set distance from any previously chosen point are discarded. This distance is larger

than the shell radius and is optimised to generally remove all points that are ‘behind’

the point from which the current shell was drawn. After this filtering process, the

average location of all the points left in the shell is calculated and set as the next
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node position. This process is then repeated until no new nodes can be found due

to all possible new shell points being filtered out. An example of the output of this

algorithm can be seen in Figure 5.3. This method has been tested for a variety of

vocal tract models and produces, on inspection, good node positions consistently.

Figure 5.3: Algorithmically generated measurement node locations in ‘Stern’ vocal
tract model. The airway of the tract are shown in blue, and the nodes are plotted
in red.

Finally, a method to compute the LPC coefficients of the sound output of

the simulation is required. There are several packages which implement Burg’s

LPC coefficient calculation algorithm into Python, including librosa and LPCTorch

[105, 114, 115]. Similar to Praat, both of these packages are Burg implementations,

however the formant values outputted from both differ to each other and to Praat.

The process of LPC coefficient calculation, as described in Section 4.3.2, is a least

squares process that attempts to produce coefficients that satisfy a maximum thresh-

old for the power of the input signal. Depending on the precise implementation of

this least squares method could lead to slight variation in the coefficients outputted

by different processes. While variation in output does not necessarily infer a lack of

accuracy in either librosa or LPCTorch, the value of the ubiquity of Praat in terms

of comparison between this research and other publications is high. As such, to
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enable direct comparison to other works, it would be ideal to use Praat’s formant

calculation method itself inside Python.

Parselmouth is a Python library that acts as a Python interface directly to Praat

C/C++ code [116]. Compared to a re-implementation of Praat’s functionality or an

interface layer with Praat’s scripting language, Parselmouth will produce identical

outputs to Praat in all situations and has access to the full suite of tools available in

Praat. This would allow us to also implement voice synthesis based on LPC coeffi-

cients through Praat, however it was deemed easier to use a library specifically built

for Klatt Synthesis rather than staying within the confines of the Praat workflow

[117].

5.2 VTSim Usage and Output Analysis

The VTSim Python script, in its current state, acts as a supervisor that runs the

different parts of the simulation routine and handles the passing of data between

them. VTSim accepts only one input as a command line argument, which is the

path to a file containing a variety of parameters that will control the scripts. Cur-

rently, this parameters file must contain the name the user has given to the specific

simulation, the path to the STL file that will be used as the model for the simulation

domain, and the path to save the outputs of the simulation to. A number of op-

tional parameters are also available, which allow a user to specify the path to a file

containing pre-defined node locations for measurement, normalised admittances as

domain edges and at the glottis, and the maximum number of formants to calculate

at each node. This list is extensible as further functionality is added to VTSim.

These parameters govern the running of the scripts that make up the full simulation

routine, which are as follows:

� voxelise.py - Loads an STL model file into memory using the Trimesh li-

brary and performs a voxelisation process on the model, returning an array

containing the positions of each voxel.
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� boundaries_calc.py - Converts the array of voxel positions into a 3D array

describing the presence of air or walls at every point, and calculates the admit-

tance between every point in each of the cardinal directions. This version of

the script also calculates the position of the source node based on the assump-

tion that the glottis is on the bottom face of the model, but a second unused

version of this script is currently present which does not make this assumption

and does not calculate the source node.

� find_nodes.py - Uses the position of the source node and the 3D array of

the model to populate the domain with measurement nodes using a marching

spheres algorithm. This script is skipped if a list of nodes is given at runtime.

� acoustic_simulation.py - Runs the Wave Based-Digital Waveguide Mesh

(W-DWM) acoustic simulation algorithm on the simulation domain. A vol-

ume velocity source is inserted at the source node and the entire pressure

field in the domain at every time step. Domain boundaries are accounted

for using a general locally reacting walls formulation which allows for varying

normalised acoustic admittance between the boundary at the glottis and the

other boundaries of the model based on the assumption that the glottis is

on the bottom face of the model. A second unused version of this script is

currently present which does not make this assumption and as such does not

allow varying normalised admittance.

� vttf_gen.py - Loads the pressure domain at each time step and creates a file

for each node location containing the pressure variation at that node at each

time step. This script then uses those files to generate a VTTF at each node

based on the volume velocity source inserted at the glottis during the acoustic

simulation.

� source_filter.py - Uses the VTTF at each node as a filter for a LF model

pulse to produce temporary speech output for analysis. This script also handles

differences between signal lengths by interpolating the shorter data set to have
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the same sample rate as the other one.

� lpc.py - Uses the Parselmouth library to analyse the temporary speech out-

puts using a Burg LPC coefficient calculation algorithm to approximate the

frequencies of the resonances caused by the vocal tract at each node.

� speech_synthesis.py - Uses the tdklatt.py module to create speech out-

put for each measurement node from the calculated formants using a Klatt

synthesiser.

VTSim provides clear feedback to the user during its runtime, including time

estimates and logging of the current stage of the process. Figure 5.4 shows an

example log of an instance of VTSim. VTSim will check for prior completions of

any of the scripts with a potentially long runtime and will reuse the data from

those previous runs if available. In this instance, the acoustic simulation and VTTF

generation had already previously been completed, so those steps were bypassed.

Figure 5.4: Example runtime output log of VTSim package.

The VTSim package has been used to perform an additional set of simulations
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for the purpose of calibration against the separately run scripts. This was deemed

to be necessary as several small changes were made to the implementation of the

various scripts so that they could easily pass data between them, which could have

introduced small errors or variations. The most major of these changes was in the

rewriting of the acoustic propagation algorithm function to allow for user inputted

normalised admittances at the glottis and the rest of the bounds. In addition, while

it is not a change made to implementation scripts per se, the process by which

voxelisation is performed throughout this work has now been abandoned in favour

of the Python implementation given by Trimesh. While all voxelisations at the

same resolution are still approximating the same original model and should produce

equivalent results, there is likely implementation differences or even variation in vox-

elisation algorithms that may lead to a change in accuracy. This is even more likely

given the previously discussed heavy dependency of the output formant accuracy on

the model geometry.

As can be seen in Table 5.1, the average accuracy of the produced formants using

VTSim is 0.85 % higher than those produced from previous simulations. This may

not be statistically significant, however the standard deviations of the mean absolute

errors across the manual and VTSim data are 3.847 and 2.691 respectively. This

shows that the real gains in accuracy in the process of translating the process into

a single package is in a significantly lower variance in errors. There are two major

potential causes for this change. The first possibility is that the Trimesh voxelisa-

tion algorithm provides more accurate representations of the input model than the

previous method. Unfortunately, the precise algorithm used for the previous voxeli-

sation method is not made clear, so any differences are purely speculation. Secondly

and most likely, improvements in accuracy could arise from the changes made to the

various scripts in terms of fixing small errors or possibly in minor implementation

changes.
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Table 5.1: Percentage error on individual formants and Mean Absolute Error (%)
(MAE) across all formants, compared to audio recordings, from acoustic propaga-
tion simulations. Data shown covers a variety of vocal tract models articulated to
produce the given vowel sound. Individual formant errors and MAE are given for
the ‘Manual’ W-DWM simulation method discussed in Chapter 4 and for the auto-
mated ‘VTSim’ package described in Chapter 5. Blank cells appear when the Praat
LPC algorithm found only four formants for a given output.

Simulation

Details

Percentage Formant Error (Hz) Mean Absolute

ErrorF1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Manual

/i:/ -24.79 0.07 -22.66 -5.53 2.18 11.04

/u:/ -23.73 -5.02 -30.27 -5.46 1.46 13.19

/A:/ -5.26 46.42 16.50 0.44 - 17.16

/3:/ 3.68 -8.73 -10.99 -2.60 - 6.50

VTSim

/i:/ -25.03 0.46 -22.18 -5.11 2.35 11.02

/u:/ -13.44 2.31 -29.19 -2.90 1.83 9.93

/A:/ -10.37 36.55 12.85 -1.59 - 15.34

/3:/ 9.96 -9.35 -11.34 -1.35 - 8.00

Average Manual 14.36 15.06 20.11 3.51 1.82 10.97

Average VTSim 14.70 12.17 18.89 2.74 2.09 10.12

The accuracy level of the current full routine of acoustic simulation is still similar

to if not better than previous works, which is deemed adequate to produce useful

scientific output.

5.2.1 Comparing VTSim Outputs to Simplified Examples

While the VTsim outputs presented above seem to be accurate when compared to

physically recorded values, it is difficult to discern the robustness of this compar-

ison. This thesis presents comparisons between ten simulated vocal tract models

and their respective physical audio recordings. Previous work has reported similar
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comparisons between only six models, often fewer or no real recording comparison at

all [4, 112]. Approximate formant frequencies for particular speech sounds reported

on in literature will often vary slightly from an individuals formant frequencies, so

using only values from literature will always impart some error in the analysis. Test-

ing simulation outputs against real physical audio recording should avoid this error

contribution, however the act of performing the measurements also likely introduces

its own amount of error so this is not a perfect solution to the verification problem.

A more robust method of simulation verification, but one that is less directly

related to the environment in which this model is designed for, is in testing the

simulation routine against simple models that can be solved exactly. Equation 2.9

presented the method for calculating the frequencies of allowed standing waves in an

tube that is closed at one end and open at the other. By using such a model as the

input to the simulation, the simulation outputs can be directly compared against

known exact formant frequencies to assess its ability to simulate acoustic propagation

in this setting. A simple tube model created for performing this simulation can be

seen in Figure 5.5 and the output of the voxelisation of that model can be seen in

Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5: Input model for simplified model verification.
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Figure 5.6: Voxelisation of simplified model. Air is shown by the shaded area and
the nodes at which the formant measurements are taken are shown in black. A
small region of air is added at the end of the tube, the top of this figure, for acoustic
propagation.

Table 5.2 shows the percentage error in formants measured along the centre line of

two tubes with constant cross-sectional area. The tubes used in this simulation both

had a radius of 1.2 cm, but other radii produced very similar formant frequencies

when tube length was kept constant. Average absolute error across all five formants

for both models is approximately 7.4 %. A few conclusions can be drawn from

this data, firstly that the simulation routine does not perfectly recreate a simple

example, but does produce formants which are more accurate than those produced

for significantly more complex models as shown in Table 5.1. The inaccuracy in

the simplified model, as discussed throughout this work and to be discussed more

thoroughly in Chapter 6, could be due to the optimisation of the simulation routine

for 3D vocal tract models. The optimisation processes that have been conducted

in this work have had the goal of aligning simulation outputs to physical audio

recordings. As the simulation routine has been shown to be sensitive to parameters

such as domain boundary reflections and resolution, those parameters have been
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finely tuned to produce the most accurate outputs in the intended use case of this

routine. It is possible that the values those parameters have taken are a good fit

for the larger, more cubic, domain that a vocal tract model occupies and its more

complex geometry.

Table 5.2: Average error in formant frequencies along the centre line of tubes of
uniform cross-sectional area.

Tube

Length

Percentage Formant Error
MAE

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

7 cm 8.279 -3.773 -12.757 -11.867 0.472 7.429

14 cm 4.715 -1.783 -10.441 -9.267 -10.899 7.421

Also of note is the distribution of errors in the formants. F1 and F5 had the

most variation in percentage formant error, with the other formants having a similar

magnitude of error. It is difficult to tell if this variation is statistically significant

however. The standard deviation across all of the formants in this study is 4.12, with

the 7 cm model formant errors having a lower variance than the 14 cm dataset. It is

likely that this variation is not statistically significant, however verifying this would

require a larger breadth of simulations, which are not possible as part of this work

due to time restrictions. With more time, a much larger study of simple constant

radius tubes, alongside other common examples such as two connected tubes of

varying length and radius, would be performed to better interrogate the successes

and failings of this simulation routine.

As a final comment on the validity of these simulations, these simplified mod-

els are not fully equivalent to the standing-waves-formed-in-a-tube example when

viewed by the simulation routine. As this method was designed to include propa-

gation within the walls of the vocal tract, that behaviour is inseparable from the

update equations of the simulation algorithm. This means that propagation is being

modelled in the walls surrounding the simple tube as though they were the walls

of the vocal tract. This also comes with the inclusion of domain boundary reflec-
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tions as those walls meet the edge of the simulation domain, and some free space

at the end of the tube. Propagation in the walls may affect the formant frequencies

produced by the simulation in a complex way which would affect the ground truth

formant frequencies of this system. This simulation routine is not a general acoustic

simulation tool, it is designed purposefully to reproduce the acoustic propagation in

3D vocal tract models. While it would be preferable that a full study of accuracy on

simple examples would be performed, this simulation routine is not a perfect match

to the physics of those examples.

Despite some mismatches in the underlying physical situation, as with the Arai

models these simulations do remove a large number of the ‘degrees of freedom’

from this simulation process. There is still complexity which makes it difficult to

assess the usefulness of these validations. It is expected that the variations in the

ground truth induced by these complexities should not be large though, so these

simulations do still show that this routine can produce formant frequencies that

agree with mathematically calculable ones to a reasonable extent and add to the

proof of accuracy of this model.

5.2.2 Acoustic Profiling Along the Length of the Vocal Tract

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the variation of formant frequency along the length of the

tract, from just above the glottis to just outside the lips. In each figure, the formant

frequency extracted from the physical recording is shown as a constant frequency

line for each formant. The differences between the formant frequency at the furthest

distance along the tract and the constant frequency value for each formant is a visual

representation of the given average errors discussed so far. Apart from acting as a

visual aid to show the extent to which the final values of each formant are under

or overestimated based on their physical counterparts, the recorded formant values

should be disregarded in favour of examining the relative variation of each individual

formant along the tract.
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(a) ‘Neap’ model formants.
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(b) ‘Food’ model formants.

Figure 5.7: Extracted formant frequencies at increasing distance along the tract from
the glottis. The colours blue, red, green, black, and brown show the formants from
the first to the fifth in increasing order. Constant frequency lines show the formant
frequencies extracted from the physical recording of the corresponding tract, for
comparison with the formant values at the furthest extent.
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(a) ‘Hard’ model formants.
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(b) ‘Stern’ model formants.

Figure 5.8: Extracted formant frequencies at increasing distance along the tract from
the glottis. The colours blue, red, green, black, and brown show the formants from
the first to the fifth in increasing order. Constant frequency lines show the formant
frequencies extracted from the physical recording of the corresponding tract, for
comparison with the formant values at the furthest extent. In the physical recordings
for both of these vocal tract models, a fifth formant frequency was not obtained from
the formant calculation algorithm.

The speech formant is a characteristic of the effect of the vocal tract on an

input. As discussed throughout this work, a speech sound is made up of a number

of formants with different frequencies. As a resultant characteristic the frequency
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of the formants should be fixed, especially in a for a time-invariant system. Figures

5.7 and 5.8 show apparent frequency variation within the tract however.

While formant frequency should be fixed, the amplitude of different frequency

components will likely vary at different locations depending on which frequency com-

ponents are attenuated by the resonances of that region. As formant frequencies are

extracted from the peaks in the power spectral envelope, local variations in ampli-

tude could lead to the formant calculation algorithm slightly shifting its calculated

formant frequency away from the resultant values. As such, the variations seen in

the figures may show the locations in the tract that have higher or lower frequency

resonances than the resultant formant frequencies.

These figures generally show that the extracted frequencies of higher frequency

formants are more greatly effected by changes in geometry, showing greater shifts

in frequency along the course of the tract. This is likely due to a generally lower

magnitude of the power spectral envelope at higher frequencies that is more sensitive

to local changes in amplitude. Across all models a general increase in frequency in

all extracted formants is observed in the first 150 mm followed by a dip in pitch over

the last 30 mm. It should be noted that the distances described are approximate

and only directly related to the scale of the simulated tract rather than the true

scale of the tract, and should not be taken as accurate to the scale of a real human

vocal tract. By comparing the data to the tract model itself, some suggestions of

the source of these frequency shifts can be made intuitively.
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Figure 5.9: Cross section of ‘Stern’ vocal tract. Left: In the frontal direction along
the mid-sagittal line. Right: In the median direction along the mid-sagittal line.

An acoustic pressure wave is produced at the vocal folds when they are vibrated

while under tension. This vibration will have a fundamental frequency and harmonic

frequencies, which are all of the integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. This

sum of frequency components then passes into the vocal tract and is filtered by it.

Figure 5.9 shows cross-sections of the vocal tract model corresponding to the

simulation data of the /3:/ vowel sound. Some detail is lost in these views, but it can

be seen that generally the tract at the larynx is quite constricted, with several narrow

side passages for example the piriform fossae, and becomes much more open as it

moves into the mouth. Any region of space will have a particular acoustic resonance

frequency based on its dimensions. In a simple geometry like an open tube, the

lowest resonant frequency of that space is given as approximately v/2(L+1.2r) where

v is the speed of sound, L is the length of the tube, and r is the radius of the tube.

Resonance is a passive phenomenon in which power repeatedly added to a system

reinforces power that was previously added to that system due to synchronised

reflection of, in this case, an acoustic wave. If the power being added into a system is

added with a frequency similar to the fundamental resonant frequency of that space,

or one of its harmonic frequencies, then it will be amplified. The other acoustic effect
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in the tract relevant to the resultant sound is that of acoustic impedance: as sound

travels through an impeding medium, it will progressively lose energy until it is fully

attenuated. This effect is often frequency dependent, but for the purposes of this

analogy it can be taken to be frequency independent. Impedance of the air itself

is also not the only effect that causes a loss in acoustic power during propagation,

for example when the wave reflects off of a surface it will also generally lose power.

These effects of amplification and power loss combine to act as a filter for the input

from the vocal folds.

When the sum of frequency components travelling from the vocal folds prop-

agates into a region of the tract, if one of the vibrating components is similar to

the resonant frequency of that space then air in that space will begin to resonate

with that component, leading to a lack of attenuation of that particular frequency

component over time while the other components continue to be attenuated by the

acoustic impedance of the medium. This amplification comes from the effective col-

lection of energy in the resonant space over the process of multiple ‘injections’ of

energy from the vocal folds.

Two tubes with different lengths and radii will have different fundamental fre-

quencies. The input signal from the vocal folds repeatedly propagating through one

tube will experience amplification of frequency components similar to the fundamen-

tal frequency of the space or its harmonics, and attenuation of other components.

As that propagating field moves from the first tube into the second tube, it will now

begin to experience amplification at different frequencies based on the fundamental

frequency of the new tube, and attenuation at others. If the new tube has a larger

radius or length, then it will also have a lower fundamental frequency. As such there

will be amplification of frequency components lower than that which was previously

amplified. Conversely, if the wave propagates into a tube with a smaller radius or

length, higher frequency components will be amplified by the repeated power input

from the vocal folds.

So while the frequencies of the peaks of the power spectral envelope will quickly
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settle into the frequencies dictated by the geometry of the system, the amplitudes of

frequency components in different tube segments may vary based on their geometry.

If we now relate this back to the behaviour we see in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, we can

identify locations along the tract that might have significantly different resonant

properties than the tract as a whole. If the speaker is attempting to vary their

speech formants in a particular way, they could target change at regions of the tract

that show frequency shifts in the undesired direction.

As a speculative example, in Figure 5.7a we observe that the extracted formant

frequencies at the lips seem to decrease dramatically. This would imply that the

area just before the lips has a lower resonant frequency, and raising the frequency

of the speech formants may be done most effectively by constricting that region

specifically.

This is still very hypothetical, but could allow for a more data driven approach

to speech therapy or instruction. Other potential uses of direct access to the way

in which the geometry of the tract affects the speech it produces can be found in

fields such as teaching or reconstructive surgery. If an individual was undergoing

some kind of surgery within the tract for medical reasons, a surgeon could use a tool

based on this research to try to align any reconstruction to formants extracted from

that individuals recorded voice, and could potentially target those changes to the

most effective parts of the tract. Further still, the individual could possibly even

request that parts of their tract are changed to modify the natural formants in a

way that may be beneficial to their singing voice part or to their speech projection

for public performance to better match the space they usually perform in. This

research could provide an important first step in informing the development of these

potential applications.

Existing research has explored the effect of artificially removing parts of the

vocal tract to investigate their effects on formant production, however the research

has typically been focussed on changes in the magnitude of resonances rather than

their frequencies, and has also only used either physical 3D printed tract models or
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simplified electronic models [118, 119]. Figure 5.10 shows the /3:/ vowel sound vocal

tract both fully intact and with the piriform fossae removed. By simulating acoustic

flow through both models and comparing the outputs, we can see a quantitative

measure of the effect on speech that the piriform fossae has.

Figure 5.10: Vocal tract model of ‘Stern’. Left: Original tract. Right: Tract with
piriform fossae removed.

The average variation in extracted formant frequency, across all formants, along

the tract as a result of the removal of the piriform fossae is shown in Figure 5.11.

As would be expected from the open tube analogy presented above, the average

extracted formant frequency decreases early in the tract due to the removal of a

tightly constricted chamber within which the resonant frequency would be high.

The same analogy does not easily extend to the behaviour seen in the rest of the

tract though, with a steady increase in average extracted formant frequency along

the tract followed by a sharp drop in frequency around the mouth.
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Figure 5.11: Average shift in extracted formant frequency across all formants along
the ‘Stern’ vocal tract when the piriform fossae is removed.

The ability to interrogate the behaviour of the tract both along it, and under

the effects of geometrical manipulation, in an intuitive visual way using a software

package which is designed with usability in mind is one of the main outcomes of this

research. This procedure and analysis represents novelty in the field and has the

ability to be applied to a wide variety of future research and real world applications.

While the VTSim package and its outputs have been validated to an acceptable

degree of accuracy based on comparison with prior research, that validation was

only based on recreating the outputs of physical vocal tracts in simulation from the

same inputs. While this author believes that the validity of the output at the lips

does suggest validity of the data within the rest of the model, providing some direct

quantitative insight would greatly improve the degree to which these analyses are

considered trustworthy enough to influence real world applications.
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5.3 Chapter Summary

The creation and validation of an all-in-one vocal tract acoustic simulation package

is described throughout this chapter. A discussion of the processes that make up

the previous simulation routine identifies manual processes that are then automated

directly in Python, allowing for the simulation to accept a 3D model file and a set

of parameters and produce formant frequencies and synthesised speech sounds from

them. This is the first example of a complete acoustic simulation package which is

designed specifically for vocal tract acoustics that is known of at time of writing.

The package is available at this address: https://github.com/dotdandotunderscore/

VTSim.

VTSim is shown to produce formants across four real physical models with a

MAE of 10.12 % and a standard deviation across the MAEs of each model’s formants

of 2.691. This is a gain in accuracy over the previous simulation process and well

within the accuracy stated by prior research by Gully et. al [4, 112], with the benefit

of being compared to real physical outputs across the first five formants. VTSim

was also used to perform simulations of simplified acoustic examples with a MAE

across both simulations of 7.425 % and a standard deviation of 4.12.

This simulation package was then used to perform simulations of the evolution

of the acoustic field within the vocal tract to explore the way in which speech

arises based on the geometry of the tract. Changes in extracted formant frequency

along the tract were related to the geometry using simple physics concepts, showing

the potential power of this approach. A similar simulation and explanation was

performed on a vocal tract which had its piriform fossae removed to investigate the

effect of geometrical changes on speech production. It is suggested that the accuracy

of the formant reproduction at the lips is its own validation of the accuracy of

propagation data within the model: For accurate sound to be produced at the lips,

the acoustic propagation throughout the whole domain must be somewhat accurate

as that propagation is what produces the output at the lips. It is still important

however to attempt to prove this through measurement.
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Chapter 6

Acoustic Profiling in the Tract

Using Physical Measurements

While the data shown in Section 5.2.2, and the conclusions drawn from it, are

reasonably well validated by the accuracy of the outputs of the simulation, there are

concerns over whether the ability of the simulation routine to produce an accurate

output at the lips does imply accuracy of the simulation of acoustic propagation

data within the vocal tract.

To be able to confidently assert that the simulation outputs within the vocal tract

are accurate enough to provide good insight to speech production, direct comparison

between simulation outputs and measurements from a physical model would be

ideal. This chapter will cover the experimental design and procedure of a set of

measurements which have been performed to help further validate the simulation

routine.

6.1 Measuring Acoustic Field Within the Vocal

Tract

Measurements will follow much of the same procedure used for other measurements

presented in this thesis. The basic experimental plan first involves producing the
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vocal tract for measurement via 3D printing. Vocal tract geometry data originates

from the work by Speed et al. [88] and have been converted to 3D model files.

The files undergo a large amount of preprocessing to remove geometric artefacts

which would cause printing errors, for example internal surfaces and non-manifold

geometry.

The model is given some amount of wall thickness which has been tuned in prior

works by this group for subjective similarity between sound played back through the

model and the original audio recordings made during the 3D scans. The thickness

used in this work, 2 mm, is considered as ‘conventional wisdom’ within this research

group and has not been tested as part of this research. Notably, this thickness

tuning was done based on tracts produced by printers and in materials which may

not match the properties of the ones used today. As such this thickness may not

be as accurate as it was previously considered to be, but testing this would require

access to the previously used printers and materials which is unfeasible at this time.

A coupler is then added to the bottom of the vocal tract which will act as a stand

and form the seal between the tract and the loudspeaker that it will be placed upon.

The loudspeaker shaft is 34.5 mm in diameter and 18 mm in depth. The coupler is

designed to be 0.5 mm larger in both of those dimensions to ensure the tract will fit

on the loudspeaker. Electrical tape is used to add small amounts of thickness to the

loudspeaker shaft after printing if the seal between the tract and the loudspeaker

is deemed to be too loose. All tracts are printed from PLA on a Stratasys F170

multi-material printer [120]. This printer uses a soluble support material to ensure

that the internal geometry of the tract does not collapse during printing, and is

dissolved after the print is complete. The stated resolution accuracy of the printer

is 0.2 mm which should be sufficient to resolve most if not all the geometric detail,

and is five times larger than the resolution of the acoustic simulation routine.

The loudspeaker is attached to the Vocal Tract Organ produced by Howard [111],

which deals with the production of a sound source to play from the loudspeaker

which is accurate to the sound produced at the glottis in the real vocal tract. The
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Vocal Tract Organ connects directly to a MIDI controller, in this case a keyboard, to

control activation and deactivation of the output, and the fundamental frequency of

the sound source. In previous measurements, a microphone has been held between

the lips of the model during sound production to capture a few seconds of output

which are then used for analysis.

The major variations in experimental design arise in the consideration of how

to perform internal measurements within the tract. In an ideal situation, the mea-

surement would be fully unobtrusive and have no effect on the sound output of the

model. This is unfortunately not possible with measurement devices of finite size.

The measurements also need to be conducted from the exact location that the acous-

tic model outputs its data if possible. The simulation operates with a much lower

resolution than the physical models, so this may also prove complicated. Finally,

the simulation outputs the data directly as it is produced, but real microphones are

often designed with some non-linear frequency response based on their planned ap-

plication. This frequency response would lead to a change in amplitude of different

frequency ranges which could affect the results of the measurement.

The only option that was produced which at least partly satisfies the above

conditions is to add holes in the walls of the vocal tract that a miniature microphone

could be lowered into such that they would be flush with the vocal tract wall around

them. The microphone chosen for these measurements was the DPA Microphones’

4060 Series Miniature Omnidirectional Microphone [121]. This microphone has an

outer casing diameter of 5.4 mm and an actual sensor diameter of 4.75 mm. This

is small enough that it can be fit into the model in locations in which the walls of

the tract were already relatively flat which should help to minimise the microphones

effect on the propagation of sound. The microphone also has an exceptionally flat

frequency response between 30 Hz to 6000 Hz which is sufficient to capture the first

five formants with minimal amplitude change.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the hole made in the model and the assembly which

will be attached to it respectively. A hole which is slightly larger than the sensor
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diameter of the microphone is added to the model in locations which are close to,

and point towards the locations of, each of the nodes that the simulation routine

outputs data at. The minimum amount of material is removed from the walls such

that the microphone will remain relatively flush with the inner wall of the tract.

In early prototypes of this design, it was noticed that ensuring the microphone

was accurately and consistently oriented was close to impossible and so a guide was

deemed necessary to be attached to the outside of the tract to hold the microphone in

position. The square cut out around each of the microphone holes on the vocal tract

was added to provide a surface to mount the microphone guides onto, taking care

to remove as little material as possible to not greatly affect the acoustic properties

of the walls. The guides were attached to the model using a strong adhesive which

has the benefit of filling any unwanted air gaps between the guide and the tract

wall. This adhesive likely has different acoustic properties to the printed material

however and may still influence the acoustic propagation. Plugs were also created

to fill the holes which were not currently being used for measurements, which could

be added and removed with ease. These plugs were designed to try to sit flush with

the inner wall of the tract, however this was generally approximate and subject to

any small offsets introduced during the printing process.

Figure 6.1: Image of microphone hole and surrounding cut-out in the back of a vocal
tract model.
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Figure 6.2: Image of the guide to be attached to the cut-out shown in Figure 6.1
and the plug which will be fit into the guide when it is not in use.

Figure 6.3 shows the printed model prepared for a measurement. Some electrical

tape was added to the plugs to improve the seal between them and the guides, and

also to stop them from rattling during sound production. Measurements were made

through an audio interface directly into audio recording software on a single audio

channel. Measurements were performed in a room with low enough background

audio that the microphone did not detect any sound.

Figure 6.3: Photograph of 3D printed vocal tract model with microphone guides
and plugs fitted. The microphone is currently inserted into a guide on the right side
of the image.

It is important to recognise that while much greater care has been made during

this series of measurements to minimise external factors that could affect the data,

due to an assumption that the internal measurements could be more sensitive to
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external factors than the measurements at the lips, there are still many factors that

may cause inaccuracies. The first of which, which has been mentioned several times

before, is that the 3D printing process has finite resolution. Depending on the ori-

entation of the model when it is loaded into the printer, the exact orientation of the

print layers will vary which may occasionally lead to inaccurate representations of

the geometry. This is especially relevant when considering the newly added micro-

phone guides and holes. The way that the guide attaches to the model, and as such

the way that the microphone sits when it is inserted, is very sensitive to the geome-

try of the surface between the two pieces. At certain locations it is possible that the

microphone protrudes into the model enough that it may have an effect on propaga-

tion, and at others the microphone may not protrude enough and could be slightly

occluded. As the output nodes in the simulation are designed to be as far from the

vocal tract walls as possible to minimise any unexpected reflection artefacts, it is

also impossible to take physical measurements in the exact same locations.

6.2 Comparison of Physical Measurements and

Simulation Outputs

Before performing the full internal measurement, a series of characterisation mea-

surements were needed to properly understand the sensitivity and properties of the

measurement process. Table 6.1 shows formant frequencies measured from one vocal

tract model when varying the input frequency by 10 Hz to 20 Hz. If the vocal tract

is a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) filter, which these static 3D printed tracts should

be over a small enough sample period, then the formant frequencies would be inde-

pendent of the input frequency. This independence is unfortunately not possible to

observe in a real analysis process.

As discussed in Section 5.2.2 the source signal produced at the vocal folds is effec-

tively filtered by the amplification of frequency components by the resonant spaces

within the tract, and by acoustic power losses suffered as it propagates through the
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tract. The key issue with acoustic analysis is that, as a passive system, the vocal

tract only effects the amplitude of the original frequency components. A space in

the tract may not have a resonant frequency that exactly matches one of the har-

monic frequencies of the source but will still produce amplification of that harmonic.

As such the true formant frequencies, which correspond directly to interactions be-

tween the source and the vocal tract, may not be present as frequency components

in the output sound. As the output only contains energy at the original funda-

mental and harmonic frequencies, analysis methods that are attempting to obtain

the actual formant frequencies cannot simply return the frequencies in the output

sound which have amplitudes above some particular amplitude. LPC attempts to

do this by using approximate formant frequencies to reproduce a source signal. The

issue of formant frequencies not falling precisely at the frequency of the harmonics is

itself the solution that LPC leverages: An individual formant frequency may cause

the amplification of multiple harmonic frequencies if they are similar enough in fre-

quency to that formant. This can provide multiple data points from which to fit

the effect of a formant frequency to and enable a better approximation to it. This

is effective if the fundamental frequency of the source is low enough, so as to have

harmonic frequencies that remain relatively similar in frequency up to frequencies

above that which are particularly important for speech intelligibility. As such, LPC

will generally be more accurate for male speech than female speech due to a lower

f0.

This inaccuracy is built in to LPC and as such different values of f0 used in the

physical recordings will likely effect the other formant frequencies. If this effect leads

to too large a loss of accuracy, then special care will need to be taken to ensure f0 is

similar in the recordings and the simulations, if not choose f0 carefully to minimise

the effect.

As can be seen in the table, there is slight variation across the frequency range

leading to a maximum MAE over these measurements of 1.40 %. There are a few

possible explanations for this observation. The first is that the room these mea-
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surements were performed in could have some resonances or anti-resonances which

are excited at frequencies close to the input frequency. This would act as a second

filter whose characteristics could affect the frequencies of the extracted formants. A

second option is that discussed prior, of the inherent inaccuracy of analysis methods

such as, but not limited to, the LPC algorithm used here in only trying to minimise

the power of any residuals present in its assumed input signal when applying the

inverse filter to the data. While the simulation algorithm is not affected by f0, anal-

ysis of its results likely is. The most troubling possible explanation is that these

tracts are not truly LTI filters and could themselves have some resonance that is

coupling to the input frequency and causing variation in the formants. To minimise

any errors resulting from the input frequency, it will be fixed at 131.8 Hz for future

measurements and when producing simulation outputs. This specific value has no

physical underpinning, apart from being in a sensible frequency range for human

speech and as it was the default setting on the synthesiser used here.

Table 6.1: Formant frequencies measured at the lips of a 3D printed /3:/ tract
when varying the input frequency. 131.8 Hz was used here as the control frequency
from which to compare other values when calculating the Mean Absolute Error (%)
(MAE).

Input

Frequency

Formant Frequency (Hz)
MAE

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

131.8 Hz 708 1318 2942 3951 5441 -

120.1 Hz 702 1315 2868 3941 5269 1.40

150.2 Hz 714 1301 2956 3959 5326 0.99

An identical set of measurements was performed whilst varying the amount of

gain added by the Vocal Tract Organ to the sound source played by the loudspeaker

into the printed vocal tract. Table 6.2 shows the measured formant frequencies.

Another small error is observed when varying gain slightly, with a maximum MAE

over this range of 1.02 %. Notably, there is no quantifiable scale for these changes
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in gain on the Vocal Tract Organ. These variations are harder to explain, however

some insight is presented by the Praat user interface. The Praat spectrogram viewer

prints the fundamental frequency, which should be the same as the input frequency

here, onto the display. For the gain variation measurements, Praat shows that the

fundamental frequency is changing by around 4 Hz over this range of gain values.

This likely suggests that there is some non-linearity in the speaker and that the

output frequency is dependant on the gain. A fixed gain was used to avoid this.

Table 6.2: Formant frequencies, and MAE, measured at the lips of a 3D printed /3:/
tract when varying the gain of the Vocal tract Organ.

Vocal Tract

Organ Gain

Formant Frequency (Hz)
MAE

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Control Gain 708 1318 2942 3951 5441 -

Decreased Gain 709 1331 2935 3895 5314 1.02

Increased Gain 715 1323 2951 3955 5430 0.40

With the characterisation measurements complete, the internal measurements

were performed. From the recordings made at each measurement site, a set of

extracted formant frequencies were calculated using the Praat LPC algorithm. Ex-

tracted formant frequencies were averaged over recordings approximately 3 s to 5 s

in length. Errors on each extracted formant for each node, the MAE across each

node, and the average errors across each formant can be seen in Table 6.3. MAE at

the lips of the model shows agreement with the previous data from Table 5.1. The

errors at each of the nodes infers much more complicated behaviour, however.
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Table 6.3: Percentage error on individual extracted formants and Mean Absolute
Error (%) (MAE) across all extracted formants, and excluding the second formant,
comparing simulated acoustic propagation and physical internal measurements on a
3D printed /3:/ vowel vocal tract. Nodes represent measurement locations which are
spread equidistantly throughout the tract from the glottis to the lips (The glottis,
or node 0, is not included here). Blank cells appear when the Praat LPC algorithm
found only four formants for a given output.

Output

Location

Percentage Formant Error
MAE

MAE

(No F2)F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Node 1 -31.93 -40.04 4.38 6.10 - 20.61 14.14

Node 2 -35.43 -34.97 -14.99 1.60 -8.10 19.02 15.03

Node 3 -29.33 -25.24 -4.23 -1.07 -13.71 14.72 12.08

Node 4 -20.99 -50.18 -15.37 3.70 -7.64 19.58 11.93

Node 5 -31.52 -56.78 -11.10 -13.33 -6.72 23.89 15.67

Node 6 -17.90 -46.48 10.81 0.70 - 18.97 9.80

Node 7 -11.30 -45.71 -10.46 -28.52 -9.78 21.15 15.02

Node 8 -2.23 -45.40 -6.54 -4.63 -17.56 15.27 7.74

At Lips 1.79 -36.88 2.03 -2.17 -10.09 10.59 4.76

Formant MAE 20.27 42.41 8.88 6.87 10.51 17.79 11.63

Average MAE across all nodes is 17.79 %, which is 7.2 % higher than errors

observed of output at the lips. The standard deviation of the MAEs across all output

locations is 3.78. Error is in fact minimised at the lips of the model, with every other

node having a higher MAE. It is somewhat surprising that the acoustic simulation

produces outputs which seem to only be accurate for the usually desired output of

speech sound as it exits the tract, but there are several potential explanations.

As has been discussed in various prior sections, the simulation accuracy, previ-

ously only concerning output at the lips, is highly dependent on the geometry of

the tract, the resolution of the tract, and the acoustic admittance. The quantitative
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studies performed as part of Section 4.4.4 attempted to optimise these parameters

for the similarity of the simulation output at the lips to physical measurement of

3D printed vocal tracts also measured at the lips. What seems likely is that these

values do not maximise accuracy within the entire domain as previously assumed,

but instead are particularly well suited to produce good outputs at the lips. One

would assume that, as more optimisation was applied during this research, the sim-

ulation routine would become increasingly well-fitted to this lips output and may

have drifted away from parameters that produce overall accuracy throughout the

domain. Normally this would not be a concern as research into speech synthesis

does not usually consider acoustic propagation within the tract as long as the out-

put is good, however here it does impose limitations on the simulation’s use when

considering the way the acoustic field develops.

Errors may instead be more closely tied to the major difference between the

physical measurements and the simulation: the domain boundaries. As previously

discussed, and shown in Figure 4.22, reflections off of the domain boundaries do

have a noticeable, but as yet unquantified, effect on the output of the simulation.

The optimisation process, which includes the admittance at the domain boundary, is

likely to have incorporated these reflections as though they are a physical behaviour

and used them as a way to tune the simulation output closer to the recorded sounds.

The physical measurements obviously do not have these domain boundaries. Fur-

thermore, these internal measurements were performed in a different room to the

measurements used during the optimisation process. As the domain boundary re-

flections also help to model the effect of the room beyond the tract in the physical

measurements, it is possible that the values chosen were more specific to the envi-

ronment in which the physical measurements were made than previously assumed.

A closer inspection of the errors on each individual formant reveals another

interesting trend: the simulation was particularly poor at reproducing the second

formant peak. When comparing to the averages of the VTSim measurements in

Table 5.1, we can see that the previous set of measurements produced F4 and F5 with
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good accuracy, F1 and F2 with reasonable accuracy, and F3 with low accuracy. Here

F3, F4, and F5 were reproduced quite well, F1 was reproduced with low accuracy,

and F2 was reproduced with very poor accuracy. When considering just the output

at the lips this is even more apparent, with very good accuracy for all formants

except F2. Table 6.3 also contains MAE values for each node when disregarding

any values for F2. Average MAE is reduced by 6.16 % with most nodes being

within approximately 15 % which is in line with the prior works by Gully et. al

[4, 112]. Standard deviation of the MAEs across all output locations decreases to

3.52. This is only a small change from the original standard deviation, and suggests

that values for F2 are consistently extracted from the data at a frequency which

is inaccurate rather than the formant calculation algorithm failing to consistently

locate the second formant.

While simply ignoring a formant is not acceptable scientifically, it does show

that much of the discrepancy may be directly tied to the frequency band which the

second formant occupies. F2 frequencies for the /3:/ vowel model in the internal

measurements lie in a range of 877 Hz to 1472 Hz and in the simulated /3:/ vowel

model they range from 1953 Hz to 2055 Hz. It is possible that some part of the

simulation routine causes frequencies around 1 kHz to be shifted up to 2 kHz, but this

is hard to test. A close inspection of the actual formant frequencies also reveals that

the variation in formant frequency along the nodes is much greater in the physical

measurements. The average range of formant frequency across all nodes is 229.4 Hz

in the simulated data and 728.8 Hz in the physical measurements. This difference

in range is most likely due to some combination of effects between the inaccuracies

of the simulation at domain boundaries and of the effects of the wider measurement

environment. A further study could be done in a future work which investigates

the effect of the physical measurement environment by performing measurements in

acoustically different environments, however this is beyond the scope of this work.

Whatever the source of this error is, it is still only having a particularly large effect

on the frequency region which F2 occupies and may not completely invalidate the
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Figure 6.4: Frequency variation of each extracted formant frequency along the length
of the tract from the glottis to the lips. Data in red was measured physically using
a real 3D printed vocal tract model and data in blue was simulated from the same
model.

results.

While using this simulation method to make choices and observations referring

directly to formant frequencies may be difficult, it is possible that it can still be used

in applications that are more concerned with the behaviour of formant frequencies

rather than their exact values. For example, if a person is interested in increasing

the frequency of their F3 for a particular reason, this simulation may still be able

to provide particular areas of the tract whose expansion or contraction effect F3

the most. Figure 6.4 shows frequency variation for each extracted formant along the

length of the tract, comparing simulated and physically measured extracted formant

frequencies. Generally, both data sets look very different qualitatively. There are

some shared trends and relationships in the data, but there is little overlap and the

simulated data is much less varied than the physical measurements as previously

discussed.

One final note to make is that it is possible that the physical measurements are
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the ones which are not accurate. While great care was taken to ensure the external

factors that may affect the measurements were minimised, there are many internal

factors which could cause issues. In the simulation the vocal tract is modelled

inside a cube which is large enough to contain the entire tract, with some additional

propagation space, which is given the physical parameters of the walls of the tract

from prior research of real vocal tracts. The physical measurements in this work only

contain the tract within a 2 mm thick wall made of PLA. This set-up was previously

tuned for the qualitative similarity to the original recordings as mentioned in Section

6.1, but may not be valid when considering internal propagation. A lack of reflections

of acoustic pressure back in to the tract from interfaces between the airway and the

outside of the skin may lead to unphysical behaviour.

6.2.1 Re-simulation With Identical Geometry

An additional simulation was performed which focussed on aligning the simulated

geometry to the physical geometry of the 3D printed vocal tract as closely as pos-

sible. In contrast, simulations so far have always focused on aligning the simulated

geometry to that of a real living vocal tract. Instead of encasing the vocal tract

airway in a solid cube with the material properties of flesh, the tract was simulated

with only a 2 mm thick wall in an otherwise empty space. The potential differ-

ences in outputs caused by this change has been neglected until this point in this

research. The outer surface of the vocal tract does present a second surface over

which voxelisation artefacts may appear, likely doubling the error in volume dis-

cussed previously. Table 6.4 shows the results of this re-simulation, both in full and

excluding F2. An increase in accuracy is seen in the reproduction of F1, F2, and F3

with slight losses in F4 and F5. The average of the MAEs for each formant has also

improved by 2.57 % down to 15.22 % which now brings the average accuracy in line

with prior works by Gully et. al [4, 112]. A decrease in the standard deviation of the

MAEs across all output location is also observed, from 3.78 down to 2.12 showing

significantly less variance in the data set.
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Table 6.4: Percentage error on individual extracted formants and Mean Absolute
Error (%) (MAE) across all formants, and excluding the second formant, comparing
simulated acoustic propagation and physical internal measurements on a 3D printed
/3:/ vowel vocal tract. Nodes represent measurement locations which are spread
equidistantly throughout the tract from the glottis to the lips (The glottis, or node
0, is not included here). Blank cells appear when the Praat LPC algorithm found
only four formants for a given output. This simulation data was produced with
geometry matching the physical measurements as closely as possible.

Output

Location

Percentage Formant Error (Hz)
MAE

MAE

(No F2)F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Node 1 -27.38 -40.35 1.62 -1.76 -5.19 15.26 8.99

Node 2 -20.80 -31.21 -13.92 -4.84 -7.84 15.72 11.85

Node 3 -10.28 -19.65 -1.64 -7.16 -18.67 11.48 9.44

Node 4 3.72 -46.22 -11.60 -0.40 -11.50 14.69 6.81

Node 5 -10.85 -51.22 -2.90 -12.86 -7.50 17.07 8.53

Node 6 5.85 -41.37 19.06 2.32 - 17.15 9.08

Node 7 14.06 -35.18 4.12 -24.43 -9.89 17.53 13.12

Node 8 25.48 -35.33 7.45 -0.60 -17.21 17.21 12.68

At Lips 6.73 -31.98 6.17 -5.08 -10.69 12.13 7.17

Formant MAE 13.90 36.95 7.61 6.61 11.06 15.22 9.79

Of note is the 1.54 % loss in accuracy at the lips of the vocal tract model. This

corroborates some of the hypotheses presented in Section 6.2. The simulation routine

and its parameters are likely tuned for accuracy at the lips while the tract is inside

a solid cube, which is the scenario that all optimisation of the routine was done

for. Changing the simulation environment has improved the physical accuracy of

the simulation around the internal measurement nodes but has shifted the physical

environment at the lips away from that for which it was optimised. It is likely

that a second round of optimisation would drastically improve the results presented

in Table 6.4. It is difficult to justify that round of optimisation however, as the
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Figure 6.5: Frequency variation of each extracted formant frequency along the length
of the tract from the glottis to the lips. Data in red was measured from a real 3D
printed vocal tract model and data in green was simulated from the same model.
Simulated data here differs from that in Figure 6.4 in that the geometry simulated
was designed to match the physical measurements as closely as possible.

likely use cases for this research are much more closely related to the geometry of

the vocal tract in a real human subject than they are to the exposed tract used for

these measurements. Ideally the physical internal measurements could be performed

on a vocal tract which was contained within a cube of material, however this would

create issues with placing the microphones for measurement and with matching the

material properties of the simulation and the measurements.

Figure 6.5 shows the frequency variation in each extracted formant along the

length of the tract for the newly simulated data. When comparing to the data

shown in Figure 6.4, the relationship between extracted frequency, which again

likely more closely links to the varying amplitude of frequency components, and

distance along the tract in the newly simulated data is very different. While neither

data set perfectly match the relationship shown in the measured data, the newly

simulated data is a closer match than the previous data set based on the MAE data
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presented in Table 6.4.

A thorough optimisation of this simulation routine to maximise accuracy of these

internal measurements on 3D printed vocal tracts which are as accurate as possible

to real human vocal tracts is possible, but beyond the scope and timeline of this

research. To better match realistic geometry, the 3D printed tract would need

to be within a solid volume which would match at least the external shape of the

subject’s head, and would need to be printed in a material which has similar acoustic

properties to the ones measured from real human vocal tracts. In addition, special

care would need to be taken in providing holes for the microphones to be lowered

into that do not drastically change the acoustic properties of the surround area.

This is left as a future extension to this work but would likely lead to a significant

improvement in accuracy of formants produced along the tract. It is difficult to

ascertain what level of accuracy would be required for this simulation in order for

it to be used to confidently inform any high stakes applications such as medical

procedures, but it is likely significantly beyond that which this work has shown so

far. The level of accuracy shown within is much more applicable to teaching and

instruction uses though, and could likely be used in those settings to great effect.

As an example, the region around 110 mm along the tract in these models is

at the back of the mouth. Figure 6.5 shows that the extracted F3 increases at

this point in both the simulated and measured data sets. Based on arguments

presented in Section 5.2.2, this implies that the space at the back of the mouth has

geometry that has a resonance near F3 but at a higher frequency, thus there will be

an amplitude peak in the power spectral envelope that leads to a raised extracted

formant frequency. The prominence of this peak implies that it has a large impact

on the actual formant value of F3. As such, if a a speaker is attempting to lower the

frequency of their F3 formant for a particular reason, an effective method may be to

attempt to lessen the effect of this resonance at the back of the mouth by reducing

the constriction there or “opening up” that part of their mouth. Similar statements

could be made at any point in the data that a large peak or trough appears, which
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would become more prominent with more optimisation.

6.3 Chapter Summary

The assertion of accuracy in the model based on accuracy at the lips was tested in

this chapter. These tests were performed using a novel measurement technique which

allows for direct probing of the acoustic field at various points within a physical vocal

tract model. Tests show some agreement between simulation and measurements, but

accuracy for internal outputs is approximately 5 % lower than stated previously, on

average. This level of accuracy was reached only after performing some re-alignment

between the simulation domain and the physical measurements, which suggests that

misalignment between the two is the source of other inaccuracy seen throughout this

work so far.

A future work could perform a large breadth of analysis and optimisation to

improve accuracy of internal vocal tract outputs by producing physical vocal tract

models which are closely aligned to the condition of a living vocal tract in-situ.

However, the measurements and simulations can still provide useful insight into the

links between vocal tract geometry and the evolution of the acoustic field. These

links can be used to suggest actionable changes for a hypothetical subject in speech

training or therapy.
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Chapter 7

Visualisation of the Vocal Tract

As touched upon in Section 4.1, a great deal of the work presented in this thesis

has been undertaken with its eventual presentation and visualisation in mind. The

early work on presenting the human vocal tract in a way which is approachable and

intuitive to non-technical audiences can be seen in Section 4.1.2 in Figures 4.6 and

4.7. Both works involved presentation of the vocal tract of Nesyamun ‘True of Voice’,

with the former through the medium of Lego and the latter presenting the tract as a

virtual fly through alongside a living subject’s tract within the video game Minecraft

with a simple audio playback of the output of the physical vocal tract model. As

proofs of concept, these two visualisations presented a subject which was previously

only accessible by those with a high level of technical knowledge within mediums

which are accessible by hundreds of millions of people of all ages.

While these visualisations help to give an initial introduction into what the

human vocal tract really looks like, and can be used as a 3D diagram of the different

parts of the anatomy of the tract, they don’t provide much if any insight into

the way that the shape of the tract gives rise to the speech sounds that we hear

every day. Accomplishing this task requires implementing the way the sound is

produced in the tract into the visualisation itself. A visualisation which makes some

of the mechanisms of speech production intuitively accessible would be achieved by

combining audio and visual components.
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7.1 Vocal Tract Fly-Through

A virtual, 3D, fly through of a vocal tract corresponding to the English phoneme

/3:/ was presented alongside a poster titled ‘Virtual Exploration of The Hu-

man Vocal Tract’ as part of the Voice Foundation Symposium in 2021 [1]. This

visualisation had a number of goals based on the progress of this research at that

time. The first of these goals was to provide a scaled-up model of a vocal tract

which a user could move around within. A 3D visual aid such as this could be useful

as a companion to the 2D diagrams often used to explain the anatomy of the vocal

tract. These 2D diagrams lack information on the relative size and shape of features

and how much volume they occupy. It is also generally difficult to assess how the

different features are connected in 3D space. All of these limitations of 2D diagrams

are solved when pairing them with a 3D version of those same diagrams. The sec-

ond goal of this visualisation was to provide audio output alongside the 3D view to

begin to develop a visible relationship between the geometry of the tract and the

way the acoustic field evolves as it travels along it. This would be done by playing

back simulated audio within the tract at regular intervals and within certain side

passages. Finally, it was considered desirable to present this visualisation within an

immersive 3D medium such as Virtual Reality (VR) to better convey relative sizes

and shapes through the use of stereoscopic displays.

These goals required the use of a modern 3D rendering engine with support for

user interactivity and VR. In Section 3.1, the Unity game engine was used to test

the Google Resonance Audio plug-in as a potential simulation method for this work.

The first task in performing this test was importing the vocal tract geometry into

the rendering engine. At the time of creation it was decided that importing the STL

files directly into the engine, rather than converting the files into a format that was

supported by Unity, would minimise any variations between the visual geometry

and that which had been simulated beforehand. The Parabox STL plug-in for

Unity was used as the STL importer for this visualisation [122]. This plug-in deals

with importing of the meshes from the binary STL file, splitting those meshes into
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multiple parts to avoid Unity’s maximum vertex counts on imported assets, and then

re-merging those meshes into one asset whilst preserving relative transformations.

Parabox also supports ASCII STL files however, as the files used in this research are

typically optimised for 3D printing, all the STL files used are already in the binary

format.

With the geometry imported, some logic must be written to allow the user to

explore that geometry. Unity is most commonly used for games development and

so has a wide variety of pre-built ‘character controllers’ which can be used to accept

inputs from the user and translate those inputs into movement in the space. Most of

these character controllers are designed for walking around on surfaces in 2D or 3D

space however, which is not applicable to this project. Instead, a custom controller

was written that mimics the controls used to move the camera in 3D modelling

software and in the Unity editor itself. Unity uses C# as its scripting language, so

a simple script was written and attached to the player camera that allowed the user

to move forwards and backwards relative to their perspective with the arrow keys,

and rotate the viewport with the mouse while holding the right mouse button. This

implementation proved to be an effective proof of concept, making intuitive sense

and allowing for relatively free movement around the tract, but did reveal some

design limitations that should influence future visualisations.

Even with a vocal tract that is increased in scale by a large factor, it can become

disorienting to move around in tightly constricted spaces within the tract. This is

emphasized when the user has spent enough time in the visualisation that they are

no longer well oriented with the spatial axes of the scene. While a reset button that

would realign the user’s rotation with the scene would help with this, there are two

underlying issues that should be solved if producing a new visualisation upon the

basis of this one. The user’s camera is currently not bounded by physical collisions

with the tract walls. This means that a user is never restricted in their movement

when close to the walls of the tract, but can lead to disorientation when a user

accidentally moves through the walls to the outside of the tract. This is made worse
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by the wall thickness of the model. Unity will render both surfaces of the mesh at

all times, which means that a user can end up inside the walls of the model and

not sure how to get back to the inside of the tract. A solution to this issue would

likely be removing the wall thickness so that there was only one surface to render,

and adding a small occlusion zone around the user within which the walls of the

tract become transparent. This would ensure that the user never gets too close to

the walls and loses track of their location, and would also make it easier to move

in and out of the tract purposefully. In addition to issues of physical restriction

of the camera, repositioning the camera in 3D space without moving forwards or

backwards is impossible and can make precise navigation difficult if not disorienting.

To solve this issue, the ability to move left, right, up, and down should be added for

finer control. The same could be added for rotational controls as well at the risk of

increasing the complexity for the user.

With an enlarged vocal tract which the user can navigate around, the final step

of this visualisation was to implement audio feedback based on the user’s location in

the tract. A series of small spherical objects were placed throughout the tract to act

as speakers. A sound file was attached to each of these speakers and the radius of

these sound sources was set to prevent a user from hearing two of the sound sources

at once. Sound files were produced from acoustic simulation data as described in

Section 4.3. As such this data was significantly less accurate than data produced

by VTSim in Chapter 5 and lacks any of the physical validation as discussed in

Chapter 6. Sound files used in this visualisation were also produced directly from

using the source filter method with the calculated Vocal Tract Transfer Function

(VTTF) and a Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model pulse. This method produces buzzy

and unnatural speech sounds when compared to the Klatt synthesiser that was later

implemented, but variation is still audible between the different sound sources as

a proof of concept. Notably, the internal sound output was disabled in the version

which was made available during the symposium due to concerns about the accuracy

of the sound files.
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Figure 7.1: Intro scene for the vocal tract virtual fly through demo created for the
Voice Foundation Symposium 2021. The user can move around the environment
using the arrow keys and can pivot their view using the mouse.

Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show screenshots of this visualisation. They show

a high resolution interactively explorable scene, with several parts of the anatomy

labelled. By being able to move through the tract as they choose, users can get a

stronger sense of how the parts of the tract are connected to each other and also of

the relative size and constriction throughout the tract.

A visualisation such as this one could be useful to a variety of professionals in

the field of speech. Phoneticians and linguists could use a visualisation such as this

as a three dimensional diagram of the anatomy of the tract from which to teach the

concepts of phoneme production based on vocal tract articulation. Speech therapists

could use an interactive fly-through of the tract to show a patient which parts of

the tract are responsible for different parts of speech production and what changing

the shape of them might do to your speech characteristics. Ear, Nose, and Throat
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Figure 7.2: View into the mouth through the lips from the vocal tract virtual fly
through demo.

Figure 7.3: View down the throat from the vocal tract virtual fly through demo.
The Uvula is circled in blue.

Figure 7.4: View towards the glottis from the vocal tract virtual fly through demo.
The Glottis opening is circled in blue and the passageways leading to the Piriform
Fossae are circled in green.
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(ENT) surgeons could use this as a tool to explain how their tract will change and

how that change controls the production of sound to people who are soon to undergo

reconstructive surgery. Many other potential use cases likely exist.

7.2 Auralisation of a Vocal Tract

An interactive demo featuring a vocal tract corresponding to the English phoneme

/3:/ was presented alongside a talk and poster titled ‘Using Voice Synthesis

Techniques to Virtually Explore the Sound Field within the Human Vo-

cal Tract’ for the Voice Foundation Symposium in 2022 [2]. The goals of this visu-

alisation were to act on some lessons learned in the creation of the demo described

in Section 7.1, and also to implement the advancements in simulation accuracy pro-

duced by performing studies on the Arai vocal tract models. At the time of the

production of this visualisation, the studies performed on the Arai models were still

undergoing up to and including most of Section 4.4.1. While this simulation routine

still contained some unexplored errors, it was significantly more accurate than the

data used in the making of the visualisation presented in Section 7.1, and impor-

tantly now used a four formant synthesiser written in Pure Data for the production

of speech sound [123].

Pure Data is an open source visual programming language designed for use in

audio engineering applications. Pure Data has a wide array of built-in functions

and tools for creating and manipulating audio signals, only a small subset of which

were used in this work. Figure 7.5 shows the front panel that was used to synthesise

the speech sounds for this visualisation and Figure 7.6 shows the logic that powers

that synthesis. Each of the numbered buttons will input the first three formant

frequencies that were calculated in Praat for simulation outputs at successive nodes

through the vocal tract, with ‘1’ being closest to the glottis and ‘11’ being just

outside the lips. These three formant frequencies are used as bandpass filters that

a source signal is passed through separately before being mixed back together into

a single sound signal which is then played using a digital to analogue converter.
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Figure 7.5: The front panel of the speech synthesiser used to create the sound files
for the auralisation of a vocal tract. This Pure Data patch allows for manual setting
of the formant frequencies and bandwidths for the first three formants or quick
switching between pre-defined values with the buttons on the right of the patch.

The top half of the ‘graph’ shown in Figure 7.6 uses the vibrato rate and depth

set on the front panel, as well as an excitation waveform to create a voiced source

signal with fundamental frequency also set on that panel. This voiced source is then

optionally mixed with a voiceless source signal to make a resultant vocal source for

the synthesis. The bottom half of the graph creates a bandpass filter using each

formant’s frequency and bandwidth and then applies that filter to the vocal source,

then mixes the three filtered signals back together.

This synthesiser ‘patch’, the name of a program in Pure Data, was a resource

already available within this research group and has some default settings that were

left as given. Only the formant frequencies and bandwidths were altered for this

research. Notably, this synthesiser only uses the first three formants which is in

contrast to the rest of this work which has always stated at least four formants if

not five. As this patch is intended for creating natural speech sounds, it is only

concerned with the first three formants which are generally considered to be all

that is needed to have good intelligibility and enough variation between different

speech sounds to be able to differentiate them. The work presented here so far

has typically had good success with recreating the first, fourth, and fifth formant
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Figure 7.6: The logic which performs the speech synthesis used to create the sound
files for the auralisation of a vocal tract. Solid lines represent the flow of data
between control nodes which perform functions on the incoming data.

and poor accuracy on the second or third formant depending on what stage of this

research is considered. Using a three formant synthesis does require the high error

formant to be used in the synthesis, and means that the error of that formant will

have a larger effect on this synthesis based on a smaller number of formants. Despite

this the acoustic data used in this visualisation is still a large increase in accuracy

when compared to the previous visualisation, and the use of a more sophisticated

synthesiser greatly improves the intelligibility of the sound files which makes the

user’s comparison between them during the visualisation much easier.

The visualisation was made using the Unity game engine for the reasons already

stated. The view presented to the user can be seen in Figure 7.7. Instead of

importing a full vocal tract into this model and allowing for a full 3D exploration of

the tract, it was decided that this simulation would function best in 2D. This avoids

the issues discussed in Section 7.1 with navigation around the 3D space, and also

keeps the focus of the visualisation on the way the sound changes throughout the

tract rather than the physical exploration of its geometry. A 2D viewpoint required

bisection of the tract, which was performed in Blender, to allow the user to see into
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Figure 7.7: Vocal tract internal sound profiling demo created for the Voice Founda-
tion Symposium 2022. The red sphere is the location that the user is listening from
and can be moved around the space using the arrow keys. Each of the green circles
is a virtual speaker that plays the synthesised sound at that point, produced using
acoustic simulation data.

the airway of the tract. Along the airway, a number of green discs were placed that

would act as the speaker locations for the various sound files. Again, the radii of

these sound sources were set so that the user would only hear one source at a time.

A unique feature of this visualisation when compared to the previous one and the

work done after this visualisation was produced, is the presence of a sound source

in the valleculae. This was one of the first outputs of this work that attempted to

show the sound in the tract at a point which was separated from the main airway

and in an area which is geometrically different from the rest of the tract.

While this visualisation is significantly easier to navigate and presents the acous-

tic data in a much more intuitive way, the 2D view does still obscure a lot of the

geometrical variation that is present in the tract. For example the existence of the

piriform fossae is not particularly clear, only one of the vallecula can be seen, and

the way in which the valleculae are connected both to themselves and to the main

part of the airway is not clear. A future visualisation would likely combine the high

accuracy and natural sounding synthesised outputs using the method from this vi-
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sualisation and the data from Chapter 6, with a 3D fly-through like the one shown

in Section 7.1.

7.3 Chapter Summary

Two visualisations created during this work for the purpose of presenting the vocal

tract both visually and aurally in an interactive and intuitive manner are described

in this chapter. In the first visualisation, a 3D fly through of the tract is presented

that allows a user to move through the vocal tract in 3D to get a hands-on idea of

how the different parts of the tract are connected. This fly through was presented

alongside some primitive synthesised sounds produced along the tract as a proof-

of-concept for a piece of interactive software that allows a user to directly relate

physical geometry to audio output.

This proof-of-concept was built upon in the second visualisation, which included

more sophisticated synthesised speech output in a simpler to navigate albeit less

informative 2D space. By moving their microphone around the bisected vocal tract

and between the virtual speakers, users could directly compare and contrast syn-

thesised speech sounds at different points in the tract easily. The lessons learned

in creating these two visualisations pave the way for a combined one which would

present multiple tracts in an interactive 3D space with sound outputs within them

and at their lips, possibly incorporating vocal tract geometry manipulation in real

time.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has presented a novel technique for simulating the acoustic propagation

through a human vocal tract, verified that simulation through physical measure-

ments, and presented both the simulation routine and data it has produced in an

accessible manner. In this chapter, a summary of the thesis and its contributions is

provided by chapter.

8.1 Thesis Summary

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the physical processes of acoustic propaga-

tion in the human vocal tract and how those processes lead to speech. A way in

which those processes can be used to synthesise artificial speech sounds is also given.

The introduction provided in this chapter is brief but is expanded upon throughout

this thesis and provides a foundation from which to consider the simulation of the

human voice. A wide array of acoustic modelling procedures are also presented,

including both geometrical and wave-based methods. While geometrical methods

are much easier to implement and can lead to significant reductions in simulation

time, the accuracy provided by wave-based methods to the underlying physical pro-

cesses can not be overlooked. Wave-based methods are the obvious choice when

requiring high accuracy such as in speech science. Each of the wave-based methods

discussed is presented fully mathematically or in terms of its relationship to a previ-
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ously described method. This chapter also includes a brief discussion of some of the

modern advances in acoustic simulation, including the use of high performance mul-

tithreaded hardware such as GPUs and some methods used to maximise immersion

in VR applications.

A series of pre-existing modelling packages are introduced in Chapter 3. Each

investigated modelling package is briefly explored and then discussed with respect

to its potential advantages and disadvantages in vocal tract acoustic modelling.

While many of these modelling packages are mature and widely used, they all have

certain drawbacks which limit their applications to this work, for example difficulty

of defining 3D geometry, incorrect handling of sufficiently small features, and relative

inaccessibility due to licensing costs and long simulation times.

Chapter 4 shows the beginning of the development of an acoustic propagation

algorithm designed for human vocal tract modelling. The main aims of this devel-

opment separate it from prior research: a requirement for the entire propagation

domain to be calculated and stored for the entire duration of the simulation for fur-

ther analysis, and a requirement for the simulation routine and the data it provides

to be accessible to both the wider scientific community and also individuals with

less technical knowledge and less resources. An approach to 3D geometry which

is not based on common engineering processes like Computer Aided Design (CAD)

has led to the use of powerful 3D modelling applications such as Blender which

provide a great deal of control of model preparation and editing. A forward eye to

the eventual visualisation of simulation data also produced voxelisation as both a

powerful visualisation tool and an extremely convenient one for importing complex

general geometries into simulation routines.

Both the FDTD and DWM methods were explored in this chapter. Several issues

were observed with the implementation and use of FDTD which largely arose due to

the high complexity and frequent constrictions of the vocal tract geometry. As such

this work made great use of DWM and its acoustic admittance term which implicitly

allows for acoustically accurate propagation within the walls of the tract. Initial
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simulations of acoustic propagation within sample tract models produced from MRI

data were performed. Formant frequencies produced were frequently off from given

values by a scaling factor between 2 and 5, possibly due limitations of the simulation

routine, errors in the FFT algorithm used, or due to obtaining an arbitrarily scaled

eigenvector of the system. Accuracy comparisons between this simulation routine

and prior research showed similar results but required manual removal of the scaling

factor and were based on given formant frequencies for various vowels rather than

physical measurements. A set of simplified on-axis vocal tract models for Japanese

vowels were then used to optimise the simulation routine for a variety of parameters

using physical recordings of the real models. This allowed for direct validation of the

simulation results and this technique is one of the novelties of this research. These

optimisations were then applied to real physical tracts as a starting point for further

optimisation in order to re-align the simulation routine to its targeted domain. This

concluded with an average MAE of 12.77 % across three vocal tract models, which

is in line with prior research.

Having produced and optimised the acoustic simulation routine, work was done

to consolidate the entire process, from importing the STL file all the way to formant

calculation and speech synthesis, into one acoustic simulation package dubbed ‘VT-

Sim’ in Chapter 5. An in-depth description of the additional development required

for this is given, and a series of accuracy comparisons made on the outputs of the

combined simulation routine based again on physical measurements of 3D printed

vocal tracts. Average MAE across the four vocal tracts simulated here is 10.12 %

with a standard deviation across the MAEs of each model’s formants of 2.691, with

accuracy gains and variance reduction likely arising from testing on one additional

model and minor improvements to code in the process of creating the package. A

set of simplified uniform tubes were then simulated using VTSim to test its ability

to recreate formants in a mathematically calculable example. The average MAE

across both simulations was 7.435 with a standard deviation of 4.175. This shows

good agreement, despite mismatches between the simulation domain and the ex-
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ample acoustic environment. VTSim was then used to interrogate the evolution of

the acoustic field along the length of the tract in each of the vocal tract models

previously simulated. An explanation is provided for the way the extracted formant

frequencies shift in relation to the geometry changes along the length of the tract

using a simple analogy of resonance in a tube, showing the potential power of this

method in providing a technical basis for intuitive explanations of how changes in

the tract geometry can affect the voice. This method was then applied to a model

which has had its piriform fossae removed to show the affect that this change has

on the average formant frequency along the length of the tract.

In Chapter 6, attempts to validate the internal acoustic outputs being used at

the end of Chapter 5 using physical measurements. By using a miniature micro-

phone and a custom-built 3D printed vocal tract with measurement ports along its

length, a series of acoustic measurements were taken of the evolution of the acous-

tic field within a physical vocal tract. The procedure for these measurements is

described in good detail and is one of this work’s novel contributions to future re-

search. These measurements showed that while the simulation does provide results

which are within a range of relative accuracy, the optimisations made for VTSim to

produce outputs which are accurate at the lips of these models may not be as accu-

rate for reproduction of the internal field. A first pass at improving the accuracy of

the geometry of the simulation to that of the physical measurements, without the

adjustment of the parameters of the simulation itself, led to a 2.57 % gain in MAE

to an average of 15.22 % with a standard deviation of the MAEs across all output

locations of 2.12. With more optimisation for re-aligned simulation, it is expected

that accuracy similar to that previously attained at the lips would be produced.

Performing this optimisation in a way which produces a simulation which is accu-

rate to a real human vocal tract rather than a 3D printed vocal tract is complex

though, and beyond the scope of this work. This will be discussed further in 8.4.

Finally, Chapter 7 presents a few visualisations created during this work which

present both the vocal tract and the acoustic field produced by it in interactive
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and intuitive ways. Visualisations have been created for both the 50th and 51st

Voice Foundation Annual Symposium. The first work presented in this chapter is a

high-resolution interactive vocal tract which has been greatly scaled up to allow a

user to move around within it. This visualisation could be used as a teaching tool

to give a better understanding of the way the different anatomical features of the

vocal tract are laid out. The second demo features an interactive bisected vocal

tract that a user can move a microphone within, and spread throughout this tract

are a series of speakers that play the sound produced at that position in the tract

based on simulation outputs. This allows a user to both see and hear how the vocal

tract changes along its length and how that change produces the speech sound at

the lips.

8.2 Novel Contributions

This work provides the following novel contributions to this field:

� VTSim The all-in-one acoustic simulation package presented in Chapter 5 is

purpose built to produce speech profiling data and output sounds for arbitrary

vocal tract models. This package is written in Python and is freely available in

its entirety at the following address: https://github.com/dotdandotunderscore/

VTSim. This should greatly lower the barrier of entry to speech science in this

field.

� Direct Comparison to Physical Measurements There is only a small

prior body of work which directly compares simulated speech outputs to cor-

responding recordings of physical vocal tracts. The methods described within

provide a strong validation procedure for simulation routines and are used in

this work to show a high level of accuracy in the simulation.

� Internal Acoustic Measurements of the Vocal Tract Chapter 6 de-

scribed the process and outcomes of performing direct physical measurements
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of the evolution of the acoustic field within a 3D printed vocal tract. The

process for performing these measurements and the results they produced in

this work are well described and can be used for a variety of validation mea-

surements beyond this work.

� Interactive 3D Visualisation of the Vocal Tract The visualisations cre-

ated as part of this work present the vocal tract and the mechanism of speech

production in a variety of ways which are both interactive, and intuitive. This

includes presentation within extremely widely used software, and in custom-

built applications that present the audio outputs alongside the geometry being

explored.

8.3 Hypothesis Revisited

The hypothesis presented at the start of this thesis is as follows:

By simulating the acoustic field throughout the entire vocal tract the

evolution of speech sounds within the tract can be directly and quanti-

tatively related to physical variations in the tract geometry.

In this thesis, a novel simulation packaged dubbed ‘VTSim’ has been produced

which is capable of performing an acoustic simulation of a human vocal tract with

arbitrary geometry that stores the pressure within the entire propagation domain

at every time step. This model, through direct comparison to physical vocal tract

measurements, has been shown to be capable of reproducing formants at the lips

with an average accuracy of 10.12 % with a standard deviation across the MAEs

of each model’s formants of 2.691 with no additional treatment or consideration

of the results. This same model has then been used to extract formant frequency

measurements within the tract, which have also been directly compared to physical

measurements performed using a bespoke measurement set-up as described in Chap-
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ter 6. Average accuracy across nine measurement points for one vocal tract model

was 15.22 % with a standard deviation of the MAEs across all output locations of

2.12 with minimal optimisation and no additional treatment of the results.

In this work the behaviour of acoustic outputs taken within and along the vocal

tract have been compared to the geometry within which they are taken, and ex-

plained using relatively simple analogies and physics concepts. For example, Section

5.2.2 contains discussion of the frequency shifting of extracted formant frequencies in

a vocal tract model when moving from the constricted area at the back of the throat

to the more open area within the mouth. A simple application of basic acoustics

corroborates the frequency changes which are seen in the simulated data set. Sec-

tion 6.2.1 uses similar arguments to suggest that a change in geometry at a certain

position in the tract would lead to a noticeable frequency shift in specific formants.

While knowledge of how to articulate the throat to create different sounds has been

developed over long time periods empirically in the practice of speech, the ability to

see how those articulations affect the evolution of speech in the tract quantitatively

before this research is relatively inaccessible. Being able to explore the tract quan-

titatively in this way will also likely lead to further discoveries and uses that were

not possible based only on speech outputs of an individual.

For example, conventional wisdom in speech coaching and singing instruction

may recommend the expansion of a certain part of the mouth or throat to produce

a particular sound, which could also be produced by instead making other changes

which may not have been immediately obvious. These kinds of suggestions are

common in speech therapy that aims to assist a speaker with adjusting the way

their voice sounds, often targetting individual formant frequencies directly. The

granularity with which the acoustic field of the tract can be probed in this way

also paves the way for great precision with instruction and even medical procedures.

To continue the previous hypothetical, an instructor could not only instruct an

individual to expand a certain part of their vocal tract to achieve a certain sound,

but could directly quantify by how much the individual would need to do so. In the
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field of medicine, doctors may be able to take MRI scans of a subject and compare

the output of a simulation on those scans to historic recordings of that subject’s

voice to help plan surgery to recreate it or even to edit it. A process such as this

could be used to provide targetted insights into the effect of physical vocal tract

anatomy trauma on the spoken output of a speaker, and influence a plan of action

to remedying the effects of that trauma on that subject’s speech.

While the work presented within this thesis is promising, there are still issues

with accuracy and implementation. While the 10 % average accuracy stated for the

VTSim outputs at the lips in Table 5.1 is good in comparison to other works, the loss

of accuracy seen in the internal measurements presents a barrier to the use of this

research at this time. Given more time, a large amount of work would likely have

been done in improving this accuracy until it approached the previous levels. Better

still, an experiment designed to perform optimisations of the simulation routine on

a set of physical models which are designed to match real vocal tracts in-situ as

closely as possible would have been performed. Section 8.4 presents many areas in

which this work could be improved upon and advanced in the future.

Within the scope of this work, this researcher believes that the goals set out in

the hypothesis have been clearly met with many interesting avenues for expansion.

With further research on top of the ground laid here, alongside more validation and

optimisation of the simulation and comparison to more living subjects, a simulation

method such as this could likely have a wide array of potential uses across the field

of speech science.

8.4 Future Work

8.4.1 Improvement of the DWM Simulation Routine

While the DWM simulation method described in this work has been shown to be

robust enough to reproduce formant frequencies with an average MAE of approxi-

mately 10 %, there are still many functionalities which are not present in this routine
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that could provide meaningful gains in overall accuracy. The first obvious improve-

ment to the algorithm is in the implementation of a frequency-dependent acoustic

admittance parameter. Boundaries in real acoustic media reflect acoustic waves with

a different phase and amplitude to the incoming wave in a way that is frequency

dependent. Characterising and implementing some kind of function which computes

the acoustic admittance in each waveguide during run time based on the incoming

frequency may lead to a much more physically accurate simulation which would

hopefully produce more accurate outputs. This is a non-trivial process however,

and is not equivalent to the method of implementing frequency dependent bound-

aries in the FDTD scheme due to the lack of acoustically hard boundaries within the

domain. This would also add significant simulation time increases if not intelligently

implemented due to a necessity to compute the acoustic admittance at every time

step.

The next weakness of this simulation is in the implementation of the acoustic

source. In VTSim, the source is placed at a single node which is in the centre of

the glottis on the bottom of the model. In a real vocal tract, the volume velocity

which acts as the input to the vocal tract is produced by the combination of airflow

from the lungs and the vibration of the glottis. As such, to accurately model this,

the glottis should likely be modelled as a surface that produces the volume velocity

source across itself evenly. In addition to this source directivity, which describes the

amplitude spectrum of a source from its origin in 3D space, is not considered in this

work [124]. In this simulation the source is entirely omnidirectional, which may also

lead to a loss in accuracy.

An inaccuracy which is seemingly not considered in any research which has in-

fluenced this work is that the speed of sound in the acoustic propagation does not

differ in the airway and in the wall of the vocal tract. The speed of sound is used to

determine the sample frequency due to the Courant convergence condition, along-

side the spatial resolution. To account for the speed of sound would either require

updating the acoustic propagation within the airways less frequently than within
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the walls or making the mesh grid that propagation is computed on significantly

more sparse within the walls. Both of these options are incredibly non-trivial to im-

plement, with special care taken to avoid feedback loops caused by acoustic pressure

entering a wall, moving along the tract, and then re-entering the airway travelling

in the opposite direction. This would likely require some complex improvements in

directionality of propagation as described prior.

Finally, the lack of an absorbing boundary layer at the edges of the propagation

domain leads to significant non-physical artefacts in this work that may lead to large

improvements in accuracy if removed. In this work, the LRS formulation popular

in FDTD schemes has been tuned to maximise accuracy however there is still sig-

nificant reflection off of the boundaries and back into the domain. It is not possible

to determine the effect of these reflections without first implementing a solution,

but it is expected that the effects are profound especially for internal acoustic mea-

surements. Much prior work has attempted to formulate a true absorbing boundary

condition for the DWM but none as yet are as effective as the PML available in

two-field applications [125, 126, 127].

8.4.2 Improvement and Validation of VTSim with Internal

Acoustic Measurements

Chapter 6 presented a first attempt at characterising the acoustic field within the

vocal tract and using measurements to validate the simulation outputs. While this

validation did show some agreement, there is a clear loss in accuracy when compared

to measurements just considering the output at the lips. This loss in accuracy can

also be seen in the mismatch between the relationship between formant frequency

and distance measured along the tract seen across the physical measurements and

the simulations. Adjustment of the simulation geometry led to an immediate 2.57 %

improvement which suggests that the simulation routine is incorrectly optimised for

internal measurements, specifically of 3D printed tracts.

To adequately perform these optimisations in a way that matches the intended
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use case, a physical vocal tract model which closely matches the acoustic properties

of a real human vocal tract in-situ would be required. This includes: encasing the

vocal tract in a material which is acoustic similar to flesh, mounting the tract to a

loudspeaker in a way which does not adversely affect the acoustic properties around

the mounting point and which does not introduce any inaccurate vibrational modes

in the assembly, and designing the boreholes used for the physical measurements

such that they can be plugged when not in use and do not affect the acoustic

environment when they are in use. If all of these requirements can be achieved then

this physical measurement set-up could be used as a calibration for VTSim in terms

of varying model resolution, acoustic admittance, boundary admittance, and any

other relevant physical parameters. Only by performing this calibration could the

accuracy of the internal VTSim outputs be considered to have good accuracy and

be used with confidence.

On the subject of validation of the simulation, a large study on recreating sim-

ple acoustic examples could also be performed to discern the simulation’s accuracy

at producing a known ground truth, and to better understand the effects of the

formulation of the simulation domain on its ability to reproduce these results.

8.4.3 Comparison Between VTSim and Other Methods

While the Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) method used in this work for acoustic

simulation is capable of accurately modelling the physics of acoustic propagation in

the tract, there are many other methods of computing acoustic propagation which

may have their own advantages and disadvantages. VTSim, instead of being used

as a tool for producing data to be used in other applications, could be a useful tool

for benchmarking and exploring state-of-the-art software and processes.

A great deal of processes for experimentally measuring vocal tract speech outputs

have been developed and presented in this work, that could be used to validate any

number of speech acoustics applications. For example, Section 3.4 described initial

explorations of the multi-physics solver COMSOL which is a highly sophisticated
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software package that could be used for the simulation of human speech sounds while

accounting for complex interactions such as fluid dynamics. Comparing a COMSOL

simulation of the vocal tract both to physical measurements on the same geometry

and to VTSim would allow for a quantitative measure of the advantage gained by

using this package, if any.

Performing a suite of investigations such as this would benefit from a deep knowl-

edge base on whichever tool was being tested, and as such is beyond the scope of

this work.

8.4.4 More Visualisation

Chapter 7 presented two visualisations that aimed to provide a way to explore

the human vocal tract, both physically and aurally, in an interactive and intuitive

way. Ideally, a third visualisation would have been made as part of this work that

combines the advantages of both of these visualisations while solving some of their

implementation issues.

This visualisation would likely be in full 3D, possibly within VR, with a well

implemented way of moving around physically within the space. Multiple vocal

tracts would be imported into the visualisation and each of these vocal tracts would

have fully synthesised acoustic outputs throughout them. For the purpose of teach-

ing and outreach, the tracts could be annotated with the anatomical features seen

throughout, and signage that explains why the sound changes in the way it does

would be found at key parts of the geometry.

This would be even more impactful if the user was able to perform slight changes

to the geometry, either in preset ways or in real time, and hear the effects of those

changes immediately. Implementing this in real time is a large computational chal-

lenge, but is not infeasible in the future.
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8.4.5 Further Applications in Other Fields

As has been discussed throughout this work, the most interesting avenue of further

work based upon this research is in applying it to other fields. Potential applications

have been mentioned multiple times throughout, ranging from instruction in the

use of the voice which is informed by simulation on an anatomical level, to the use

of these simulation methods to determine the location and magnitude of surgical

interventions with an aim of creating a specific voice in a subject.

The potential applications are likely even more broad than the simple ones pre-

sented here as a result of the particular background of this research but, with the

availability of VTSim and the documentation present in this work, the discovery of

those applications is left as an exercise to the reader.
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Abbreviations

BEM Boundary Element Method

CAD Computer Aided Design

CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture

DG Time-Explicit Discontinuous Galerkin

DWM Digital Waveguide Mesh

ENT Ear, Nose, and Throat

ESM Equivalent Source Method

FDTD Finite-Difference Time-Domain

FEM Finite Element Method

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FVM Finite Volume Method

GPU Graphics Processing Unit

HRTF Head-Related Transfer Function

K-DWM Kirchoff Type-Digital Waveguide Mesh

LF Liljencrants-Fant
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LPC Linear Predictive Coding

LRS Locally Reacting Surfaces

LTI Linear Time-Invariant

MAE Mean Absolute Error (%)

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

PLA Polylactic Acid

PML Perfectly Matched Layer

PSTD Pseudospectral Time-Domain

SRL Standard Rectilinear

VR Virtual Reality

VTTF Vocal Tract Transfer Function

W-DWM Wave Based-Digital Waveguide Mesh

WAV Waveform Audio File Format
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